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ABSTRACT!

!
!
"Eighteenth-century music is, in one sense, all dance music." Igor Stravinsky's words 
remind us that the sublimation of social dance into art music constitutes the lynchpin 
of classical forms that he, like many other neoclassical composers, returned to after the 
First World War. After Theodor W. Adorno positioned Stravinsky as a regressive 
antipode to Schoenberg the Progressive, aligning the former's music with reactionary, 
even fascist ideological tendencies, "neoclassicism" has had to shoulder disparate 
meanings and derogatory connotations. The term's checkered reception history, which 
includes classical appropriations by totalitarian art, brings together culture, politics 
and aesthetics in volatile constellations with one another.  An event-based, dance-
centered approach to studying what I call neoclassical gestures – musical, 
choreographic and political elements that refer backward and outward through the 
amalgamation of past and present cultural allusion – presents an opportunity to move 
beyond the historical moment of Adorno's polemic by contextualizing neoclassicism's 
community-forming potential while, at the same time, emphasizing its stylistic and 
ideological heterogeneity. 
 
My dissertation both broadens and qualifies the phenomenon of neoclassicism in 
music by investigating three interwar ballet productions: Francis Poulenc’s Les Biches 
(1924), Kurt Weill’s Die sieben Todsünden (1933), and Constant Lambert’s 
Horoscope (1938). Designed to explore diverse European neoclassicisms through the 
lens of music-dance relationships, these case studies seek to capture the shifting 
perspectives and social factors that defined the cultural landscape during this period. 
Of key significance to this intermedial analysis is the mutable role played by irony. By 
showing how the diverse uses of popular dance by interwar composers went hand in 
hand with classical emulation and aspirations toward classicality, this dissertation 
establishes the terms for a reconciliation between neoclassical repertoire and the 
modernist canon. 
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Introduction 

 One of the profoundest moments of intractable grief for Europe’s collective 

consciousness came with the disillusionment engendered by the First World War. 

Nineteenth-century strands of nation building and industrialization culminated in 

modern warfare on an unprecedented scale. Instead of a Great War to end all wars, 

global conflict led to further political instability, to economic meltdown, and to the 

serialization of man-made catastrophe: another world war.  

 It is within this interwar period, not two decades earlier, that twentieth-century 

music truly began.i What was left for composers to say about the human condition in 

the rubble of the most devastating political and social upheaval of all time?  

 Feeling that future had betrayed them, many composers looked back to the past. 

The impulse to derive new music from antiquated forms was nothing new, but it was 

not until the 1920s that this compositional enterprise congealed into a widespread 

trend that affected all the arts. The return to classical forms and topics, to symmetry, 

beauty, clarity, and, not least, to convention, all conducted under the banner of 

"neoclassicism," reestablished Apollonian sobriety within a screaming Expressionist 

void. Like their colleagues in the visual arts, composers emulated styles and topics 

from the eighteenth century and beyond, paying homage to earlier times but also using 

temporal distance to create commentary through juxtaposition and irony.  

 Neoclassicism. While many stylistic categories mislead as much as they inform, 

this reflective-refractive process has proved particularly difficult to pin down in its 

musical conception. Associated initially and above all with the music of Igor 

Stravinsky, the term "neoclassicism" has shouldered disparate meanings and 
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derogatory connotations, particularly after Theodor W. Adorno positioned Stravinsky 

as a regressive antipode to Schoenberg. ii  Its checkered reception history, which 

includes classical appropriations by totalitarian art, brings together culture, politics 

and aesthetics in volatile constellations with one another.   

Revisionist study of the term "neoclassicism" has been underway in 

musicological inquiry during the past couple of decades, with recent trends pointing 

toward approaches that broaden its categorization. Scott Messing’s book, 

Neoclassicism in music: from the genesis of the concept through the 

Schoenberg/Stravinsky polemic (1988) chronicles the origins of the term from several 

angles and national perspectives.iii His study includes important connections between 

Busoni’s “junge Klassizität” and the aesthetic aims that eventually define 

neoclassicism. Busoni’s role as a figurehead for neoclassicism’s proto-history and his 

activities as a pedagogue are scrupulously chronicled in Tamara Levitz’s dissertation, 

Teaching New Classicality: Busoni’s Master Class in Composition, 1921-1924 

(1993).iv Stephen Hinton, in his essay, “Kurt Weill’s ‘Modern Classical Art’” (1997), 

makes a terminological distinction between “Classicism” (“Klassizismus”) and 

“Classicality” (“Klassik”); the former being a poietic category and the latter an 

aesthetic one concerning canonical consciousness and reception.v In his dissertation, 

Degeneration, Neoclassicism, and the Weimar-Era Music of Hindemith, Krenek, and 

Weill (1999), Michael Edward von der Linn investigates the politics and rhetoric of 

Entartung – degeneration – along with the efforts of music criticism during from the 

interwar period in order to place German interwar neoclassicism in a cultural context.vi 

Jane Fulcher, in her book The Composer as Intellectual: Music and Ideology in 
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France from 1914-1940 (2005), examines the relationship between political 

allegiances, cultural fashions, and neoclassical aesthetics in French composers from 

the interwar period.vii  More recently, Levitz has published Modernist Mysteries: 

Perséphone (2012), which aims to provide a revisionist history of neoclassicism by 

studying the staging of a particular Stravinsky work.viii Barbara L. Kelly's latest book, 

Music and Ultra-Modernism in France: A Fragile Consensus, 1913-1939 (2013), 

likewise develops a narrative of continuity, not rupture, tying interwar aesthetics to 

prewar composers such as Debussy, while integrating the history of critical reception 

alongside musical biography and analysis.ix 

 In tackling the subject of neoclassicism, these authors deploy a variety of 

approaches: composer biographies and analysis of musical works, but also cultural and 

reception histories that integrate the roles played by critics and institutional factions. 

Recent study of neoclassical repertoire – a body of music that, with a few exceptions, 

is absent from the predominant Austro-German canon – has invited more 

interdisciplinary perspectives from cultural and literary studies, political science, and 

the visual arts. Why? The main body of twentieth-century, neoclassical repertoire 

derives from collaborative staged works, whose contributors included painters, authors, 

businessmen, patrons, composers, and choreographers. At the center of neoclassical 

enterprises was the theater.  

 The history of early twentieth-century ballet is closely tied to the emergence of 

neoclassicism, largely thanks to Stravinsky. After all, what was arguably Stravinsky's 

first neoclassical work was Pulcinella, a ballet constructed from eighteenth-century 

sources and which predates the Wind Octet, premiering on May 15, 1920.x Stravinsky 
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provided a lasting legacy for an increasingly abstracted, classical style through his 

professional partnership with the choreographer George Balanchine. Most of the 

hallmark “neoclassical” composers in Paris were employed at some point by two rival 

ballet companies that transformed the landscape of modern music-making and 

revitalized the history of dance: Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes – central to any 

study on interwar dance collaborations in Paris – and its more experimental competitor, 

the Ballets Suédois.  

 The revitalization of ballet repertoire in the twentieth century and its canonical 

integration into modern music owe in large measure to Diaghilev, who brought artists, 

musicians, and dancers together to produce experimental and sometimes shocking new 

works, presented to a main-stream public. The Ballets Russes occupied its own 

particular place between establishment and radicalism, between insider and outsider. 

While its membership comprised for the most part Russian expatriates, and Diaghilev 

initially sought out almost exclusively Russian collaborators, the company became a 

distinctly Parisian institution. After the First World War, Diaghilev increasingly 

engaged French composers for his ballet productions; in particular, constituents from 

“Les Six,” whose frothy mixture of popular and parodic sensibilities collapsed easily 

into neoclassicism to create light divertissement with satirical bite. With the exception 

of Louis Durey, all of “Les Six” participated in writing music for ballet, between the 

Ballets Russes and Ballets Suédois, along with countless contemporaries. And while 

neoclassicism in dance may have found its center in Paris, Diaghilev's legacy and 

influence extended across Europe – even to England and the United States.xi  
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 Stravinsky, discussing Pulcinella, once wrote: "Whether instrumental or vocal, 

whether sacred or secular, eighteenth-century music is, in one sense, all dance 

music."xii The sublimation of social dance into musical form constitutes the lynchpin 

of neoclassical topics. These resurrected topics interact synchronically with the 

contemporary, popular dance obsessions of neoclassical composers. Combining these 

backward and outward looking connections to dance with choreography creates a 

double layering of gestures. Neoclassical ballet, then, can be thought of as dance about 

dance, constructed (musically) by dance. (It should be recalled that Adorno, borrowing 

Nietzsche's criticism of Brahms, characterized Stravinsky's neoclassicism in his 

Philosophy of New Music as "music about music.") It is no coincidence that 

neoclassicism and modern ballet flourished simultaneously; between them, classical 

gestures, suite-like forms, and dance templates unite. Both embrace formalist and 

abstract aesthetics. Moreover, both embody social codes – communicative gestures 

and allusions – and designs for discipline and social order. 

In interwar neoclassicism, modern art and life become entwined and mutually 

enforcing. Social goals become aesthetic ones; nationalist aims converge with 

historical homage and classical formal templates restore the community-forming 

power of music. Neoclassicism marks a return to social agreement. Structured and 

ordered, imbued with culturally understood melodic references and idioms, 

neoclassicism seeks to eliminate solipsism. Deriving from numerous personalities, 

motivations, and social factors, neoclassicism's aesthetics-turned-political-ideology 

negates expressions of individualism. This negation finds unique embodiment in 
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ballet: a genre that emerges as serious art in the twentieth century, where the body is 

collective, and voiceless. 

The present study both broadens and qualifies the term "neoclassicism” by 

investigating music through interwar ballet productions. My aim is to rewrite the 

history of musical neoclassicism by presenting a history mediated through what I call 

neoclassical gestures: musical, choreographic and political elements that refer 

backward and outward through the amalgamation of past and present cultural allusion. 

Gesture can be interpreted on a micro scale of musical and choreographic figures, and 

on a macro scale of rhetorical devices: communication and communal experience in 

art. This constellation of collaborative and cultural forces renders the ‘work concept’ 

largely untenable here.xiii Rather, I structure my investigation as a history of events 

presented in the form of three case studies: Francis Poulenc’s Les Biches (1924), Kurt 

Weill’s Die sieben Todsünden (1933), and Constant Lambert’s Horoscope (1938). 

Designed to explore the political, stylistic and ideological shaping of different 

European ‘neoclassicisms’ through the lens of music-dance relationships, these case 

studies chronicle changes in neoclassicism between the 1920s and 1930s and capture 

in the process a range of cultural perspectives and social factors. Of key significance 

to this intermedial analysis is the mutable role played by irony. By showing how the 

diverse uses of popular dance by interwar composers went hand in hand with classical 

emulation and aspirations toward classicality, this dissertation establishes the terms for 

a reconciliation between neoclassical repertoire and the modernist canon. 

 My first case study, Les Biches (1924), is a paragon of nationalist, neoclassical 

ballet, in which music and choreography mirror each another's blending of backward 
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and forward looking gestures. Composed by Francis Poulenc, the youngest member of 

Les Six, who, barely twenty years old, was enmeshed in the aesthetics of Igor 

Stravinsky and the stylized nationalism of Jean Cocteau, Les Biches offers an aural 

embodiment of French classicism.  Visually, through Marie Laurencin's watercolor set 

designs and Bronislava Nijinska's playful yet subversive choreographic representation 

of elite society, the ballet elicits social commentary, its biting critique mollified by the 

temporal distancing of classical idiom. Considered one of the first neoclassical ballets, 

Les Biches is no stranger to the discourse, in dance or music.xiv It is also one of the few 

early twentieth-century ballets for which the original choreography survives, thanks to 

the many revival productions overseen personally by Nijinska throughout her lifetime, 

and later by her daughter, Irina. Yet while musicologists acknowledge the centrality of 

the work's music-dance relationships (Christopher Moore writes, "The initial success 

of Les Biches was largely attributable to the aesthetic synergies that unified the 

musical and gestural components of the work" xv ), understanding how the 

neoclassicisms of each medium converge requires a careful examination of Nijinska's 

choreography in relation to Poulenc's score.  

 I introduce Les Biches via discussion of French nationalist classicism, Cocteau, 

and Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. The extent to which Les Biches is a work of nationalist 

classicism cannot be evaluated without first considering the precedent of Cocteau and 

Diaghilev's controversially nationalist ballet, Parade (1917). I discuss the genesis of 

Les Biches and the synergistic contributions of its collaborators: Poulenc, Nijinska, 

and Laurencin. I combine analysis of the music with choreographic details, drawn 

from reviews, photographs, and video footage from Irina Nijinska's revival of the 
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original production with Oakland Ballet in the 1980s. By presenting how music, dance 

and set design interact in Les Biches, I show how a neoclassical dialogue among media, 

through representations of gender, sexuality, and culture, both supported and 

subverted interwar, nationalist efforts in France. The social satire that emerges through 

intermedial relationships introduces multiple modes of irony, which require us to 

begin reassessing the roles played by irony and distance in neoclassicism.  

 Chapter 2 explores alternative strategies for defining neoclassical ballet 

through a contrasting case study: Die sieben Todsünden (1933). While Les Biches 

functions as a paradigmatic lynchpin of 1920s neoclassical repertoire, Die sieben 

Todsünden derives its neoclassicism from Weill's emulation of Mozart's compositional 

and theatrical processes. The "neoclassical" classification of this ballet-chanté, born 

from multiple theoretical convergences, implies and reflects the scholarly work of 

Messing, Hinton and Levitz, all of which has allowed us to move past Adorno's 

dichotomy and identify classicism in composers as seemingly diverse as Schoenberg 

and Weill.  

 Composed while he was living in exile, Weill's ballet-chanté draws us into the 

post-Diaghilev era of the interwar period in Paris. The artistic remains of the Ballets 

Russes had scattered among smaller-scaled enterprises, including a transient company 

founded by Boris Kochno and George Balanchine: Les Ballets 1933. With the 

financial backing of British impresario Edward James, the company commissioned 

Weill to produce Die sieben Todsünden. This generically hybrid theatrical work 

combined not only singer and dancer, but also German, French, Russian, and English 

collaborators, past and present love interests, and a range of aesthetic and ideological 
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sensibilities from classical ballet, expressionist motion, instrumental formal writing, 

popular song, and Marxism.  

 This chapter pursues two threads: the role played by neoclassicism in Weill's 

music and the role played by dance, through an examination of the work's production 

history. Die sieben Todsünden's classical elements reflect the composer's proclivities 

as a twentieth-century theater reformer and his training as a Busoni pupil, involving in 

particular the example of Mozart. These influences give rise to his eclectic use of 

topics, styles, allusion, and ultimately genres – elements that, taken together, forge a 

particular variant of neoclassicism: one that engages with and is reinforced by the 

music's pairing with dance. The work's ironic social commentary derives from the 

combining of music, text and dance, and the way in which they comprise Epic and 

separated elements, forming a kind of anti-Gesamtkunstwerk. Dance adds an important 

dimension to Weill's neoclassicism, not by mimetically amplifying the musical 

dimensions, but rather by connecting the temporally and historically disparate leanings 

of his aesthetics: modern popular grooves and classical (and pre-classical) formal 

conventions. While Balanchine's original choreography from the 1933 Paris premiere 

has not been preserved and no video documentation survives of his revival production 

in 1958 with New York City Ballet, this chapter presents an idea of the dance and its 

relation to the work's other media by drawing on still photographs, reviews, and letters 

from both the original production and later stagings.  

 Chapters 1 and 2 constitute a kind of dialectic, juxtaposing a case study that 

derives its classicism through historical, cultural allusion with another whose 

classicism is demonstrated through the composer's updated emulation of the 
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eighteenth-century practice to sublimate popular art into high art. Chapter 3 provides a 

synthesis between these divergent models through the figure of Constant Lambert and 

his ballet, Horoscope (1938). Lambert had ties both to Les Biches and to Die sieben 

Todsünden. In his book, Music Ho! A Study of Music in Decline (1934), Lambert 

praised Les Biches, presumably because of his admiration for Nijinska, with whom he 

collaborated on two ballet projects. In 1928, he became the first British composer to 

receive a commission from the Ballets Russes and to work with Diaghilev and 

Nijinska. Lambert was also a tremendous supporter of Weill and his music, 

particularly Die sieben Todsünden. When the ballet-chanté was performed in London 

as Anna-Anna, Lambert conducted the other half of the program. Following the 

performance, he wrote one of the ballet's only favorable reviews, and used Weill as an 

exemplar for his vision of "symphonic jazz." 

 A composer, performer, conductor, and music critic, Lambert led a creative 

and diverse life. His compositional output suffered under the weight of his conducting 

activities and he died early and suddenly. Thus his place in twentieth-century music 

has been largely overlooked by the secondary literature.xvi In the 1930s, Lambert's 

time was mostly consumed by his tenure as musical director and conductor of the 

Sadler's Wells Ballet, which, thanks largely to his artistic guidance, would eventually 

become the Royal Ballet. Lambert is an indelible presence in the history of modern 

British ballet. In its treatment of Horoscope as a document of Lambert's multifaceted 

career, Chapter 3 uncovers an overlooked figure whose eclectic taste and musical style 

reflect the intersections and contradictions that arise between his prose writing and 

compositional output. His famous disdain for neoclassicism stems from an 
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idiosyncratic definition of the term. By examining Music Ho! alongside the music of 

Horoscope, this chapter elucidates how Lambert manages to embrace the 

neoclassicisms of both Poulenc and Weill. Chronologically, Horoscope represents the 

end of the interwar period; though initially well received, its production history would 

be cut short by the looming war with Germany.  

My case studies underscore the heterogeneity of neoclassicisms by bringing to 

light disparate approaches to composition and collaboration. Les Biches comments on 

modern society by juxtaposing it against the social orders of Louis XIV and the “fêtes 

galantes” of French aristocracy, mediated by homage to the eighteenth-century 

watercolors of Watteau. Die sieben Todsünden contorts a biblical subject into 

twentieth-century social critique. Lambert, who evinces the greatest love-hate 

relationship with neoclassicism, is a composer whose compositional aesthetics need to 

be reconciled with his own music criticism. Each case study reveals a distinct 

approach to neoclassicism, and to writing ballet. 

Ballet repertoire presents new and important questions for a revisionist study 

of neoclassicism. It demands that we reconsider the relationship between formalism 

and narrative. Ballet has a long history of pantomime, where mimed gesture describes 

events to tell a story. Formalism and narrative may seem antithetical, but in 

neoclassical ballet they form an alliance and cohabit. Resolving the antithesis requires 

rethinking conventional historiography in order to reframe more broadly how we 

construe modern art music and its putative autonomy.  

Finally, ballet allies with neoclassicism's commentary on social order. Its 

formal and dramaturgical traditions (Pas de deux, variations, waltzes, and social 
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dances), projecting gender roles and social representations, allow modern incarnations 

to subvert classical elements with stylistic twists. In dance, the body generates and 

inhabits artistic meaning, and becomes a site for cultural, ideological, and aesthetic 

convergence. Dance thus becomes a central and malleable art in totalitarian regimes. 

Twentieth-century dance has a unique ability to embody the agendas of order, 

discipline, and collectivity. Physical and political gesture become one.   

The postscript of this story, the story of neoclassicism in interwar ballets, is 

that both dance and neoclassicism share a shadowed, vexed reception after the Second 

World War. Both were appropriated for reactionary social agendas in a brutal 

campaign against humanity. It is time to revisit this history, to discern connections as 

well as disconnections among aesthetic and cultural ideas, in order to increase our 

understanding of their aims and value. It is time to distinguish between gestures.  
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Chapter 1: Classic Chic 
 

 "Some regarded Les Biches as a complete break with the old 
classicism. Others saw in that composition a return to it. As a matter of 
fact, Les Biches was the 'classical dance of our time.' Les Biches is 
Taglioni's Sylphide and Giselle of our own epoch of dancing. In its 
form and rhythm Les Biches reflected modern life. Yet Les Biches, like 
everything created by me, has been raised on the basis of the classical 
dance. But the choreographic discoveries of this ballet – in its design of 
movement, in the bodily forms and the new dancing rhythms, 
previously foreign to the classical ballet – have enriched the technique 
of the classical ballet and have thereby created for the classical dance 
new expressions and forms."1 
 

 So writes Bronislava Nijinska on her choreographic contribution to Les Biches.  

Here, in an article for The Dancing Times published nearly thirteen years after the 

ballet's premiere, Nijinska frames Les Biches as synthesis of old and new. Her 

description captures critical elements of the work: tensions between traditional and 

experimental steps, between timeless classicality and modern milieu, and between 

aesthetic stasis and advancement. By the choreographer's own account, Les Biches is a 

paragon of neoclassical ballet.  

 Nijinska's commentary delivers a snapshot of the ballet from her vantage but 

omits an essential consideration: collaboration. Neoclassicism in Les Biches 

materializes and derives from its intermedial coherence, occurring synergistically 

across music, dance, and set design. The ballet was commissioned by Sergei Diaghilev 

for his Ballets Russes, who, in addition to engaging Nijinska as choreographer, hired 

Francis Poulenc to compose the music and Marie Laurencin for the painted backdrops 

and costumes. Nijinska's "combination of classical steps and quite new gestures," as 

described by Jean Cocteau in his review of the ballet, complemented the 

neoclassicisms of Poulenc and Laurencin. Poulenc, for his part, contrasted new and 
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old by combining tonal triads, ABA forms and regular, well-balanced phrase 

structures with lots of dissonance, mixed meters, and unusual timbral pairings.2 

Meanwhile, Laurencin, a Parisian avant-garde painter known for her gentle watercolor 

depictions of female and animal subjects, mixed nostalgic sets and scandalous, modern 

chic costumes to visually encapsulate Poulenc's "naughty but nice" music.3 Permeating 

all media, neoclassicisms in Les Biches juxtapose modern ideas with classical ones.  

 The timing of Nijinska's article illuminates an important aspect of Les Biches: 

its continued production history. This text appeared in conjunction with the 1937 

revival production of Les Biches by the Markova-Dolin Ballet in London. This 

production was one of many throughout the first half of the twentieth century whose 

choreography was overseen personally by Nijinska. Her explanation for these 

carefully chaperoned revival projects further reveals her estimation of the work's 

importance. She writes, "When I come to the revivals of my ballets, in particular of 

Les Biches, I am above all influenced by a desire to preserve the ballet as it was 

arranged in the first instance, a vivid expression of this or that period of our 

choreographic epoch."4 Her lifelong dedication to staging the ballet, later taken up by 

her daughter, Irina, thus introduces an additional constituent of temporal dialectic: that 

between the ballet's 1924 premiere and its authorial revivals continuing into the 1990s. 

As performed event, Les Biches possesses a neoclassical co-mixture of old and new 

manifestations. 

 Poulenc, like Nijinska, continued to incorporate Les Biches in his artistic life, 

compiling a concert suite and completely re-orchestrating the ballet in 1939, after 

committing the first version literally to the grave (when his friend, Raymonde 
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Linossier, died suddenly in 1930, Poulenc placed the original orchestral manuscript of 

Les Biches in her coffin, resting between her hands).5 Les Biches as musical document 

is an amalgam of the original piano score, concert suite, and re-orchestration: a 

mixture of old and new, just as in the case of its choreographic incarnations. This 

chapter thus utilizes materials drawn from the original staging and score along with 

more recent documents, creating an analysis that, by virtue of its pastiche-like 

temporal frame, constitutes its own "neoclassical" project.  

Nationalist Classicism 

 The temporal framing of Les Biches begins, not with the ballet's 1924 premiere 

in Monte Carlo, but with post-war cultural conditions in Paris, where the return of 

classicism in modern music was inextricably linked to French nationalism.6 Classical 

elements such as beauty, charm, symmetry, clarity and simplicity contained cultural 

and moral signification which institutions and individuals politicized and utilized for 

the cultivation of national identity and "moeurs".7 Even before the war, leaders of the 

Third Republic had begun demanding that French music have its own national identity 

whose aesthetics would uphold the Moral Order and a sense of societal progress: they 

championed Beauty as a well-spring of ethical utility, Form as a means to rationally 

shape reality, and clarity to elucidate truth and essence.8 Thus French music would be 

particularly French and utilized for the moral shaping of its own culture. It is through 

the lens of an increasingly nationalist political climate that we can make sense of the 

oscillations in Parisian artistic vogue and valuation during the interwar period, and the 

personalities and circumstances that influenced the making of Les Biches. 
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Jean Cocteau 

 In his postwar pamphlet, Le coq et l'arlequin (1918), Jean Cocteau announced 

his call to arms for modern music in the service of the nation: “Je demande une 

musique française de France” (“I ask for a French music of France”).9  Cocteau, a film 

artist and writer, was not a musician but nevertheless viewed music as the preferred 

artistic medium through which the French nation should establish its cultural 

identity.10 For Cocteau, nationalism was a stylistic categorization, not a political one. 

His aesthetic realization of nationalist music aligned with pre-existing French moeurs; 

it meant a return to simplicity, harmonic clarity, and an emphasis on melody, which, in 

Cocteau’s estimation, represented the true French tradition. Railing against 

romanticism and impressionism, Cocteau demanded a "return to design," which "will 

necessarily involve a return to melody."11 He writes, "Enough of clouds, waves 

aquariums, water-sprites, and nocturnal scents; what we need is ... every-day music."12  

 Cocteau's nationalist fervor found compatriots in many Parisian artists, as 

articulated by the authors of L’Esprit Nouveau. He and fellow Classicists sought 

refuge in a Latin, not Teutonic, heritage to fulfill aesthetic aims. This nationalist 

classicism, as Jane Fulcher calls it, relied on an imagined past but also prescribed 

opportunity for the future: eighteenth-century pastiche met modernism, vernacularism, 

and futurism.13 Cocteau’s vision – classicism steeped in popular style and avant-garde 

experimentation – provided space for the popular and the elite to come together in 

support of a new generation of decidedly French music. Cocteau was a man of the 

Right Bank, and also the Left. Financially well off, he frequented social circles that 

included wealthy patrons such as Misia Sert, but also the Left Bank avant-garde.14 In 
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Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, Lynn Garafola writes, “Cocteau’s true genius lay … in the 

ability to appropriate ideas of the avant-garde for essentially conservative ends”.15 In 

the context of the particular political climate in Paris at the time, this was not a 

contradiction. Ramsay Burt emphasizes that, in the first quarter of the twentieth 

century, "nationalist" did not equate to "Right Wing." In his book, Alien Bodies: 

Representations of modernity, ‘race’ and nation in early modern dance, Burt writes, 

“Cocteau’s artistic activities during the war were largely concerned with aligning 

progressive artistic practices with ideologies of the French national character”.16  

 Cocteau, along with his collaborator Erik Satie and “Les Six" sought to 

extricate French art from its Germanic influences, and to eradicate the “Wagnerian fog” 

which tainted the older generation of French Impressionist composers like Debussy.17 

"Les Six" was a group of young (mostly) French composers, including Francis 

Poulenc, cultivated and collected by Cocteau to continue in the footsteps of Satie. 

Their name, coined by Collet in 1920, had nationalist roots as a playful takeoff on the 

'Mighty Five': the famous Russian composers who had banded together to cultivate 

uniquely Russian, nationalist music in the nineteenth century. However, whatever 

Cocteau may have wanted to believe, the group was not unified aesthetically. As 

Fulcher writes in her book, The Composer as Intellectual: Music and Ideology in 

France 1914-1940, "The cultural reality of Les Six is substantially different from the 

picture that Cocteau painted in Le coq et l’arlequin … Far from being insouciant, 

iconoclastic, or nationalist youth, sharing Cocteau’s opinions … they were engaged 

with major intellectual issues of their period.”18 In an interview with Claude Rostand 

from 1954, Poulenc is quick to point out that Cocteau was "our poetic chronicler far 
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more than our theoretician ... You can see at a glace that the group called Les Six was 

not an aesthetic group, simply a collection of friends."19  

 Poulenc suggests that the impetus behind Cocteau's curation of "Les Six" 

stemmed from the disappointing critical reception of the ballet Parade, premiered in 

1917. Parade, with scenario by Cocteau, music by Satie, choreography by Léonide 

Massine and Cubist sets and costumes by Pablo Picasso, was, like Les Biches, 

commissioned by Diaghilev for the Ballets Russes. Poulenc says, “Le coq et l’arlequin 

is not so much a manifesto of the group [Les Six], but rather a defense of Satie’s 

aesthetic ... Cocteau, who had just mounted Parade with Satie and Picasso, wished 

that our aesthetic was his own.”20 While Cocteau's displayed patriotism began shortly 

after the outbreak of World War 1 – he joined Misia Sert's band of patrons and artists 

to volunteer on the front using converted fashion-house vans and founded a jingoist 

journal titled Le Mot – Le coq et l'arlequin was not published until after Parade. 

Indeed, one can read the nationalist manifesto as a defense of Parade, in which 

Cocteau argues the audience misunderstood the work: "the absolute simplicity of the 

score of 'Parade' renders their [critics] indignation inexplicable."21 He writes, "Satie 

teaches what, in our age is the greatest audacity: simplicity. Has he not proved that he 

could refine better than anyone? But he clears, simplifies, and strips rhythm naked."22 

For Cocteau, Parade represented the new paradigm in French music. 

Parade (1917) 

 The premise of the balletic sensation and scandal Parade revolves around 

showmen – a Chinese Conjuror, American Girl, and Acrobats – along with managers 

(one American, one French), who, standing outside a nostalgically idealized Parisian 
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fairground tent, try to lure the audience inside. The mundane repetition of their futile 

advertising is the real spectacle, whereas the alleged “show” is empty; the result more 

shock than substance. Shock, of course, was what Cocteau was after, who 

disseminated and hyperbolized rumors of a scandalous premiere, hoping to generate 

the same press and speculation as that which accompanied The Rite of Spring.23  

Parade's mixed reception has generated divergent discourses over its 

nationalist substance. Fulcher delineates the polarized reactions to the ballet by its first 

audience, and how these reactions instigated Cocteau’s nationalist demands in Le coq 

et l'arlequin. Henri Collet and Guillaume Apollinaire upheld Satie’s simple score as an 

exemplar of French nationalism in music. Apollinaire, who wrote the program notes 

for Parade, called the ballet a work of super-realism, or "sur-réalism": "The starting 

point of a succession of manifestations of the ‘esprit nouveau’.”24 For Apollinaire, 

Parade "mirrors the marvelously lucid spirit of France itself." 25 He believed that 

through it audiences would learn "how graceful modern movement can be." 26 

However, as Fulcher argues, the majority of Parade attendees were dismayed by what 

they perceived as inane subject material, and considered the performance subversive, 

inappropriate, and anti-nationalist. Léonide Massine's choreography contributed to the 

ballet's lackluster reception, as it was considered among his least successful works. 

We may attribute, in part, the incongruity in Parade’s reception to the 

discordant ideologies harbored by its creators. Imbued with Cubistic and music hall 

aesthetics, Parade was collaborative but ultimately incoherent. Cocteau, Satie, and 

Picasso had different aims for the ballet, aesthetically and politically. Fulcher suggests 

that Cocteau and Apollinaire deliberately calculated a French nationalist component, 
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not out of patriotism, but because they believed it would protect the work from being 

seen as too avant-garde and by association sympathetic with Germany in the context 

of wartime France. Fulcher writes, “Cocteau realized [in his conception of Parade] 

that justification of the modern had to depend on its being perceived as both patriotic 

and ‘French’.”27 Meanwhile Satie and Picasso viewed the project as an opportunity to 

subvert the wartime jingoism of mainstream rhetoric. Satie, Fulcher argues, rather than 

embodying French classicist ideals such as clarity, simplicity and symmetry, employs 

these aesthetics parodistically. Fulcher does not deny the presence of classical musical 

elements in Satie’s score; rather, she argues that they are written ironically, as satire, 

and that Satie’s humorous critique of jingoism was then lost entirely on Apollinaire.28 

The veneer of a classicist aesthetic is there, but not sincerely. Whereas with Poulenc, 

who, as we will see, approaches classicism as a natural melodist, Satie, not unlike 

Stravinsky, achieves irony through music by means of 'defamiliarization.' 

In her examination of Parade, Fulcher conflates Satie with Picasso, suggesting 

that their contributions conflicted with Cocteau’s nationalist aims. It is worth noting, 

as Frank Ries points out in his book, The Dance Theatre of Jean Cocteau, that 

Cocteau’s influence on Parade diminished as Picasso and then later Massine became 

more involved, and that his scenario, which originally included dialogue, was 

significantly altered by Diaghilev.29 Even Cocteau himself laments, "Our 'Parade' was 

so far from being what I could have wished that I never went to see it from the 

'front'."30 While Cocteau would continue to defend the work as “his” ballet, a “ballet 

réaliste,” one might consider this categorization in conflict with Picasso’s Cubist 

designs – the American manager as skyscraper, for example (though Apollinaire of 
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course did not).31 In fact, as suggested by Burt, Picasso’s contribution may have been 

the instigator for Parade’s reception as an assault against French nationalism.32 While 

Spanish, not German, Picasso was still considered suspect as a foreigner. His former 

association with Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, an art dealer who had to flee the country 

with the outbreak of the war, most likely prompted the audience’s outbursts of “Salles 

Boches!” (“Dirty Germans!”) at the ballet’s premiere.33 Still, Burt argues via the 

findings of Kenneth Silver that Picasso’s incorporation of the provincially French 

Images d’Epinal for his set design contributed a distinctly Francophile aesthetic, and 

that these images were suggested to Picasso by Cocteau. Whatever the intentions 

behind the varied backgrounds and approaches of its creators, Parade became an 

emblem of nationalism after Cocteau, stung by criticism, sought to defend it in the 

name of new French music. 

Ballets Russes 

It may seem ironic that Cocteau placed the future of French music in the hands 

of a Russian dance troupe. The driving mechanism behind the company’s initial 

successes, financially and artistically, was exoticism: idealized Russian ballet as 

export to satisfy the curiosity and escapism of the pre-war, Parisian elite. (The irony of 

course is that Imperial Russian ballet was originally imported from the French). In 

Ballets Russes productions such as Firebird, Petrushka, and even The Rite of Spring 

and Les Noces, Igor Stravinsky’s scores incorporated Russian folk songs and other 

Russian nationalist signifiers such as symmetrical scales and ostinati. The line-up of 

choreographers was also Russian, culminating in the iconic, sexualized and brooding 

figure of Vaslav Nijinsky. After the war, Diaghilev continued to employ Russian 
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choreographers. Nijinska – Nijinsky's sister – was the only non-French constituent of 

the creative team for Les Biches. While Cocteau clearly admired her work, he does not 

miss a chance to insult her nationality, noting in his review of Les Biches that the 

pleasing choreography was "... surprising in a Slav.”34 Nijinska, born in Russia to 

Polish parents, and who returned briefly to the Soviet Union after the First World War, 

was not an assimilated artist. She came back to Paris only after Diaghilev promoted 

her as company choreographer and out of obligation to care for her brother, who, after 

the war, spent the rest of his life in and out of Western mental asylums.  

However, it is important to consider the placement of Parade and later Les 

Biches within the protean artistic landscape of the Ballets Russes. As Jennifer Homans 

notes in her book, Apollo’s Angels: A History of Ballet, Parade marks a definitive 

shift in Diaghilev's ethos: a shift away from Russian export and instead towards avant-

garde collaboration with Western artists. 35 While Diaghilev may still have relied on 

Russian dance talent, his enterprise grew increasingly cosmopolitan and 

internationalist, even extending to British artists as evinced in Chapter 3.36 In his book, 

The Harlequin Years, Roger Nichols writes, “Parade in May 1917 had already 

signaled that Diaghilev was moving away from the Russian and Oriental spectacle 

which had dominated his prewar productions.”37 Diaghilev, now primarily engaging 

young French musicians, would provide the domain for experimental collaborations in 

search of new music for France.38 

Francis Poulenc 

 One of the French composers employed by Diaghilev after the First World 

War was Francis Poulenc, the youngest of "Les Six." Parade constituted its own 
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watershed moment for Poulenc, who, by attending the premiere, met his future mentor, 

Satie. 1917 was an important year for the young composer; increasingly agitated by 

his lack of formal compositional training, he began networking his way through the 

arts scene of Paris.39 "Satie's influence on me was considerable as much spiritually as 

musically," Poulenc recalls in an interview from 1954: "Parade brought us together, 

and his music remains for me one of the greatest treasures in the whole of music."40  

He re-emphasizes the importance of this new exposure, saying, "Satie's influence on 

my music was profound and immediate," and that before Parade, "in 1917, I was still 

at the stage of writing sub-Stravinsky."41 Poulenc's introduction to Satie in person and 

through Parade undoubtedly expanded his musical horizons, though the distinction he 

creates between Satie and Stravinsky requires more nuance. There are, of course, 

"sub-Stravinsky" features in Satie's music as well, and whatever Poulenc might say, 

Stravinsky, we will see, would remain a strong and enduring presence.  

 More important in regards to his evolving nationalist classicism was Poulenc's 

relationship with Cocteau. Several years after the Parade debacle, Poulenc would be 

designated as a member of "Les Six": a follower of Satie but shepherded by Cocteau. 

Poulenc and Cocteau had a lot in common. Both were from wealthy backgrounds and 

became socially intertwined; it was Cocteau who introduced Poulenc to the circles of 

wealthy patrons that included the Princesse Edmond de Polignac, though both artists 

were invested in the liberal avant-garde movements of the Left Bank.42 Poulenc shared 

Cocteau’s attraction to postwar classicism and his assimilation of popular music into 

elevated art forms: what Lynn Garafola has coined “lifestyle modernism”.43  And 
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ultimately it may have been Cocteau who recommended to Diaghilev that Poulenc 

compose Les Biches.44  

Poulenc’s first real artistic collaboration with Cocteau was as a contributor for 

Les Mariés de la Tour Eiffel (The Wedding Party on the Eiffel Tower), which 

premiered at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées on June 18, 1921. A production by the 

Ballets Suédois (the more experimental and short-lived competitor to the Ballets 

Russes), Les Mariés de la Tour Eiffel incorporated music by five of the six “Les Six” – 

Georges Auric, Arthur Honegger (the token Swiss), Darius Milhaud, Poulenc, and 

Germaine Tailleferre – and was based on Cocteau’s libretto, who oversaw the project. 

That same year, Poulenc was asked by Diaghilev to write a new ballet for the Ballets 

Russes. Les Biches was born, premiering on January 6th, 1924, in Monte Carlo. 

 Aside from Satie and Cocteau, as mentioned, the most important compositional 

influence on Poulenc around the time of Les Biches was Igor Stravinsky. Barbara L. 

Kelly writes, "It is Stravinsky's impact that dominates both Poulenc's chamber writing 

and his larger-scale ballet project, Les Biches."45 In his letters, Poulenc makes it 

apparent that Stravinsky was an important and intimidating figure for him. According 

to Poulenc, when Diaghilev commissioned Les Biches, Stravinsky was present. 

Poulenc associates the ballet project with Stravinsky. In a talk given in 1935, Poulenc 

recalls,  

"The day [Diaghilev] came, escorted by Stravinsky, to ask me to write 
a ballet for his troupe ... I was utterly intimidated, all the more so 
because I was meeting Stravinsky for the first time. Like all the 
musicians of my generation, I fed on Stravinsky, and I must confess 
that the most powerful musical emotions I have felt since 1916 I owe to 
Stravinsky. I wept at Les Noces, cheered Mavra. Stravinsky very 
indulgently encouraged me to seize my chance and, after 18 months of 
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vaguely groping about, and with Marie Laurencin's agreement, I got 
down to writing Les Biches."46  
 

After this initial meeting, Poulenc would write to his Russian colleague to report on 

the progress of Les Biches. In a letter to Stravinsky on October 5, 1922, Poulenc writes, 

"How I long to have your opinion [of Les Biches], more precious to me than anyone 

else's."47 Stravinsky's response suggests a certain fondness for Poulenc and interest in 

this particular ballet project. On October 6, 1923 from Biarritz, Stravinsky writes, "If 

you need me for any advice whatever, do not hesitate to come – you know the warm 

regard I have always had for what you are doing and especially for Les Biches, the rest 

of which I am very keen indeed to hear."48  

Poulenc's admiration of Stravinsky and openness about the Russian composer's 

influence on his own music extends beyond Les Biches. As he justifies his attachment 

to Stravinsky, he does so using neoclassical, nationalist (or at least anti-German and 

anti-Romantic) rhetoric. In an interview with Paul Guth, he says, "My Latin taste in 

harmony led me to choose Stravinsky, and not Schö[e]nberg, who grew out of 

Wagnerian counterpoint."49 Poulenc's statement may seem reductive, given that he 

was actually a great admirer of Schoenberg and other Viennese composers, even 

visiting Alma Mahler after the First World War. As Fulcher writes, "[Poulenc] 

experienced tensions between the universal (or outside influences) and the national.”50 

Still, the influence of Stravinsky is undeniable. According to Fulcher, Poulenc was the 

closest to Stravinsky in terms of friendship and musical style of any of “Les Six.”51  

As Poulenc himself points out, admiration of another composer's music need 

not be comprehensive. In his 1935 talk Poulenc says, "Stravinsky's output is so 
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enormous, so diverse, that one is more influenced by one or two of his works than by 

the totality of them."52 As André Schaeffner notes in his 1924 review of the ballet, 

“Les Chanteurs dans la ‘fosse’” (“the Singers in the ‘Pit’), Les Biches may be 

interpreted as a compromise between Stravinsky’s Pulcinella and his Les Noces.53 

Poulenc admits he was strongly influenced by and outright stole from Pulcinella. As 

Poulenc says to Rostand, “It’s from Pulcinella, Mavra, Apollo, and Le basier de la fée 

that I’ve pilfered my honey.”54 

 In his book, Untwisting the Serpent, Daniel Albright writes, “Poulenc likes to 

steal from thieves – what a thief steals, you can steal from the thief, as Loge put it in 

Das Rheingold … here we have Stravinsky as Fagin, teaching his younger colleagues 

how to pick pockets.”55 The irony of Poulenc lifting material from Pulcinella of 

course is that Stravinsky was borrowing from Pergolesi (whose musical output is now 

best understood as a compilation of works by many different composers). Through 

Stravinsky, Poulenc accesses other past composers, thereby filling Les Biches with 

allusions. Stravinsky connects Poulenc to the music of Tchaikovsky via his own 

references to Eugene Onegin in Mavra and his Ballets Russes revival project, The 

Sleeping Princess. Through Stravinsky, the personified gateway to classical allusion, 

Poulenc may access a critical dimension to his own neoclassicism in Les Biches.  

However, Poulenc and Stravinsky treat their classical sources differently. As 

Fulcher writes, “For Poulenc, as opposed to Stravinsky, the past was not a foreign 

object to appropriate, or a challenging technical construct, but rather part of his own 

identity.”56  As Kelly notes, Poulenc possesses a kinship with Tchaikovsky that 

Stravinsky does not: melody. She writes, "While Stravinsky's Mavra captures 
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Tchaikovsky's Russian character, echoing Eugene Onegin in particular, Poulenc 

reveals a trump card: his melodic gift. Les Biches is more accessible than Mavra 

because of his ability to write disarming melodies that are warm and moving."57 The 

most famous allusion to Tchaikovsky in Les Biches is one the composer points out in a 

1954 radio interview: Poulenc maintains that he borrowed music from Tchaikovsky's 

Sleeping Beauty (the opening of the Pas de Quatre variation) for the Adagietto.58 In 

his article, "Beauty and the Sublime," Stephen Downes shoes how Poulenc's 

expressive chromaticism in this section ties him, not just to Tchaikovsky, but also to 

the expressive melodic gestures of Mozart. Contrary to Stravinsky, whose surveying 

of eighteenth-century compositions derived from a compositional impulse to 

defamiliarize, Poulenc sought out sources to sincerely engage an essential French 

sound. Fulcher writes, “Poulenc’s interest in French popular culture, of both the past 

and the present, was ... the embodiment of direct expression, or an honest, spontaneous, 

natural ‘voice’.”59  

Les Biches (1924) 

Imagine a stage flooded in pink, with a bright blue sofa at its center. An 

overture, followed by eight tableaux, depicting various encounters between guests at a 

cocktail party. There is flirting, voyeurism, and games, as dancers enter and exit. 

Privacy is erased, as guests frolic around and hide behind the sofa: an object that takes 

on the role of a main character. Women garbed in pink attempt to seduce a trio of 

athletes, but the men are too busy flexing their muscles to notice. They stave off the 

female advances until the mysterious "Woman in Blue," androgynously garbed as a 

pageboy, arrives. One athlete runs after her, while the other two are entreated to dance 
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by an older, wealthy woman: the "Hostess," who belatedly enters the picture more 

than half way through the ballet. She strings the men along like the long pearls around 

her neck, all while casually balancing a cigarette holder. Two girls in grey, arms 

locked, suddenly realize the physical dimension of their friendship. Men and women 

mingle, and go their separate ways. 

Conventional coupling is not the norm of this house party. Poulenc, in an 

interview with Charles Rostand, later says, "In Les Biches it's not a question of love, 

but of pleasure ... In this ballet nobody falls in love for life, they have sex! Let's just 

leave it there."60 Les Biches, whose title playfully invokes double entendre – literally, 

“The Female Deer,” but also Parisian slang for sexual deviancy – invokes frivolity and 

innuendo in an exploration of social mores.61 Poulenc, in another interview with 

Rostand, describes how he came up with the title. He says, "Suddenly I cried out: 

'Why not Les Biches?', playing on the animal side of some of Laurencin's women, and 

on the double meaning of the word 'biche' in the French language. For this reason, 

Biches can't be translated into English, which is why the ballet in London is called 

House Party."62 

Les Biches, first performed in Monte Carlo and then brought to Paris that May, 

became a reflective lens through which the French upper bourgeoisie could view an 

aestheticized version of themselves. Mary Barres Riggs, who performed the role of the 

"Hostess" in 1980s revival productions, writes, "The urban and highly urbane Parisian 

context played a crucial role."63 This urbanization relies on the convergence of African 

American influences with neoclassicism, which, as Riggs points out, combine to 

create satire. She writes, "Les Biches mirrors and satirizes the fashionable house 
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parties of the post-war wealthy set, where African-American popular music was 

replacing European folk music as a shaping mechanism for social dances and the 

various animal dances such as the fox trot were in vogue."64  The creators of Les 

Biches deftly critique modern social orders by submitting to and subverting classical 

elements in music, dance, and design.  

Marie Laurencin 

 On the spectrum of Ballets Russes productions, Les Biches is an example of a 

synergistic artistic collaboration. Following Diaghilev's commission in 1921, 

correspondences indicate that Poulenc was collaborating with Marie Laurencin on 

what would eventually become Les Biches as early as July, 1922, when the designer 

invited the composer to her house to discuss the project. 65 Indeed, Poulenc paid 

unabashed tribute to Laurencin's influence on the early stages of the ballet. In a letter 

to Diaghilev on September 24, 1922 announcing the title of the ballet, Poulenc writes, 

"It is absolutely Marie Laurencin." 66  Laurencin, however, was less present as a 

collaborator later on. Poulenc could not convince her to attend the premiere, and she 

sent Cocteau in her stead. Letters to Poulenc betray a certain discomfort or insecurity 

from the designer about her contribution. In a telegram to Poulenc a month before the 

premiere she writes, "Mon bon petit, of what use would I be in Monte Carlo? Music, 

dancing – there would be some point. But décor – nothing can be done if it's no good – 

if the pink is not pink." She concludes: "I am hoping with all my heart for something 

charming. But I am frightened. Your old grandmother painter –Marie." 67  She 

rearticulates this sense of insecurity in a follow-up letter in January. She writes to 

Poulenc, "I am delighted by the success. But I am in no way responsible. Your music 
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is. The choreography haunts me, and so does that couch!"68 She also makes a quip 

about wanting her materials returned, and payment. She writes, "It would be good of 

you to find out from the Boss what has happened to my drawings, especially the one I 

worked on for the curtain – and a framed watercolour and the dresses. It was agreed 

that they would be returned to me. In fact I would also quite like to be paid."69 

 Though this second letter suggests a certain detachment from the final 

production, it opens with a statement that would resonate throughout the work's 

reception history: "It seems that Biches move the Rich of Monte Carlo."70 And while 

she may not have attended the premiere, Laurencin established an important backdrop 

for the ballet's themes through her watercolours and costumes. As the ballet's other 

French collaborator (besides Poulenc), Laurencin elicits both a nostalgic and 

contemporary take on Watteau's depiction of French grace and nonchalance. The 

costumes, set in modern-day fashion, provide a stark contrast with the temporally 

disparate classical elements of the music and dance. The contemporary garb grounds 

the work in the present, making it appear socially relevant. Laurencin's use of modern 

fashion set Les Biches apart from Les Fâcheux, the ballet that premiered alongside it, 

as Les Fâcheux, with sets and designs by Georges Braque, utilized period costumes.  
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1.1a Image from Les Fâcheux 1924, costumes by Georges Braque 

 

1.1b Image of Nijinska in Les Biches 1924, costumes by Marie Laurencin 
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 Laurencin's paintings softly and nostalgically depict female subjects. These 

long-nosed females are set in the pastoral, peacefully cohabitating with deer and other 

animals.  

 

1.2 Oil painting of drop curtain from Les Biches by Marie Laurencin 

As we will see from Nijinska's contribution, Les Biches is a feminist ballet. 

Laurencin's images also project a sense of two-dimensionality that will permeate the 

choreography and its portrayal (and inversion) of gender stereotypes: characters are 

reduced to caricatures.71 As an artist who spent her career painting female subjects in 

varying states of embrace, repose, and reflection, Laurencin's work, like that of 

Degas's, triggers the topic of voyeurism. Who is watching, and who is watched? As 

the dancers enter "The House Party," mingling in different orientations throughout the 

ballet, the line between private salon and public stage is blurred. The dancers also 

watch each other, often by hiding behind Laurencin's signature couch. Her set designs, 

from the front curtain (Rideau) to the open window backdrop and vibrant blue sofa, 
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compound representations of public and private spaces. Like her representations of 

gender and two-dimensionality, Laurencin's entry into the topic of voyeurism will be 

expounded by Nijinska's choreographed gestures. 

Bronislava Nijinska 

Poulenc was a staunch admirer of the older and more experienced Nijinska and 

her contribution to the ballet. In a letter from Monte Carlo in 1923, he gushes about 

the choreography in Les Biches to Henri Sauguet. He writes, "The choreography of 

Les Biches is a masterpiece. It is ravishing from beginning to end and exactly what I 

wanted."72 After the premiere, he wrote to Stravinsky about the ballet's success, with 

particular attention to Nijinska: "Yes, Les Biches went well. I cannot find words to do 

justice to the beauty of Nijinska's work. She really is a creature of genius. The whole 

thing was danced so perfectly."73 In a letter to Paul Collaer on January 7, 1924, 

Poulenc calls Nijinska's choreography for the ballet "the very essence of dance" and 

again articulates the work's positive reception, describing the pay off of "no less than 

72 rehearsals – about 250 hours of work. That is the way to get results."74  

Nijinska's choreography for Les Biches mirrors the work of Poulenc and 

Laurencin, through its neoclassical mediation of gender, sexuality, and voyeurism. 

Garafola notes that Nijinska uses classical balletic conventions, including a 

culminating pas de deux, in order to subvert and critique gender roles. Meanwhile, 

dancers use their hands to cover and thereby emphasize erogenous zones, while the 

"Hostess" engages in a gender role reversal by donning soft shoes instead of dancing 

en pointe, and by leaping through the air like a man. She writes, “[Nijinska] exposed 

the very codes of classical gendering – the conventions of language, style, and form 
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that defined the art’s traditional representation of masculine and feminine.”75 Les 

Biches, she suggests, represents an overt display of Nijinska’s more hardened 

feminism. She writes, “Biches expressed the pessimism of a woman soured on 

relationships with men. For Nijinska sex was a commodity, packaged with care and 

paraded in an erotic department store.”76 For Garafola, Les Biches exhibits and 

addresses sexual taboos: “narcissism, voyeurism, female sexual power, castration, 

sapphism.”77  

Nijinska's choreographies throughout her oeuvre critique the subjugation of 

women. In Les Noces, premiered the year before Les Biches, Nijinska addresses the 

ancient ritual of a Russian peasant wedding; meanwhile Les Biches takes place in 

modern-day France. Nichols writes, “Where Les Noces is hard, Les Biches is soft: 

after the clanging sonorities of four pianos, gentle strings set off limpid woodwind 

solos; after ritual Russian rhythms, ingratiating French dances; after sex as sacrifice, 

sex as a game.”78 Her feminism percolates through all choreographed elements of Les 

Biches. Projections of gender continuously disrupt our expectations, as do the power 

relations between men and women on stage. She also intimates homoerotism between 

the athletes who spend more time admiring each other's muscles than checking out the 

roomful of women, and the two girls in grey, who conclude their duet with a 

suggestive embrace and moment of epiphany.  

However, Nijinska's neoclassical aims extend beyond creating commentary 

about social norms. At the crux of Nijinska's contribution to neoclassical ballet, 

exemplified in Les Biches, is an interest in formalism and abstraction over narrative. 

Nijinska trail-blazed the path for subsequent neoclassical choreographers, most 
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notably George Balanchine, by moving away from plot-driven dance. Nijinska 

describes fighting with Diaghilev during her tenure as choreographer for the Ballets 

Russes, pushing him to discard literary librettos. For Les Noces (1923), Nijinska began 

purging narrative content from her ballet, stripping it down to abstract tableaux. She 

writes, "These ballets of mine ... carried out the negation of the literary libretto, having 

a pure dance form for their foundation and moulding this into a new species of 

composition. Noces was the first work where the libretto was a hidden theme for a 

pure choreography; it was a choreographic concerto."79 Nijinska's summation is an 

exaggeration; Les Noces certainly has clear narrative content. However, that Les 

Biches contains minimal plot goes hand in hand with Nijinska's increasing aesthetic 

aversion to dramaturgy and pantomime.  

But where did the idea come from? Poulenc, reflecting later on the ballet, 

writes, "Les Biches has no real plot, for the good reason that if it had it might have 

caused a scandal."80 While Cocteau may have written an early draft of a scenario for 

Les Biches, unlike with Parade he did not see the project through to its end.81 The 

sudden illness and death of his beloved young protégé, Raymond Radiguet, in 

December of 1923, kept him away. Ultimately, the plot-less scenario for Les Biches 

was not attributed to anyone. Ironically, Poulenc suggests that the dearth of plot may 

have come from Diaghilev. In an interview with Charles Rostand, he says, "Diaghilev 

had suggested I write for him an atmospheric ballet, a sort of modern Les Sylphides."82 

It may be that Diaghilev needed less convincing from Nijinska than the choreographer 

thought. As Kelly points out, Diaghilev had already begun to shift away from 

"literary" ballets with Parade. Kelly writes, "[Parade] marked a shift in musical 
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priorities from a focus on sonority and exoticism to a search for inspiration in the 

mainly Parisian everyday ... the ballet also represents a move away from narrative 

towards abstraction."83 

 Les Biches's abstraction invites layers of interpretation. It is a ballet steeped in 

double entendre and invokes playful, sexual innuendo. Unlike Parade, which Albright 

calls “an exercise in coordinated incongruity,” Les Biches was a harmonious project: a 

complementary convergence of mediums.84 However, in order to simultaneously 

suggest innocence and deviancy, Les Biches relies on coordinated poietic differences 

between its creators. Poulenc describes the process of working with Nijinska, and how 

she read the material differently than him. In an interview with Claude Rostand, 

Poulenc says, "This is where instinct ... plays its part. Mme Nijinska is a person of 

extraordinary purity. Diaghilev said to me: 'Don't worry, she'll suss it out without 

understanding it.' Precisely that. As the ballet didn't have a storyline, we worked 

together on a choreographic structure."85 Poulenc argues that the ballet was able to 

accomplish a subtle balance between virtue and the risqué because of Nijinska's 

innocent approach to the dance. Poulenc writes, "This is a ballet in which you may see 

nothing at all or into which you may read the worst. Nijinska's rendering was inspired, 

for she understood its intention without really analysing it."86 

 Poulenc notes how Nijinska's sly innocence was mirrored by Laurencin, who 

Diaghilev chose because "her pictures have the same ambiguous blend of innocence 

and corruption." 87  In his interview with Rostand, however, Poulenc describes 

Laurencin as an active participant in crafting the work's suggestiveness. He says, "In 

[Laurencin's] early work, before 1925, there's clearly an underlying eroticism," 
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describing the scandalous costumes in Les Biches. 88  Cocteau likewise positions 

Nijinska's naivety as a foil against the raciness of Poulenc's score and Laurencin's 

costumes. In his review, "Beauty Once Again Compromises Herself with Us," 

published in Editions de Quatre Chemins, Cocteau describes Nijinska as "this kind of 

saint," who "does not try to discover what there is at the back of Poulenc or Laurencin. 

She is guided by intuition. Without the slightest calculation, and by simply obeying 

the rhythm, and the exigencies of the frame she has to fill, she is about to create a 

masterpiece: the fêtes galantes of her time."89 

A "Very Frenchified" Ballet90 

 Cocteau’s favorable review of Les Biches has nationalist overtones and 

aesthetic observations akin to those outlined in Le coq et l’arlequin. While he may not 

have had an authorial hand in Les Biches, Cocteau demonstrated a keen interest in its 

conception and reception, aligning the ballet – even before its premiere – with his own 

nationalist project. "Waiting for Les Biches and Les Fâcheux is very trying," he writes 

in a letter to Poulenc in 1923 from Piqueÿ par Arès, Gironde. "I love your works like 

my own daughters. Monte Carlo is our 'gentle offensive.' We must arm our tanks with 

honey and roses."91 From this correspondence, along with his subsequent review of the 

ballet, we can infer that Cocteau viewed Les Biches and Les Fâcheux, first performed 

alongside one another at the Monte-Carlo "Le Festival français," as constituents of 

nationalist art in the service of French national identity.   

 It is therefore curious that Cocteau aligns the term "fêtes galantes" – associated 

with a particular moment in French cultural history – with the Russian Nijinska, 

suggesting that her choreographic contribution taps into l'esprit du temps. Nijinska's 
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neoclassicism, though congruent with the neoclassicisms of her collaborators, does not 

refer back to a French past: her past is Russian. Yet, if one considers other Russian 

influences on Les Biches via Diaghilev and Stravinsky, and inversely the relationship 

between Russian eighteenth-century classicism, St. Petersburg, and its French models, 

nationalist classicism in Les Biches is not just about the history of France, but also the 

history of French culture in Russia. 

Wilfrid Mellers, in his biography of Poulenc, calls Les Biches a “tribute to 

France’s present and her past”.92 As a reimagining of the aristocratic “fêtes galantes” 

from the eighteenth century, Les Biches takes inspiration from the paintings of 

Watteau, capturing a snapshot of a glorious moment in French cultural history: the 

reign of Louis XIV.93 The connection to Louis XIV is made explicit by Poulenc in his 

letter to Diaghilev in 1922, where the composer describes Jeu, a movement from the 

ballet, as "a sort of hunting game, very Louis XIV."94 Poulenc’s use of an invisible 

chorus also alludes to traditions of French opera-ballet.95 Additionally, he incorporates 

chansons populaires françaises from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries into the 

ballet.96 In a letter to Stravinsky from late July of 1923, Poulenc writes, “I have been 

spending long hours in the Bibliothèque Nationale seeking song texts for my ballet.”97 

Poulenc incorporated his “source materials” into three of the ballet’s numbers – 

“Chanson dansée,” “Jeu,” and “Petite chanson dansée” – all concerning love and 

marriage.98 While Poulenc’s comment to Stravinsky about spending time in the library 

may have been more of a friendly jest than a sincere gesture (after all, what would 

Stravinsky, the erudite pilferer of musical archives, do? Go find sources to steal!)99, 

the hallowed halls of the famous Bibliothèque Nationale serve as metaphor for the 
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timeless preservation and commemoration of French culture. Given Poulenc’s close 

personal relationship with Cocteau, and the ballet’s homage to French culture, Les 

Biches is an exemplar of, not only “neoclassicism,” but of a specifically French, 

nationalist classicism. 

Production History 

 The continuum of past and present that constitutes the ballet's nationalist 

classicism is also reflected in its production history. As mentioned, Les Biches has 

been preserved and restaged throughout the twentieth century, with music, 

choreography and sets all reflecting its original version, thanks to the direct 

supervision of Nijinska and her daughter Irina. Nijinska left the Ballets Russes in 1925 

but continued to work as a freelance choreographer – briefly directing her own 

company, Théâtre de la Danse – before moving to Los Angeles in 1938, where she 

opened a school of ballet. For the rest of her life, however, she would continue to stage 

Les Biches. The ballet's early afterlife revolved primarily around London: first, when 

Nijinska collaborated with Markova-Dolin Ballet in 1937, and later when Frederick 

Ashton commissioned a revival for the Royal Ballet in 1964.100 Ashton, as we will see 

in Chapter 3, was a great admirer of Nijinska, and his revival of Les Biches constituted 

a critical juncture in the ballet's successful production history. The production was 

well received, despite the logistical obstacles of collaborating with the 73-year-old 

Nijinska, who at that point was deaf and spoke very little English.   

 Nijinska's stewardship of Les Biches was coming to an end. She continued to 

stage the ballet through 1970, but died in 1972. However, Irina Nijinska, having 

danced in the ballet and having assisted her mother in later productions, kept Les 
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Biches alive. Irina collaborated with Juliette Kando, a British choreologist, to 

reconstruct and preserve the original dance. Kando employed Benesh movement 

notation, so there now exists a [choreographic] score of the ballet from this period of 

revivals. In September 1982, Irina and Kando revived Les Biches for the Oakland 

Ballet Company; the following year, they staged the ballet with the Dance Theatre of 

Harlem. By the mid-eighties, Les Biches was integrated in the repertoire of two 

American ballet companies, spanning both coasts. 

 When, in 1982, Irina Nijinska began working with the Oakland Ballet on Les 

Biches, she provided a letter, bearing her signature, which explicates her connection to 

the original production and its subsequent revivals. In the letter she writes, "I am 

familiar with the choreography, the style and the technique of the ballet. I had danced 

in Les Biches in La Nijinska's Theatre de la Danse. I had assisted my mother during 

her productions of Les Biches – 1969-1971." 101  She also supplies a fairly 

comprehensive list of past revivals, noting ones she supervised: Dusseldorf in 1972 

and Zurich in 1975.  

(Productions under the supervision of Irina Nijinska indicated with *) 
 
 Teatro Colon Beunos Aires      1926-1933 
 La Nijinska Theatre de la Danse 
  Paris, Monte Carlo, Barcelona    1932-1934 
 Markova Dolin Ballet - London     1937 
 Marquis de Cuevas Ballet      1944-1960 
 The Royal Ballet - London      1964 
 American Classical Ballet      1969-1971 
 Teatro del Opera - Rome      1969 
 Maggio Festivale - Florence       1970 
 *Dusseldorf Ballet - Dusseldorf     1972 
 *Zurich Ballet - Zurich      1975 
 *Ballet Théatre Français - Nancy     1980 
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 This document summarizes the work's production history up until 1982, but 

moreover validates the authority of Irina's choreographic interpretation and direction. 

Through Irina, not only does the choreographic essence of the original survive, but 

also its success. Finishing the letter, she claims, "I feel that my contribution to the 

success of the last two productions was in part due to my ability to convey to the ballet 

company in each city the Nijinska Art Style and technique.  The sets and the costumes 

of Marie Laurencin were reproduced after the materials in my mother's archives and 

under my directive."102 Authorial preservation, therefore, lies at the heart of the 

temporally broad framing of the ballet's choreographic and staged history. 

Music-Dance Analysis 

 The following analysis of music-dance relationships examines how Poulenc's 

score and Nijinska's choreography both uphold and subvert classical conventions. The 

aim of this section is to evaluate and synthesize the convergence of irony, social satire, 

and gender critique against the backdrop of nationalist classicism. For choreographic 

details, I refer to a video recording of the Oakland Ballet Company performing Les 

Biches on November 17, 1984. I also refer to production photographs and reviews 

throughout the continuum of the ballet's staged history. Score study refers to the 

published piano-vocal score of the full ballet, first published July 15, 1924 (from 

which designated measure numbers and figures correspond, unless otherwise noted), 

the published orchestral suite, and a manuscript of Poulenc's re-orchestration of the 

full ballet from 1939, which I consulted at the opera and dance division of the 

Bibliothèque Nationale.103 This potpourri of primary source materials, spanning sixty 
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years, invites us to consider Les Biches as performed event through the modules of 

present and past.    

Rideau 

 The first movement, "Rideau" ("curtain"), is a musical introduction without 

dance. The only visual accompaniment to the score is Laurencin's painted curtain. The 

curtain features at its center a long-faced girl with brown flowing hair and a pink 

feather hat sitting with one leg tucked underneath her and one stretched to the side. 

She faces forward but with her gaze slightly down. Deer and other abstractly formed 

animals, whose wide, oval eyes are similar to hers, surround her, and her rounded 

arms hold an animal in her lap. Indeed, the elegant shapes depicting these animal 

companions correspond to the long lines created by her slender, resting arms. The line 

between human and animal is ambiguous. To the woman's right rests another girl with 

her back turned to us in profile and her arm outstretched, whose shape also resembles 

that of an animal. The colors – shades of pink, brown, blue, and green – are shared 

between human and non-human forms. Through a peaceful, synergistic relation 

between nature and humankind the pastoral is evoked. 

 

1.3 Drop curtain from Les Biches in performance 
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 "Rideau" is removed from the action: a kind of preface, bracketed musically by 

the cyclic return of its opening, tranquillo triplets in the woodwinds. However, it sets 

up formal ideas and themes that will permeate the rest of the ballet. The first twelve 

bars are a kind of metric and harmonic no-man's land; tied-over triplets meander as the 

harmony oscillates between major and minor (accidentals flatten when the triplets 

descend). Despite Poulenc's insertion of a 3/8 bar in the second measure (and again in 

m. 10), the phrasing is carefully delineated through breath marks (after m. 2 and m. 4), 

ABA form, and balanced melodic ambitus.104 The breath mark after the second 

measure is an important partition, for the two opening measures comprise the material 

that is reprised at the end of the movement, albeit notated differently (see Figure 19). 

 At Figure 1, the movement's tonality is finally established, and the main theme 

begins. This movement has a symmetrical structure (A-B-C-A') with coda, beginning 

and ending in E major. The instrumentation reinforces these classical, thematic 

contrasts, with the A sections (beginning at Figure 1 and Figure 14) more extroverted 

(articulated brass fanfares with eight bar phrases, the midpoint of each landing on V 

and the phrase resolving to I), while the B section (See Figures 4-7) is more 

"feminine" and introspective, with legato strings and dovetailing, asymmetrical 

phrasing. Here the meter changes from 6/8 to 3/8, shifting from a duple meter to 

something more waltz-like. The B section theme, articulated by violins and oboes, will 

return in various guises throughout the ballet and bears a striking resemblance to the 

second theme in the finale of Beethoven's "Eroica" Symphony. Beethoven's use of this 

theme in "Eroica" is itself a self-borrowing from his incidental music for his ballet, 

Creatures of Prometheus. (I will thus refer to this thematic material as the 
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"Prometheus" theme). In the context of its first iteration, however, the theme sounds 

more like circus music, eventually modulating through sequential cadences into C 

major and the "C" section at Figure 7.  

 

1.1 Figure 4 in Poulenc "Rideau" (B section theme) 

 

1.2 Variation from Beethoven Symphony no. 3, "Eroica"/Creatures of Prometheus 

In this section, first iterated in major and then in minor, the fanfare and melodic 

materials grow closer together. Poulenc maintains his eight-bar phrasing, using 

material from the "Prometheus" theme section to modulate to A major (see two 

measures after Figure 12), setting up a half cadence to resolve to the tonic (E) for the 

Recapitulation (A') (See Figure 14). From here, the A section material returns, 

condensed to eight measures before reprising once more the "Prometheus" theme. The 

coda begins with an agitated accelerando of rising triplets, interrupted by the refrain of 

the introduction, and finally a brassy, chordal finish, resolving to E major. Poulenc 

specifies a measure of silence with a fermata.105 The stage is ready.  
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Rondeau 

 In the first measures of "Rondeau," as the curtain rises, we glimpse the first 

tableau of dancers and scenery. The backdrop is another Laurencin watercolor, but this 

one is not a stage curtain but a house curtain: rather, a painting of a curtain partially 

covering an enormous window and balcony.  

 

1.4 Curtain backdrop in Les Biches, painted by Marie Laurencin 

The ensemble of dancers, women dressed in pink, calf-length dresses – contemporary 

slim-line attire – with matching, extended feather caps, are immobile. On stage, they 

blend into the scenery, creating a snapshot of a single-sex house party. A few women 

lounge on the massive blue sofa set at an angle upstage right. In this Largo 

introduction, Poulenc aurally conveys the same ambient suspense as the ballet's 

opening triplets, using a woodwind texture of piccolo and clarinet. With a subito 
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allegro pick-up into the Giocoso et rythmico and main trumpet theme, the dancers and 

the party come to life. 

 In his letter to Diaghilev on September 24, 1922, Poulenc refers to this first 

dance as Presto.106 Its final designation, Giocoso et rythmico (playful and rhythmic), 

launches the ballet action through a lively 4/4 meter. The melody, carried by the 

trumpets but doubled throughout the orchestra, is comprised of repeated eighth notes, 

grouped in four-bar phrases. In the first and third measures, the rise in melodic 

ambitus to the high F accentuates beat 4 (See Figure 22). With the downbeat of the 

following measure tied over, this creates a syncopated effect, which is then reflected in 

the accompaniment (one measure before Figure 23), and later in the cadence that 

concludes the first section (see one measure before Figure 27).  

 The first section stays squarely in the harmonic confines of F major, with only 

a few nonchordal tones thrown in (see the second theme at Figure 25, where the inner 

voices create a jarring minor second between G and A). This section is recapitulated, 

again in F, at the end of the movement (see Figure 34), capped off by a lopsided and 

syncopated coda (See Figure 38). In between, the middle section is divided in two 

parts. Both are less extroverted in contrast to the main theme. The first keeps the same 

tempo but moves to the flat side (A-flat major); here Poulenc marks the music 

cantando. The melody's sustained dotted rhythms emphasize downbeats, while the 

accompaniment propels the four-bar phrases through the classical idiom of offbeat, 

three note groupings: a phenomenon that permeates many Haydn string quartets but 

was rendered most famous by Beethoven as it appears at the beginning of his Fifth 
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Symphony (throughout the dissertation, I refer to this classical gesture as the "short-

short-short-long" gesture).  

 
1.3 Figure 27 in "Rondeau" (middle section) 

 
Accentuating the change in affect is the shift from brass to strings. The harmony is 

less static, modulating through repeated melodic material into C major (see Figure 29). 

Poulenc indicates slargando to transition from here to the second part of the middle 

section, which is significantly slower (quarter note from 168 BPM to 96 BPM), and 

uses longer note values (quarter notes, half notes, and dotted half notes). The melodic 

ambitus is also contrasting; each four bars the melody resets at its high point and then 

descends step-wise, like one musical sigh. After sixteen measures, the solo clarinet 

reaches for an ornamented and sustained high G, which recalls the introduction, now 

distilled to one note. Following a fermata, the orchestra launches into the four 

sixteenth-note pickups that restore the original theme for the recapitulation. 

 "Rondeau" begins with a solo dance for one of the girls in pink. While her 

compatriots remain still, she spins across the stage in a series of small, linked turns, 

punctuated by deer-like leaps in arabesque and backward attitude. Her solo is 

accompanied by the main musical material of the first theme, and the rest of the 

dancers join her when the theme repeats twelve measures later, now in fortissimo. 
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From here onward for the remainder of the movement, this is a group dance. The 

women combine in different configurations, moving in packs, occasionally in unison. 

Their choreography mixes new and old balletic gestures. While their footwork 

demonstrates Nijinska's nuanced take on classical convention, the women hold their 

arms angularly, with their elbows out or their wrists flexed, refashioning the rounded 

shapes of classical ports de bras. The new naturalism of their relaxed upper bodies is 

radical and reinforces the ballet's party-like, chic aesthetic. While one part of the 

group faces forward, another will face backward, setting up an intimate atmosphere 

where the vantage comes, not from staged presentation to an audience, but from within 

the room. Coupling is a main theme of Les Biches, and immediately we see it occur in 

an unconventional (same-sex) manner as the girls break off into pairs at the 

recapitulation and form a circle of dancing couples. Following the coda, the ensemble 

splits into two and exit through opposite wings with simultaneous grand jetés. They 

leap out of sight in contrary motion – one group moving stage right, the other stage 

left – like a graceful herd.  

Chanson Dansée 

 Following the women's exit, three men enter from stage right: athletes wearing 

short blue shorts, white sashes, and stripped tank tops. Their outfits leave bare and 

accent the bulging muscles of their legs, pecs, and biceps, displaying comical, over-

determined masculinity. The men seem lost as they wander on stage, discovering the 

room; they are lulled into position by Poulenc's marker for introductory material: 

woodwind melody. The syncopated clarinet solo (with English horn and bassoon 

counterpoint underneath), marked Quieto in the piano-vocal score and "Très calme" in 
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Poulenc's 1939 manuscript, asks a three-measure question, which the muted trumpet 

answers. The final measure of this introduction, suspended by Poulenc's marking 

"long" over the fermata and a timpani roll, is V/E major (placed above octave E-flats, 

which adds a tritone discomfort to the dominant), though Poulenc does not let it 

resolve. Instead, with the three dancers now in position, he writes three consecutive, 

short fortissimo chords, played by a confederacy of snare drum, bass drum, and 

timpani. For each of these chords, one of the male dancers jumps in the air and turns 

several times, starting from and ending in fifth position with his feet and thighs tightly 

crossed. One after another they turn, like a sequence of air-borne spinning tops, before 

launching into their group dance, which begins eight measures before the (off-stage) 

singers enter.  

 According to his letter to Diaghilev in 1922, Poulenc may originally have 

wanted the music for the athletes' dance to occur as the ballet's penultimate number, 

but while composing decided it was too similar to the music in the finale. He writes, 

"The song of the three men will be number II – I have put it here as it would not have 

stood out as number VII, being too similar in spirit to the Finale (VIII). So number 

VII will be the slow song of the two girls."107 This mixing and matching of the music's 

chronology supports Nijinska's intent against a "literary" libretto, and corroborates the 

idea of a "plot-less" ballet.  

 The Chanson Dansée, (danced song – a category that will take on new 

meaning in Chapter 2), is on a large scale a ternary form (ABA), comprised of two 

contrasting settings of a popular French song (the first of which is briefly reprised, see 

Figure 41 and Figure 54) from the seventeenth century.108 After the woodwind 
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introduction, Poulenc sets up a trochaic march, using trumpet with brass, tuba and 

timpani in duple meter. This military topic is amplified by subsequent janissary 

instrumentation (particularly the heavy presence of snare), and Nijinska's 

choreographed display of muscle flexing and masculine assertion. The dancers lunge 

in unison to each side, lowering their heads and curving their spines to show the 

exertion of flexing biceps. This comically demonstrative athleticism is heightened by 

their powerful leaps. Poulenc's accompanying instrumentation is topically military but 

harmonically jarring and discordant.  

 Part A 

 The first song begins at Figure 41. From off-stage, a group of tenors sing, 

"Qu'est-ce qu'Amour? le connais-tu Grégoire? Qu'est-ce qu'Amour? Dis-moi le 

connais-tu?" ("Say what is love? Do you know Mac Gregor? Say what is Love? Do 

tell it to me?"). While the text ends in question marks, the melody resolves to the tonic 

at the end of each four-bar phrase. What eludes the words seems known by the 

musical phrasing. Yet while the melodic ambitus follows a clear harmonic I-V-I 

progression with an antecedent and consequent, the chordal accompaniment is 

dissonant. Poulenc achieves the effect or veneer of a D major tonality without actually 

using D major chords. Likewise, the athletes mimic classical steps but not without 

some inversion, literally. The athletes join arms by their shoulders and kick their legs 

up in a sequence of alternating brushed grand battements. However, between kicks 

their legs pass bent, not through a turned-out passé as one would expect, but with the 

lifted knee turned inward. A repetition of these turned-in, kick-line gestures comprises 

the opening eight measures of the song. Musically, this is followed by a canon (two 
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and one half measures apart) between muted trumpet and baritones, responding with a 

monosyllabic and melodically mundane "Tra la la, la, la" for another eight measures. 

Meanwhile, the athletes hop up and down through an exercise in strength and futility: 

alternating entrechat six and brisé volé, using their legs like scissors while airborne in 

a sequence of stationary jumps. On the last, short "la" they squat unceremoniously, 

maintaining their single line, ready to pounce. The "Qu'est-ce qu'Amour" theme 

returns for another eight measures, this time with the baritones (the tenors join in four 

measures later) and, humorously, doubled by the tuba. The athletes continue with their 

fancy footwork, leaps, and turns, but for all their airborne maneuvering, the weighty 

depth of the tuba sound has its own gravitational pull. They fall to the floor together in 

a tight triangle – perfectly poised – like two-dimensional cutouts from a magazine, 

forming a tableau. 

 Within this first A section lies a contrasting response to the opening military-

like theme. Following the men's demonstration, the women in pink re-enter from each 

side, bouréeing across the stage en pointe. The genders now overtly align with the first 

and second theme: men versus women. The melody, marked "très chanté" in Poulenc's 

re-orchestrated score, features solo flute and violins. It flows in the same way the 

women seem to glide across stage (though if you look carefully at the bourée step, you 

can see the tiny mechanical action of each pointe shoe pounding rapidly into the 

ground, just as an ostinato of eighth notes accompany the effortless melody). The 

melody is again divided into four-bar phrases and passed around between singers and 

instruments. The tenors and baritones sing, "L'Amour est un chat qui te guette, qui te 

guette et t'attrapera" ("For Love is a cat that is watching that is watching and will catch 
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you"). The women certainly seem on the prowl. They extend their arms out toward the 

men, who pay them no notice. The women resort to observing the men from different 

corners of the stage, and from on the couch. One athlete stands up to dance alone for 

the last refrain of the song, moving down stage right through multiple pirouette turns, 

changements, battements, leaping jetés and assemblés, stretching and bringing his legs 

together. The other two join him to stand, and the three reprise their first jumping 

sequence as the trumpet issues the orchestral interlude/introduction one last time, 

though this iteration of the original theme falls apart six measures in through a 

fortissimo descent, which Poulenc indicates with Pesante. Two major chords follow, 

then collapse into minor. During this cadence to the minor key – the end of the first A 

section, the men form a tableau by framing their arms around their heads, which they 

lay on top of each other. This stationary snap-shot recalls the chilling de-

personalization of an analogous tableau from Nijinska's Les Noces, in which young 

girls stack their heads vertically, ear to ear, with their eyes forming a straight line 

down, as though comprising a human braid. Masculinity is thus inverted through 

allusion, as this tableau occurs during the "Consecration of the Bride" in Les Noces. 
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1.5 Rehearsal of "Consecration of the Bride" in Les Noces (1923) 

 

1.6 Oakland Ballet performance of "Chanson Dansée" in Les Biches (1984) 

 Part B 

 Echoes of Les Noces come to the fore in this slower B section (See Figure 48) 

as the women, again bouréeing across the stage, weave themselves around the men as 
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if threading a needle, or braiding. Their arms alternate between holding their hands 

together with elbows out and more conventional port de bras: curved arms arced like 

garlands above their heads. Here the men avoid most of the legwork; they flex their 

muscles and narcissistically test out various postures while the women spin and weave 

around them.  

 Tonally, the music is now on the flat side; this section begins with a key 

change to D-flat major. Poulenc emphasizes the sweetness and lyricism of the flat key, 

marking the piano score cantando with solo clarinet playing a step-wise, ornamented 

descent. At Figure 49, the tenors re-enter, singing, "A bon chat bon rat je sais boire" 

("Pussy cat old rat I can drink"). The four-bar melody here, with the first three notes 

repeating the same pitch, is an expanded relative of the declamatory melodic canon on 

"Tra la la" (See Figure 42 and Figure 49). The baritones answer the tenors with a two-

bar consequent phrase, but are interrupted by the tenors who embark on a four-bar 

sequence (baritones answering so that the two voice groups overlap and alternate) that 

allows for a modulation to A minor, arriving at Figure 50.  

 The swaying effect of this musical sequence is reflected visually by the women, 

who weave around the men with their elbows out. The women form a circle and 

crouch down with their arms extended, as though draping a human-made garland. 

Visually, they recall the corps de ballet from the "Waltz of the Flowers" in 

Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker. The men stand in the middle, one behind the other. 

Again they curve their spines to showcase the muscular definition on their arms and 

torsos, accompanied by a wistful counter melody in the French horn and the tenors’ A 

minor melody, set to the text: "Les chats et les Amours aiment à folâtrer" ("The cats as 
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well as Love together like to play") (See Figure 50). A four bar orchestral interlude 

follows in which the men jump up in the air from a crouched, turned-in position with 

their knees tucked while quickly rolling their forearms in front of them. These jumps 

are followed by consecutive pirouettes: a staple virtuosic display of any male ballet 

dancer. It is a rare demonstration of strenuous exercise in a section that is otherwise 

quite languid and indulgent.   

 At Figure 51, the text and melody from Figure 50 return, still in A minor, 

though this time sung by the baritones with an additional four-bar consequent phrase: 

"Et si tôt qu'on les flatte font patte de velours" (And when you flatter them they stretch 

out a velvet paw").  Here the men stand stationary with their arms crossed in front of 

them, while behind the women form a swaying garland, alternating side to side with 

their arms in full port de bras. Such soft balletic conventions – the ensemble acting 

more like scenery than individual characters – provides a moment of repose from 

Nijinska's modernized sharp, angular elbows and contemporary steps.  

 Part A' 

 The recapitulation of Part A's main theme begins at Figure 54, when the trio of 

dancers reprise their steps and Poulenc's military theme returns. Before that, however, 

when the women bourrée one last time around the men, the music foreshadows a 

return: it is the same melody as Part A's feminized middle section (compare Figure 44 

and Figure 53). Just as the dancers form a chain of bodies that wraps around the men, 

the return of this music serves as a connection between Part B and the return of Part A'. 

The ending is in fact a choreographic palindrome, as if one were watching film in 

rewind. The music of Part A' is more condensed, and the men cycle through their 
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original combination, with the orchestral and sung parts now reversed. They finish 

with a final tableau, feet flexed upwards and arms clenched. These tableaux recall the 

iconography of the 1924 Olympics media campaign: each a perfect little postcard.109 

Meanwhile the women stand to the sides, watching. In this "House Party," we will see 

that there is always someone watching, even the most intimate events. Voyeurism is 

constantly expressed alongside gender reversals and sexual deviations. 

Adagietto 

Thus far, costumes, choreographic gestures and musical topics in Les Biches 

have corroborated and even exaggerated stereotypical gender lines. The women are 

consistently dressed in pink; the men in blue. This all changes in the Adagietto, when 

the "Woman in Blue" appears dressed like a pageboy. She wears a short, skin-tight 

blue velvet tunic, cut off just below her bottom, with long sleeves, tights, and white 

gloves.110 She is a gender enigma: her choreographic and musical underpinnings are 

an amalgamation of the gestures that so far have established contrast between the men 

and women. Mary Riggs, who studied the role of the Hostess with Nijinska in the 

early 1970s at the Buffalo Ballet Center, writes, "The blue girl ... represents the 

androgynous persona," noting that Vera Nemtchinova, who premiered the role, wore a 

short boy's haircut and that this became performance convention. In most reviews, the 

"Woman in Blue" is referred to as a dandy or a boy. Louis Schneider in a review from 

May 28, 1924, refers to her as "a dandy," who "attracts attention by ingenious and 

provocative attitudes."111 In her memoirs, Lydia Sokolova, who originally performed 

the part of one of the girls in grey, describes Nemtchinova in "her little blue-velvet 

bodice and white gloves," and that "it was never quite clear whether or not she was 
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meant to be a page-boy."112 Anna Kisselgoff, in her review of the Oakland Ballet 

revival production in the 1980s, calls her "the celebrated Page Boy," noting, "This girl 

who suggests a boy (or to some audiences, a girl playing a boy portraying a girl), 

would have been familiar to the French as the garçonne, the boy-girl of Victor 

Marguerite's naughty French novels in the 1920s."113 Kisselgoff's description of "a girl 

playing a boy portraying a girl" recalls the dramaturgical solution today for 

performing Cherubino in Mozart's Le Nozze di Figaro.114 The gender ambiguity 

expressed in this character is an important, subversive foil, considering she is the only 

"female" subject able to consummate a monogamous, heterosexual relationship 

(portrayed balletically in the pas de deux).  

As we have seen, Les Biches is a treasure trove of musical borrowing. Among 

Poulenc's clues (who is proud of his thievery) is the self-professed allusion in the 

Adagietto to Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty.115 In a radio interview with Claude 

Rostand, Poulenc plays side-by-side the main theme from his Adagietto with the 

opening of Tchaikovsky's Pas de Quatre variation in Sleeping Beauty.116 Christopher 

Moore conflates Poulenc's use of allusion with perceived expressions of gender and 

sexualized ambiguity. He argues that the Adagietto, by quoting Tchaikovsky, 

"establish[es] the theme of heterosexual desire as an alibi for the work's queer 

subtext."117 As we have seen from numerous descriptions, the "Woman in Blue" is 

controversial as a female subject, making for a dubious heterosexual character. 

Moore's consideration of the Adagietto as a moment of heterosexual expression 

anticipates the solo ballerina's eventual partnership in the pas de deux, which takes 

place during the Andantino but is foreshadowed choreographically. While the 
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"Woman in Blue" catches the eye of one of the athletes and the two exit the stage 

together, their balletic relationship is during the Adagietto just one of intimation; they 

do not dance together until later in the ballet. Moore is not alone in conflating the 

Adagietto with the pas de deux.  Riggs calls the Adagietto a "parody of Sleeping 

Beauty" that Nijinska uses "as the occasion for a solo and pas de deux ... in the grand 

manner of a Tchaikovsky ballet, and her choreography reflects the classical 

tradition."118 From the original program of the 1924 production, in which the names of 

the principal dancers are listed under each movement, it is clear that the Adagietto was 

performed as Nemtchinova's solo, not as a partner dance. Likewise, in Poulenc's 1922 

letter to Diaghilev, he describes the Adagietto as "my number III (solo for the star)."119 

The Adagietto only sets up the possibility of a danced partnership: a coy but somewhat 

distorted nod in the direction of an expected convention between male and female 

dancer that will eventually materialize.  

Poulenc's letter betrays the importance of the Adagietto to the composer, and 

the challenge of writing it. He writes to Diaghilev,  

"How difficult it was! I hope I have managed to avoid the 1830 
waltz, the 1870 waltz, the Italian adagio, the 'wrong notes waltz' à la 
Casella, and the sad waltz (Parade).  

In fact it is a dance in two-four time, very lithe, very danceable 
– and also andantino, beginning in B flat, then moving through the 
most unexpected modulations. I am sure this is what is required."120  
 
Musically, the Adagietto is the most melodic, accessible, and conventional 

movement of the ballet. It conjures the spirit of Tchaikovsky with lush string writing 

and the marking amoroso. It also incorporates, albeit briefly, the celeste: an instrument 

closely associated with "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy," the female solo variation 
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from Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker.121 However, despite the balanced and sequential 

contour of Poulenc's melody, the phrasing is irregular (each movement up until now 

has almost exclusively adhered to four- and eight-bar phrases). Here, in a wistful 

introduction by the oboes, the measures trail off to form an uneven, lopsided structure; 

the repeating oscillation of octaves sound like a mechanical toy that is momentarily 

stuck. Meanwhile, the bass rises by half step to land suspended on the dominant (see 

m. 9-11). After a breath, the opening motive becomes the main theme, now with the 

more expressive intervallic descend of a major sixth. Instead of resolving on G, as 

expected, the bass moves down to B-flat, firmly establishing the movement's tonal 

center. While the theme retains repetitive and sequential motives, alternating a dotted 

rhythm with moving sixteenth notes, as well as clear I-V harmonic relationships, the 

music's sense of balance and predictability is off-set by continued irregular phrasing, 

chromatic lines, and inner voices that form seventh chords with the bass line. The 

movement retains an ABA' structure, but the middle section, which begins with starkly 

contrasting material (See Figure 62) and a key change, modulates through various 

echoes of the A section theme (See Figures 64 and 65), acting more like a 

development section as it eases its way motivically to the return of B-flat (Figure 68). 

The music also alternates between topics: the lilting lullaby of the dotted main theme, 

expressed by woodwinds and strings, and the most militaristic passages, pairing 

trumpet calls with an animated janissary band.  

The "Woman in Blue" appears from upstage left. A spotlight finds her as she 

seems to appraise the room before descending a small flight of stairs, for a moment 

looking as idealized and virtuously aloof as Juliet on her balcony. After the frantic 
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back and forth activity between the "rolling herd of women" and the gymnastic 

athletes, her entrance feels like a suspended moment.122 She pauses in a preparatory 

position with her leg crossed behind her and her white-gloved hand to her ear, waiting 

for the main theme to begin. She moves with the musical phrase, first through 

generous bourrées and then walking matter-of-factly en pointe, in sync with Poulenc's 

sixteenth notes. She crosses the stage, not at a diagonal (which would allow her to face 

the audience), but straight across. This orientation defies balletic convention. Ballet 

dancers tend to move and stand in diagonals, either in croisé (crossed) positions, or in 

effacé: a more open position but one in which the dancer stands at an angle with one 

shoulder forward. These angled positions are more flattering for certain asymmetrical 

gestures, such as attitudes and arabesques when the dancer lifts one leg and cannot 

keep her hips perfectly level. For example, it is rare and strangely awkward to see a 

ballerina hold a backward arabesque while facing directly forward, because the line 

her leg creates is virtually obscured by her upper body and the stance betrays 

unevenness between her hips. However, Nijinska appears intent on exploring these 

unconventional stances.  

Nijinska admits how her choreographic innovations were a challenge for 

Nemtchinova, who was raised as a classical ballerina. She writes,  

"When I was mounting Les Biches, Vera Nemtchinova had difficulty in 
applying her academic classical technique to my new mechanics in the 
dance, but as she assiduously strove to reproduce without question the 
poses and movements mounted for her she obtained a novel image, 
thereby achieving great success for both herself and the whole 
ballet."123 
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The "Woman in Blue" does not use port de bras in a typical way. She picks up 

the angular, elbowed position used by the female ensemble on select piqué arabesque 

poses, but for the most part her signature upper body stance has one arm bent with her 

hand towards her ear and one arm extending downwards like part of an inverted V, 

with the hand flexed upward at the wrist. As with the protruding elbows, these hand 

and arm positions deviate from classical poses of rounded arms and naturally curved 

hands. For her sideways arabesques, her body in perfect profile, she puts her hands on 

her hips, as a dancer might do in practice to work on keeping them level, while 

standing on one leg with the other elevated at a high angle. When she faces the 

audience directly with her back leg in bent attitude, alternating this gesture with 

forward lunges, curving her upper body over her legs as if bowing, we are faced with a 

jarringly non-angled orientation. Likewise, she is not afraid to turn her back on the 

audience, engaging the staged room of observers. She snaps into traditional balletic 

steps – spinning pirouettes in particular – for which she reclaims a curved port de bras. 

But there is something stilted and frozen about her gestures. With each caesura in the 

music, she holds still until the phrase continues. Always in these abrupt positions she 

carries her hands and arms in some flexed, extended manner, as if she were constantly 

stopping to pose for a picture.  

The choreographic blocking helps delineate the musical form. Part A is 

dedicated to the solo dancer. She exits the stage at the key change, and the ensemble 

take over in the contrasting development section. When Part A's melody returns, 

though motivically and harmonically fragmented, this is marked choreographically by 

the return of the soloist, who bourrées back on stage. When the theme swells back (but 
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in E-flat, not B-flat), she exits again, and the dancing is taken over by the group. It as 

if the crescendo to fortissimo shepherds her off-stage, while the music, at its most 

robust, in terms of lush orchestration and dynamic, is realized by the magnified 

projection of the group dance. The true recapitulation and return to Part A (and B-flat 

major) is signaled by the final return of the "Woman in Blue," who enters from stage 

left exactly as she first came with a series of bourrées facing directly sideways 

(though this time instead of walking she hops en pointe with a bent knee, rising into a 

sideways arabesque with her hands over her hips). Nijinska's choreography connects 

to Poulenc's score, not only motivically, but also formally, reserving this final entrance 

and reprise of the dancer's first gestures for the return of the tonic key. With this return, 

the "Woman in Blue" finally makes contact with the athlete who has been watching 

and following her throughout the movement, and the two walk off together. 

Jeu 

 So far in the ballet, men and women have not danced together. In Rondeau, 

only women appear. In Chanson dansée, the men and women alternate; when one 

group is moving the other remains still. In Adagietto, the athlete wanders around but 

does not engage with either the female ensemble or soloist until the very end of the 

movement. Once the "Woman in Blue" and her athlete pair off and exit, this gender 

barrier collapses. The two remaining athletes, though far outnumbered, engage with 

the various configurations of women. The visual integration of men and women is 

represented aurally by the presence of soprano voices alongside the tenors and 

baritones: this is the first time in the ballet that we hear a mixed chorus. In Jeu, the 

"House Party" goes from introductory exposition to development; here, the games 
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begin. In addition to inter-sex mingling, the dancers engage with the set. The blue sofa 

comes to life, as the dancers drag it around the stage and dance in and around it, 

incorporating set design into choreography.  

 Jeu, with its frenetic rhythmic energy, repetitive brass chords, and irregular 

and changing meters (beginning in 5/4 but morphing constantly to 4/4, 3/4, 5/4, 3/8, 

5/8, etc), most overtly betrays Stravinsky's influence. Christopher Moore, in his article, 

"A Perfect Accord," chooses Jeu to demonstrate Stravinsky borrowings in Les Biches, 

particularly the violent religiosity of Les Noces. Moore writes, "Here [in Jeu], Poulenc 

makes clear reference to the rhythmic declamation employed in Stravinsky's ballet 

[Les Noces] ... Essentially, Poulenc adopted the rhythmic and declamatory style that 

characterizes Stravinsky's folk-bound 'Friends of the Bride' while imagining a 

different harmonic and orchestral palette to clothe his own chicly modern 

'demoiselles'."124 Poulenc himself explicates this rhythmic connection between Les 

Biches and Les Noces, particularly in dance numbers (such as Jeu) that incorporate 

songs. In a radio broadcast interview with Claude Rostand, the composer admits, “You 

can find the rhythmic echo of Les noces, very Frenchified to be sure, in the songs for 

dancing in Les Biches.”125  

 Jeu, like proceeding movements, is divided symmetrically into three parts: 

ABA'. In Part A, the women in pink frolic with the two remaining athletes. The 

movement on stage is choreographed chaos. Individual dancers peel off from the 

group and reconfigure. The group splinters into mutable factions. The energy level is 

heightened by the visual noise of so many fast-moving bodies: men and women leap 

through grand jetés, spin, change directions, and run across the stage. Both men and 
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women reprise choreographed combinations from previous movements – particularly 

the athletes, who cling to their original vertical jumps, air-borne turns, and spinning 

pirouettes. The women mimic their gestures, as well as retaining steps from the 

Rondeau. These combinations are all fractured from their original context, 

reconfigured here to form a dynamic din of social engagement.  

 Part A 

 Poulenc's score opens in fortissimo with pounding, repetitive brass chords and 

an uncomfortable, uneven meter: 5/4.126 After a four-bar introduction, a male chorus 

enters, but only declaim four syllables ("J'ai quatre filles") before the sopranos 

interrupt ("à marrier") ("My four daughters must be married soon"). The soprano 

entrance coincides with a meter change from 4/4 to 3/4, brusquely cutting the phrase 

short. The song continues with the men, who are once again interrupted by the 

sopranos after a measure: "J'en ai rempli tout mon grenier grand dieu jene sais 

comment marrier tous ces enfants" ("My house is full from morn till noon; By Jove I 

wish I could know how to get rid of them all"). The sharpness of the staccato 

articulation in the soprano line contributes to the violent agitation of the loud 

dynamics, rich orchestral texture, and metric uncertainty (See five measures before 

Figure 73 – "Ah! j'aimerai qui m'aime; j'aimerai qui m'aimera"; "Ah! I'll love him who 

cometh; I'll love him who loveth me"). This percussive-like articulation permeates the 

remainder of the section, both in the voices and in the orchestra, particularly embodied 

by the chromatic descent in the xylophone and harp countermelody (see 3 measures 

after Figure 74).  
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 Though the meter shifts around and we feel a constant disorientation in terms 

of phrase lengths and even the relationship between down beats and up beats, this 

opening section is securely in G minor, and the ambitus of the choral melodies neatly 

resolves to the tonic (See six measures before Figure 73 and three measures before 

Figure 73). The key shifts with a tutti orchestral interjection in fortissimo at Figure 73. 

G minor returns at the recapitulation of Part A (Figure 86), harmonically framing the 

movement's ternary form. In his letter to Milhaud from August 1922, Poulenc uses 

Jeu's tonality as an example of the ballet's classicism. He writes, "'Jeu' is in E, B, A, 

etc," which suggests that he is conceiving of the music in terms of tonic, dominant, 

and sub-dominant relationships.127 Curiously, the key-area examples he gives do not 

match the score, elucidating how the ballet's musical realization from conception to 

print changed over the course of several years. 

 Just as formal symmetry and tonic-dominant relationships juxtapose the 

chromatic orchestral texture and erratic rhythmic structures, Nijinska's portrayal of 

free, modern women dancing at will, outnumbering and controlling the men, is 

ironically contrasted by Poulenc's use of patriarchal texts. The tenors and baritones 

take on the role of the father speaking to his daughters, singing, "Je dis que si vous 

êtes sage vous ferez un beau mariage" ("I say that if you are obedient you shall have a 

beautiful husband") (See three measures after Figure 74). There is also the passive, 

submissive attitude that is reprised: "I will love him who loveth me." But there is 

nothing passive or submissive about the women at the House Party.  

 Nijinska's preoccupation with female subjugation, particularly in the context of 

institutionalized marriage, materializes through an ironized interplay between the 
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choreography and these traditional texts. As previously mentioned, it is most overt 

when the music and dance resemble material from Les Noces, which Nijinska 

choreographed as a scathing critique of patriarchal oppression in the tradition Russian 

peasant wedding. Three measures before Figure 75, the men and women circle the 

blue couch madly, with the men jumping up and down, while the singers repeatedly 

cry out in monophonic yelps, "Aï Aï Aï" (a guttural exclamation of pain). While the 

orchestra plunges down a descending line of chromatic, octave eighth notes, the 

singers shriek on syncopated offbeats, never on a downbeat. This moment, with the 

mixture of off-stage voices and percussion-like, rhythmic stabs, recalls the ritualistic 

(and sacrificial) musical dystopia of The Rite of Spring, mediated through its cousin, 

Les Noces. Moore, describing Stravinsky's influence on the movement, writes, "At 

rehearsal 75 in 'Jeu,' following on the hells of a chorus of fortissimo and primal 'Aï's, 

Poulenc introduces a passage which, with its prosodic irregularities mapped onto an 

obstinately isochronous rhythmic backdrop, strongly alludes to the declamatory style 

of the 'Friends of the Bride' in the first part of Stravinsky's ballet [Les Noces]."128 The 

descending chromaticism, a contrast to what would otherwise be static, unmoving 

rhythm, is, Moore argues, Poulenc's way of distinguishing the music from its model.129  

 The Oakland Ballet Production omits the music between Figure 75 through 

Figure 78, picking up instead with a ballerina from the ensemble breaking off into her 

own solo developés, extending and showcasing her long legs, while the sopranos sing, 

"ah ah ah" in a jumpy, staccato melody which alternates between 5/4 and 4/4.130 The 

men momentarily collapse on the sofa, but as the women cross back and forth across 

the stage, they stand to move the couch to the center of the stage. As the women leap 
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to exit – two lines moving across each other in opposite directions, the men rotate the 

couch so that it faces directly front. Four of the women in pink do not exit but instead 

duck behind the couch and hide. For a moment, the stage clears, and the only thing 

that appears is the blue couch, now center stage.  

 Part B 

 The middle section of Jeu (Figure 82) engages one of the ballet's critical 

themes: voyeurism. The "Woman in Blue" and her athlete partner stealthily enter from 

stage right, stepping in time to the monotonous baritone melody: "Mad'moiselle entrez 

chez nous; Mad'moiselle venez un peu afin que l'on vous aime le coeur tout plein 

d'amour" ("Maiden come to my home; Maiden come to visit me; I am longing for you; 

my heart is full of love"). For all the longing of the text, the intervallic makeup of the 

melody is fairly static, moving step-wise or often just repeating the same pitch. 

Poulenc marks this new section "Subito più quieto," denoting a complete shift in 

musical affect. The instrumentation is unusual: doubling the contour and pitches of the 

baritone is a sustained, solo double bass.  After four measures, a tenor joins in: "Un 

mari choisirez vous; choisissez donc un bon coup" ("Choose a husband fit for you; of 

all lovers none are true").  

 On stage, the couple embarks on their first partner dance. Once in front of the 

couch, the athlete supports the "Woman in Blue," who ducks in and out of sideways 

arabesques and – guided by the man's hands – twirls into a conventional pirouette. In 

profile, the dancers look like two-dimensional cutouts. When the third voice, soprano, 

enters, there is a curious imbalance between the aural trio and visual duet, but as the 

couple exits as nonchalantly as they came, we catch a choreographed explanation for 
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the music's crowded voicing: the couple is not alone. In their first intimate moment 

together, entering what they assume to be an empty room, the couple does not realize 

that there are other guests hiding and watching. The four women in pink observe from 

behind the couch, and slowly their feather hats emerge into view. By this point the 

couple is already gone, but the message to the audience is clear: someone is always 

watching. Of course, the audience is always watching, and may feel a stab of self-

awareness as the girls, realizing the exposure of their stares, duck behind the couch to 

hide again from the two other athletes entering (see Figure 84).  

 When the athletes enter, the music goes from piano to forte, and the baritone 

melody has a greater melodic ambitus. The baritone is doubled by trumpet – a sonority 

that permeates the ballet but has military and thus masculine association. Instrument 

solos include English horn, clarinet, horn, low brass and finally, again, double bass. As 

the orchestral sonorities get lower and lower, the athletes take more ponderous steps, 

as if enduring heavier atmospheric pressure. Just moments after their usual muscle 

flexing, they begin shifting their weight from one foot to the other. In the final two 

bars of this section (see two measures before Figure 86), the soli double bass melody 

makes a lamenting half-note descent: an expressive Baroque convention we know 

from Purcell's Dido and many other works to represent grief. In these measures, the 

athletes begin to droop, their shoulders sagging. Their legs finally give out and the 

men collapse on the couch, appearing exhausted.  

 Part A' 

 The following Subito presto at Figure 86 restores not only the energy of the 

athletes but the movement's opening musical material. As surprising as Poulenc's 
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subito forte marking are the four girls who pop up from behind the couch; their 

presence was, up until that point, unknown to the soporific (and unguarded) athletes. 

The ensuing choreography, with the men and women chasing each other in a circle 

around the couch before rotating the furniture to its original position, is playful. 

Though the music is the same as the beginning, albeit truncated, choreographically, 

chaos has transformed to order. The six dancers move together as one unit, leaping 

back and forth across the stage while assembling their legs together in the air. There is 

a final moment of gender divide as the men jump while the women spin behind them, 

but the group joins together, all springing from two feet to one in the same direction. 

As one unified group they exit the stage, leaping simultaneously into developé grand 

jetés, their legs split wide in the air. As if corroborating the harmonious resolution of 

their synchronized steps, Poulenc's score resolves to the tonic (G), now in major. The 

final nine measures of the movement conclude with a Picardy third.  

Rag-Mazurka 

 Testament to Les Biches's antithetical dramaturgy as a plotless ballet is the 

curious fact that, in its depiction of a "house party," the hostess has yet to appear. The 

"Hostess," originally performed by the choreographer herself, finally shows up half 

way through the ballet in the Rag-Mazurka: a virtuosic showcase of music and dance. 

In his 1922 letter to Diaghilev, Poulenc warns, "The Rag-Mazurka (V) is terrifying. 

Tell la Nijinska that she can start thinking of some frenetic movements in triple 

time."131 Lydia Sokolova, who danced the role after Nijinska, recalls the improvisatory 

nature of the choreographer's movements and how they imbued her original 

performance: "When we did Les Biches, and she created the hostess for herself, she 
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improvised mostly. That was the trouble with Bronia...She wouldn't leave it as the 

dance was arranged."132 In her memoirs Sokolova writes, "[Nijinska] danced as the 

mood took her and was brilliant. I was to succeed her in this role [of the "Hostess"], 

and although it was one of my most successful characterisations, the dance as I 

eventually worked it out differed in many ways from Nijinska's inimitable 

performance."133  

 The Rag-Mazurka, vibrantly imprinted by Nijinska's performative as well as 

choreographic presence, combines representations of gender and power. It unveils 

Nijinska's conception of the modern woman: older, wealthy, controlling, and chic. The 

hostess enters stage left wearing a neutral-colored, calf-length dress and matching 

yellow feather cap, bearing a similar 1920s style but different hue from the women in 

pink.134 In her right hand she holds out a long, elegant cigarette holder, and in her left 

the long string of pearls hanging from her neck. She is the embodiment of modern 

fashion. As Moore notes in "A Perfect Accord," the dress worn by the "Hostess" 

represents the progressive chic of Coco Chanel's short, sleek dresses. Moore writes, 

"Marie Laurencin's costume for Nijinska may perhaps be viewed as an homage to 

Coco Chanel's famous 'little black dress'; the freedom of movement afforded by 

Chanel's revolutionary design and the dress's understated elegance were all preserved 

in Laurencin's creation."135 Poulenc makes the connection to Chanel explicit in an 

interview from 1954-1955 by describing the "Hostess" as appearing "in a Chanel dress 

and covered with jewels."136 

 Nijinska certainly needed a free range of motion to dance in this role. The 

"Hostess" who Kisselgoff (reviewing a performance by Mary Barres [Riggs] in a 
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subsequent revival production) calls "the only vamp with a neoclassic slink," 

transgresses the boundaries of classical balletic movement more brazenly than any 

other dancer in Les Biches.137 Riggs danced the role in the 1980s, and comments on 

the combined influences of African-American rag – particularly Scott Joplin, and 

Polish folk dance.138 The "Hostess" thrusts her hips forwards, flings her neck and head 

backwards, and mirrors the agile athleticism of the men through leaps and jumps. 

Most notably, she never once dances en pointe, but instead slinks around in soft shoes. 

Visibly older than the other dancers, the "Hostess" through her age and accessorized 

wealth, is a powerful figure. Poulenc argues that her "chic and boodle were the most 

obvious come-ons for those ... gentlemen."139 Where she goes, the two (uncoupled) 

athletes follow, but only on her terms. The Rag-mazurka is a trio controlled by the 

female. Sokolova writes that the Rag-Mazurka "gave an extraordinary picture of a 

spoilt, capricious woman carrying on a sophisticated flirtation. [Nijinska] flew round 

the stage, performing amazing contortions of her body, beating her feet, sliding 

backwards and forwards, screwing her face into an affected grimace, enticing the men 

and flinging herself in an abandoned attitude onto the sofa."140 In the Oakland Ballet 

Production, the grimace may be missing, but Summer Lee Rhatigan's loose upper 

body, powerful leaps, and siren-like seduction of the athletes embody what we can 

imagine of Nijinska's original performance.   

 The Rag-mazurka's representations of gender and power are defined by the 

movement's choreographic and musical structure. Once again we have a symmetrical, 

ternary structure: ABA', which is reflected on stage as a solo for the "Hostess" 

followed by trio and a reprisal of the solo material with flirtatious interjections.  
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 Part A 

 The "Hostess" enters alone after a four-bar introduction of descending F-

natural octaves. She takes her time, appearing to peruse the room, and does not launch 

into choreographed steps until Figure 92 (thirty-seven measures into the movement). 

The music moves briskly beneath her, in a lively 3/8 with rising and falling staccato 

eighth notes. The orchestration is heavily dominated by brass: an early timbral 

signifier to contradict conventional femininity. When her combination begins – a 

series of vertical jumps requiring her to cross and assemble her legs in the air like 

scissors – she recalls the danced gestures, not of the women in pink, but of the athletes. 

When the meter shifts to 6/8 with a lilting triplet-like, step-wise pattern (quarter note 

followed by eighth note in sequence), the music dons a carnival-like character (see 

Figure 93). When this music occurs and repeats, the "Hostess" slides into her shocking 

"slink": thrusting her hips, twisting her arms in front of her, and holding her head back. 

Her gestures border on Ausdrucktanz as she glides freely through space. In its 

unabashed sense of liberty and improvisational origins, this choreography empowers 

the dancer. Likewise, she often turns her back on the audience and dances facing away 

from them, both establishing that the space is a room, not a stage, and that she will 

face where she pleases.  

 The "Hostess's" solo comprises mainly of arched, extroverted posturing (her 

arms out and curved to hold her accessories, with her upper body leaning backward 

freely) and virtuosic leaping. Returning to center stage after a sequence of linked turns 

and circular walking (back turned away from the audience), she resumes a series of 

leaps in which she alternates landing on one foot with the other curled behind her 
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supporting ankle. Following this, she brings her legs together in the air for several 

assemblés. She wiggles her hips and lets her feet drag on the floor, acknowledging the 

movement's jazz influence. Her jumping gestures correspond to the brass-heavy 

sequences of eighth notes, while her resumed slinking accompanies more sustained, 

lyrical strings. As the orchestra builds into an agitated and accelerating triple 

fortissimo after Figure 98 (the dancer raises her hands up, as if encouraging them), the 

strings release the ascending line with a descending sequence of dotted rhythms. 

Arriving at Figure 99 (the music having modulated far from the opening F major), the 

"Hostess" reacts to each off-beat percussion crash with a grand jeté; as soon as she 

lands from each jump, she immediately returns to being airborne, her legs forming a 

wide split. When the solo bassoon repeats the same music but in a more restrained 

way, she embarks on a set of brisé volés, a difficult and precise set of jumps that she 

executes and then abandons with her slinking walk (see Figure 100). Her brisé volé 

combination will recur throughout the movement (for example, at the beginning of 

Part A' at Figure 114). This is a leap sequence often assigned to a male dancer, and 

once again points to her emancipation from normative gender expectations. She uses 

the leaping pattern to propel herself around the room, shifting the orientation of her 

body so that she is not necessarily performing for the audience. Meanwhile solo 

trumpet and woodwinds call and respond to one another with a descending dotted 

melody: a conflation of jazz and baroque akin to Darius Milhaud's La Création du 

Monde (1922-1923). She settles on the couch with her legs crossed and her arms up 

over the top of the sofa. Her posture appears nonchalant, but also as if expecting to be 

seen and admired. 
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 Part B 

 Seen and admired she becomes, for the two athletes walk on stage from stage 

left, as if the "Hostess" were expecting them or had planned their arrival. They walk, 

not at an angle, but straight across. Appearing in profile with their clenched fists 

framing their hips, they look two-dimensional. The orchestral sound shifts entirely. 

While a joyous brass fanfare accompanied the "Hostess's" solo, now to complement 

the men is a softer introspective second theme, performed by strings and woodwinds. 

This timbral reversal confirms the role reversal of the scene's sexual power play. The 

men dance like puppets, recalling their original steps with their hands curled over their 

shoulders, elbows out, and biceps flexed. Brass instruments weave in and out, as if 

recalling their former displays of masculinity. The power they exhibited in previous 

scenes evaporates in the presence of the "Hostess." At Figure 104, the music softens 

even more. Here Poulenc indicates cantando molto for the flute solo melody, which is 

answered four bars later by the clarinet. The music begins in D minor but begins to 

modulate. The "Hostess" beckons to the men with a single hand gesture, but does not 

move. They comically move toward her, as if pulled by an invisible rope. She is an 

immobile siren, and they appear helplessly lured toward her. She does not move until 

they stand on either side of her, and she allows them to help her rise from the couch. 

 Riggs suggests that the Rag-Mazurka has possible connections to the comic 

quintet in Bizet's Carmen, and likens the seductive prowess of the "Hostess" to that 

possessed by other dangerous and sexualized female characters, like Carmen and 

Salome.141 When the "Hostess" begins to dance with the men, the brass instruments 

return. The second theme from Figure 102 (when the two men danced alone) is now 
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strengthened into a full-bodied orchestration through the horn melody and other brass 

and percussion interjections (See Figure 105). Also, the descending dotted rhythms 

that limped along for the duo have now transformed into cascade of flattened, 

continuous eighth notes, making the music sound more even and fluid. 

 The three characters dance side-by-side in a single line, with the woman in the 

middle. While jumping and turning, the "Hostess" keeps her elbows bent angularly to 

accommodate her pearls and cigarette holders, in contrast to the athletes' rounded arms. 

Despite their gender differences, the three dance in unison, performing the same steps 

next to one another. In this unconventional pas de trois, the men never partner with the 

female. Aside from helping her from the couch, they do not ever touch her. She retains 

an autonomous space, keeping her admirers (literally) at arm's length. The three bob 

back and forth with alternating step balancé, before leaping into assemblé. As the 

music becomes more intense (didactic rhythms, fortissimo, and added brass and 

percussion at Figure 106, followed by the marking Feroce at Figure 107), the dancers 

make bigger leaps, jumping through battements jetés but also jumping vertically while 

moving their legs in the air like scissors in extended sequences of entrechât six. 

 The second theme melody returns at Figure 108 as a trumpet solo, with the 

dotted rhythms restored. This time the phrase is interrupted after two measures by the 

strings, followed by interjections from a sliding trombone. Here the choreography 

becomes increasingly comic, as the threesome face directly sideways, returning to 

their two-dimensionality.  The "Hostess" twists her shoulders as she moves between 

the men. When the music lands on a V-i cadence in A minor, followed by two quarter-

note rests and a pick-up, the men hold still, their bodies facing the audience but their 
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eyes on the "Hostess." She moves with the clarinet pick-up; a slinky four-bar interlude 

before Figure 109. She leans towards one athlete, unfurling her long arm as though to 

touch him, and then leans to the other. At Figure 109, a short, staccato offbeat theme 

interjects, and the "Hostess" turns away from the men and audience to dance with her 

back towards them, moving upstage. She slides her hips side-to-side, all while keeping 

her arms out with her palms facing up and her elbows bent down. The men also turn 

their backs on the audience and follow her. The three continue their combination with 

their backs turned for four measures (see six measures before Figure 110) – a long 

time to be ignoring the audience (thus treating the space as a room, not a stage). At 

Figure 110, the men reprise their duo material while the "Hostess" watches them from 

center upstage. The accompanying trumpet solo recouples brass timbre with masculine 

display, as the men jump and turn. They run back to the "Hostess," flanking her on 

either side. Mimicking the music's sweeping gestures at Figure 112 that appear 

sequentially three times (pick-ups followed by sustained, tied-over dissonant chords), 

the men alternate to compete for her affection. They each hold their elbows out with 

their hands on their shoulders, showing her their muscles. The "Hostess" guides the 

men so that the three walk in a straight line. She then abandons them stage left. It 

appears that neither man wins her affection, for the musical material is ambiguous and 

transitional, and the "Hostess" resumes her solo dance in the subsequent section. 

 Part A' 

 Figure 114 signals the return of F major and the opening octave descent that 

introduced the main theme of Part A. In this sense, it is a musical recapitulation 

mirrored by the choreography as the "Hostess" reprises the steps of her solo dance 
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from the beginning of the movement. However, the recapitulation here is abridged. 

After briefly recalling the opening thematic materials, the music transitions into a coda, 

which reprises the material from Part B. The "Hostess" summons the men for a final 

flirtation as the music begins to wind down. Finally, she shrugs her shoulders and the 

three dancers leap off stage together, out of sight. 

Andantino 

 The pinnacle of a ballet production is its pas de deux, when the male and 

female leads dance together. Grand pas de deux has its own form: Adagio, followed 

by two variations (one for each dancer), and a Coda. It is clear from his original letter 

to Diaghilev in 1922 that Poulenc planned from the beginning to incorporate a pas de 

deux in Les Biches. He writes, "All that remain now are number VI (pas de deux), for 

which I am afraid my mind is a complete blank; the song VII; and the Rondeau final 

for which I have a few ideas."142  The resulting Andantino, a single movement, does 

not have the affective and tempo partitions of a grand pas de deux. After a brief, three-

bar woodwind introduction (See Figure 120, repeating the opening to Chanson 

dansée), the movement is structured as ABA'-coda. 

 Part A is grounded in C major, with regular phrase lengths and clear, I-IV-V 

harmonic progressions. Woodwinds and strings double the neatly phrased theme, with 

circus-like brass interjections popping in (see the brass oompahs underneath the 

trumpet four measures after Figure 121, the forté staccato interruption two measures 

before Figure 123, and the brass interlude between Figures 124 and 125). Barbara 

Kelly emphasizes the neoclassical cohabitation of these timbral contrasts, and their 

past and present associations. She writes, "The main thematic content of the 
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'Andantino' is Baroque-like and courtly in its melodic outline and its phrasing," and 

notes that, concurrently, the brass interjections wrench us back to the present.143 The 

circus themes remind us that Poulenc, along with the other members of Les Six, was 

absorbed by the popular music hall, and integrated lowbrow art into highbrow. In a 

radio interview with Claude Rostand, he admitted, "From the ages of 15 to 30 I was an 

assiduous fan of the music hall."144 

 Despite Poulenc's jumpy juxtapositions of woodwinds/strings and forté brass, 

Part A retains regular phrasing and harmonic stasis. C major pervades clearly until 

Part B (see Figure 126), when the music begins to modulate. Here the main theme 

opens again, but as an invitation to move elsewhere. It returns to the musical material 

from Adagietto, which is paraphrased and mixed into this movement. The phrasing 

becomes uneven, as remembered themes dovetail in and out. After a short rallentando, 

the main theme returns in C major, beginning Part A' (See Figure 129). It is reduced to 

twelve measures, first stating the original theme, answered by the brassy circus theme. 

The music resolves neatly (V-I) in C major, before embarking on a mysterious and 

amorphous Coda (See Figure 130). This coda recalls the woodwind introductory 

material from the Overture (descending seconds with grace notes, now in fortissimo), 

contrasted against parallel arpeggios, alluding to the harp arpeggios used in 

Tchaikovsky's ballet music (for example, the introduction to the Nutcracker pas de 

deux and Sleeping Beauty).  

 Just as Poulenc blends past and present by co-presenting baroque idioms and 

classical harmonies with more upbeat and updated music hall material, Nijinska uses 

the template of the pas de deux to make modern alterations to the classic convention. 
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During the introduction, the athlete enters alone from stage right, standing in front of 

the couch with his hips and shoulders facing the audience. As the main theme begins 

and he walks sideways, he retains this flattened position, while turning his head 

around to look for his partner. The "Woman in Blue" enters from stage left, and the 

two run toward each other to begin their partner dance at Figure 122. The man 

supports the woman as she recapitulates her forward lunges from Adagietto, curving 

and then rising into backward arabesque. Both facing directly forward, at an angle 

where the woman's back leg is nearly hidden and her hipline exposed. They then step 

into alternating sideways arabesques that recall their first partnership together in the 

middle section of Jeu, their hands placed over the woman's stomach. When brass 

instrument interrupt (two measures before Figure 123), the man wraps his left arm 

around the woman's waist and the two dance side-by-side with their upper bodies 

curved over their hips and their right arms rounded towards the ground. This is an 

iconic position from the Andantino, as their contorted postures and simultaneous, side-

by-side steps break from the traditional pas de deux image of the man supporting the 

woman in front of him.  Synchronized with the brass staccato, they each stab their toes 

into the floor while moving sideways, alternating their bent legs up and down. Each 

stab reemphasizes the metric beat.  
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1.7 Anatole Vilzak and Vera Nimchinova in "Andantino." 
 
 At Figure 123, the main theme is restored in the woodwinds and strings, and 

for the first time the couple engage in a traditional partnering combination. The athlete 

holds the "Woman in Blue" as she pirouettes with one leg bent touching the knee of 

the standing leg (passé) and her arms rounded above her head in grand port de bras. 

She keeps her arms above her head to segue into yet another sequence of sideways 

arabesques from plié. On the third arabesque, the couple turns to face diagonally 

backward, exposing the woman's back, leg and hips at an odd and unflattering angle. 

This puts the couple in a new position for the following brass interjection (Figure 124), 

when they partner with the man facing front and the woman with her back to the 

audience. They hold each other as social dancers would, with the man's hand on the 
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small of the woman's back, hers on his shoulder, and their free hands cupped together, 

extended from their bodies. As they leap back and forth through tombé battements and 

assemblés, all while her back is turned, we again sense that this dance is private, and 

that the audience's gaze is a voyeuristic one. Together they mirror each other's steps, 

working through parallel footwork. As Poulenc's circus-like brass pulls us from past to 

present, Nijinska's integration of contemporary social dance moves away from the 

conventions of classical ballet partnering. It is not until the softness of the woodwind 

and string melody is restored at Figure 125 (marked dolce), when the brass interlude 

ends, that the couple resumes their more traditional partnering, with the man holding 

the woman in front of him, facing the audience. 

 In Part B, the couple's combinations become increasingly fragmented as the 

music modulates. When the strings recall the music from the Adagietto, the "Woman 

in Blue" breaks away from her partner for her own "variation": a set of steps 

recapitulating her earlier solo. She dances once again with her arms out and her wrists 

flexed upward, jumping through entrechâts six and spinning through a series of 

pirouettes. As in the Adagietto, she freezes after each phrase break. Sokolova 

describes the effect of these gestures (and the control needed to execute them) when 

Nemtchinova premiered the role. She writes, "Nemtchinova took her pirouettes from 

her points and stopped them dead in an open position, as clean as a whistle. I am sure 

that the craze for pirouettes which has since swept the ballet, dated from her first 

appearance in Les Biches at Monte Carlo."145 Here we see an example of Nijinska's 

classicality: breaking from the old to establish new tradition in ballet. At Figure 127, 

with the oboe entrance, the "Woman in Blue" bourrées out of the way to make room 
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for the athlete's variation: his own recapitulation of the masculine posturing in the first 

Chanson dansée. His variation is brief – only four measures – but he spends it 

spinning, both in leaping turns from fifth position and in pirouettes. In these 

combinations the two leads share with one another their choreographic identities, 

derived from movement displayed earlier in the ballet. Their partnership resumes four 

measures before Figure 128; she bourrées to the side while he hangs onto her with his 

back curved, prancing like a hungry animal. The man's posture is humorous, eliciting 

laughter from the audience, at least in the 1984 performance. Classical propriety is 

restored as he supports her through a spinning pirouette and then lifts her into the air. 

 The lift sequence, which requires and displays masculine strength, is bolstered 

by the heroic timbre of the French horn solo (see Figure 128). However, as it plays out 

choreographically, it shifts quickly into parody of pas de deux idioms. The man carries 

the woman like a horizontal plank, holding her still for an unnaturally long time. 

When the music returns to Part A' and the main theme, he flips her onto his shoulder 

so that her upper body is raised and her legs are bent with her ankles touching. This 

pose is a variation of a classic convention in ballet partnering, colloquially known as 

"the fish." But, like the woman's forward facing arabesques, it is used "incorrectly." 

Facing the audience on the man's shoulder, the woman presents the same awkward 

angle with her legs hidden as in the opening of the pas de deux. The man then turns so 

that she can reprise the rocking gesture of her alternating sideways arabesques. The 

gestures recall exactly the opening of the pas de deux, but this time, the woman is 

comically stuck on the man's shoulder. For the brass response, they return to their 

springing social dance partnership, with the woman facing away from the audience. 
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The coda (Figure 130) reprises their arabesques: first together, then, apart, and finally 

together again. For a moment, music and dance are suspended by mysterious 

arpeggios; the woman remains elevated en relevé, her arms and legs extended and her 

body supported by the man. But with the final chord – triple forte, dissonant and short 

– the suspense is broken, and the woman, still en pointe, collapses in the man's arms, 

her back turned from the audience.  

Petite chanson dansée 

The "Woman in Blue" and her athlete scurry offstage after the arrival of two 

young girls: the girls in grey. The pair hold one another by the shoulder for the entirety 

of their duet together, dancing side-by-side and taking turns partnering each other. 

While many of their gestures recall the innocent camaraderie and intricate virtuosity of 

the four little swans from Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake, the choreographic presentation of 

their relationship is the most overtly homoerotic in the entire ballet. As time passed 

after the ballet's premiere, the sexual innuendo imbued in Nijinska's choreography 

became more overtly interpreted and expressed. In his review for the New York Times 

of The Royal Ballet revival production, Clive Barnes describes the girls in grey as 

"two young ladies who find bliss and fulfillment in holding hands in a secretive, 

underground fashion."146 Kisselgoff, also writing for the New York Times, openly 

refers to them as "the two young innocent-looking lesbians," though many years later 

she admits how understated Nijinska's treatment of the material is, observing that the 

girls "reveal their interest in each other only through one gesture."147 Still, it seems 

that the homosexual reading of this duet was known by those performing in the 

original production. Lydia Sokolova, who premiered the role of a grey girl alongside 
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Lubov Tchernicheva, recalls her discomfort with the part. She writes, "I thought this 

female pas de deux was wrongly conceived and badly constructed: Nijinska cannot 

have understood the type of women we were meant to be, and certainly few people 

ever have been less Lesbian than Tchernicheva and myself." 148  The duet's 

homoeroticism was certainly not missed by Poulenc, who, in an interview with 

Rostand says, "Imperceptibly, the dance of the two ladies in grey, a simple feminine 

pas de deux, became a dance that was secretly Proustian (Albertine and a female 

friend at Balbec). It was Nijinska's instinctive genius that made such audacity 

possible."149 

Like the first Chanson dansée and Jeu, this duet, Petite chanson dansée, 

incorporates an off-stage chorus of sopranos, tenors, and baritones. We see melodic 

self-borrowings from the first Chanson dansée as well. The text Poulenc chose is 

about attempted courtship. The tenors offer, "J'ai un beau laurier un joli laurier de 

France qui veut de mon laurier à qui faut-il le donner?" ("I have a laurel wreath, pretty 

laurel wreath from my garden I shall give you the wreath if you come and stand 

beneath") while the women (sopranos) answer, "Je préférerais un bouquet de giroflées 

un bouquet tout frais cueilli" ("I would prefer a bouquet of wallflowers, a bouquet just 

picked fresh"). There is a transparent transaction in the song between flowers given 

and affection. At Figure 135, the sopranos and tenors sing together, "Si vous me 

donnez le bouquet que je demande, je verrai si je peux me marrier avec vous" ("If you 

give me all the flowers I desire then I will let you know if I wish to marry thee"). The 

song also emphasizes the passing of seasons; its springtime setting indicates youthful 

anticipation of the future: "C'est à la Saint Mathieu que nous nous marierons" 
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("Summer is coming and we shall be married soon"). As the girls have their first 

realization of sexual awakening in this movement, the passing of seasons representing 

the transfer from youthful innocence to adult awareness is an important metaphor for 

the choreographic gestures.  

The petite chanson dansée, unlike the sung movements before it, does not have 

a contrasting middle section. It is more through-composed, building in intensity 

towards its conclusion. Like Jeu, the meter is constantly shifting, so that the phrase 

lengths are asymmetrical and endangered by interruption. Unlike Jeu, there is not 

choreographic chaos but rather the distilled gestures of a duet. When the melody 

begins in the tenors, the two dancers face the audience and alternate between vertical 

jumps and linked, step-wise pas de bourrée. The repetition of their combination 

emphasizes the musical phrase lengths. At Figure 133, the music shifts into new theme 

with a descending, chromatic oboe solo. The dancers signal this shift by turning their 

backs to the audience bourréeing across the stage. The feminized effect of the timbral 

shift to woodwind solo paired with the women's meticulous pattering en pointe is 

complemented by the soprano's non-semantic vowel, "Ah."  

A variant of the main theme returns at Figure 134, but this time in forte, with a 

thicker orchestration, tenuto markings over the quarter notes, and the melody 

introduced by the baritones. Clarinets and bass clarinet lay out a descending chromatic 

bass line. The dancers resume their jumps: the combination they performed at the 

melody's first hearing. This time they extend their legs out into sideways developé to 

enter their pas de bourrée. In both music and dance, the gestures of the theme are the 

same, but now exaggerated. The sopranos join in again at Figure 135, while the girls, 
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still joined together, make a large circle around the stage. This is a culminating 

moment, because it combines the main theme from this movement with one heard 

earlier in the ballet. An accompanimental counter melody at Figure 135, played by 

English horn, clarinet, first bassoon, violins (in pizzicato), violas and cellos, 

recapitulates a transposed iteration of the clarinet solo interlude that opened the 

contrasting middle section of the first Chanson dansée, when the women joined the 

men and weaved around them like a human braid (See Figure 135 with Figure 48).  

 
1.4 Figure 48 in "Chanson Dansée" 

 

 
 

1.5 Figure 135 in "Petite chanson dansée" 
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Here, there is only one sex presented onstage, but for the first time the one girl 

partners the other. Girl One stands behind Girl Two with her hand on her waist and 

leads her through the circle pattern. Girl Two holds her arm rounded above her head in 

grand port de bras while embarking on a sequence of en avant developé that fall into 

pas de bourrées. It is a traditional partnering step. The aberration is that her partner is 

also female.  

Figure 135 is a critical turning point in the movement, for the music and dance. 

From here onward, we get repetitions of the same melodic material, but with 

increasing decibel levels, agitated tempos (a performance convention; there is no 

accelerando indicated in the score), and denser orchestration (brass and percussion 

becomes increasingly prominent, especially bass drum). The dancers go from a side-

by-side dance to partner dancing. Even when they move out of their circle, the one 

stands in front of the other and holds her at arms length. They slide across the stage 

through assemblés and jump through sequences of pas de chat ("dance of the cat") 

with their legs folding up in the air to create diamond shapes. Girl One grabs Girl Two 

with both hands by the waist and the two lean back and forth to each side like out of 

sync windshield wipers, their extended legs beating in time to the quarter-note pulse of 

tambourine and snare (see five measures after Figure 136). They break out of this 

configuration to recommence their original jumps at Figure 138, where the melody 

recalls that sung by the men in Chanson dansée: "Tra la la, la, la" (compare Figure 

138 to three measures after Figure 42). Here, male and female voices sing in 

fortissimo together: "Vive le beau Mai le mois de la giroflée" ("Happy May at last tells 

us winter now is past"). This, time, however, the dancers hold hands. Just as spring 
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blossoms in the text, so does the girls' awareness for each other. At the end of the 

movement, as the orchestral brass and percussion comically descend through a step-

wise rallentendo, the girls accidentally embrace one another. They hold on to each 

other for a long moment before snapping into the realization of their action. They look 

at each other uncomfortably and move away from each other. The timpani rolls 

dramatically and the girls look back at one another, but conclude to run off in opposite 

directions. Nijinska allows us to see only the suggestion of their attraction, not its 

consummation. 

Final 

 Tchaikovsky ballet finales are essentially elongated, choreographed curtain 

calls. The dancers, reprising choreography from earlier movements, enter through a 

chronology of increasing importance. The corps de ballet begins, making way for the 

various soloists (character dancers with lesser parts), and finally, the principal dancers. 

The arc of the movement is defined by anticipating the audience's increasing 

excitement, and reception. As music and dance return from earlier movements, 

distilled to abridged paraphrasing, the Tchaikovsky ballet finale, like in many 

nineteenth-century ballets, traffics in self-reference: one continuous, potpourri 

recapitulation. 

 The choreographic structure of Final in Les Biches takes its form from this 

curtain call model, the dancers grouped by importance, delivering condensed 

summaries of their former tableaux. Likewise, the musical structure, ABA' and Coda, 

epitomizes the form of the previous movements. At the end of Petite chanson dansée, 

the stage is empty and dark, with the exception of the blue sofa. When the music for 
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the finale begins, the women in pink enter first, split into two groups. They dance as 

they did in the Rondeau and earlier movements, with their hands together under their 

chins and their elbows out, gliding through tombé assemblés and leaping into grand 

jetés. The Part A theme – a spritely Presto – is in D major. Its duple meter (2/4), 

governed by running triplets, feels like a happy, lilting 6/8. The music is the most 

circus-like of the entire ballet. As one group of women finishes, they return to 

languish on the couch, watching the other group.  

 At Figure 142, the girls in grey return from opposite sides. Their gestures 

resemble those from Petite chanson dansée, with one main difference: they now dance 

apart, one standing stage left and the other stage right. At Figure 144, the music shifts 

into minor with a melodic fortissimo string melody, suggesting the dramatic flair of 

Italian opera belle canto. The violins are answered by a rumbling countermelody in 

the basses. Here the two girls bump into each other, and a miniature drama plays out. 

They extend their arms towards one another, and resume their partner dancing. This 

time, they jump less and glide more, dancing slower, despite the music's spritely 

tempo at Figure 145, when Poulenc reprises the "Prometheus" theme from the 

Overture (Poulenc borrowing Poulenc (Rideau) borrowing Beethoven (Eroica 

symphony/variations) borrowing Beethoven (Creatures of Prometheus)). The girls run 

away from each other again at Figure 147, as the music modulates and accelerates, 

marking the beginning of Part B. 

 Part B introduces a more lyrical sequence in the strings (accompanied the 

"short-short-short-long" gesture), as well as the flattened key area of F major. 

Choreographically, it is partitioned by an interlude of women from the ensemble, this 
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time dancing all together. They weave back and forth, forming a human garland. The 

image reprises the pastoral effect of the corps de ballet in Tchaikovsky's "Waltz of the 

Flowers" that we saw in the B section of the first Chanson dansée. The music changes 

again eight measures before Figure 148, in timbre, tempo, melodic material, and key 

area. The trumpet calls return, answered by other brass instruments. This new theme 

signals the return of the three athletes, who spin and jump in a last ditch display of 

masculine strength for the following twenty-three measures. The women still watch 

them from the couch, though they keep their distance. At Figure 149, with the threat of 

the snare drum, the men prance off stage left, hunched with their spines curled forward 

and their heads ducked. In the music occurs a dramatic swerve: key change, meter 

change, and tempo change (subito doppio più lento). Dominated by brass and lower 

strings, this musical change coincides with the return of the "Hostess," who also 

reprises her earlier solo movements, including her athletic brisé volé. At its vampiest 

and jazziest, percolated by "lowbrow" trombone slides, the score still contains 

"classical" topics: the "short-short-short-long" gestures and dotted rhythmic figures. 

The meter shifts as fluidly as the "Hostess" and her slinky movements, but the music 

abruptly changes direction when the "Woman in Blue" enters at Figure 152. Here the 

music turns from its jazzy interlude to a sound of suspended atmosphere, almost 

impressionistic. The orchestral texture is more opaque, with sustained violins winding 

down a slow-moving, chromatic descent while the celeste and harp chime mystically 

below with alternating, rising and descending sixteenth notes. The "Woman in Blue" 

dances mostly by herself this time. She again stretches her body out into sideways 

arabesques with her arms and lifted leg extended, before bouréeing towards the lone 
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athlete, who is conveniently stationed down stage left. He spins her through one final 

pirouette – a reminder of their courtship – and the two exit together.  

 The subsequent return of the women in pink, all dancing together, is also the 

return of the jolly opening theme: Part A' (see Figure 154). The tempo picks up, as 

well as the optimism of the D major sonority. As we have seen in other recapitulations, 

the musical and choreographic gestures are the same as the opening, but more 

concentrated. The stage is a deluge of pink; the female ensemble dances together, back 

and forth, like a school of fish. At the Coda, the score indicates Giocoso e rythmico: 

the music contains extra syncopation, and more brass (see Figure 156). This Coda is 

the final "bow" of the principal dancers. The women in pink have leapt off the stage. 

The trio from the Rag-mazurka (the "Hostess" flanked by two athletes) enter together 

and begin moving back and forth across the stage. The two girls in grey quickly join 

them on either side, forming a quintet. Finally, the lead dancers from the pas de deux 

arrive and dance in front of the quintet. The two groups form two horizontal lines 

across the stage, always moving in the opposite direction from one another. The music 

and dance continue as the curtain begins to drop (Poulenc indicates "Rideau" in the 

score twelve measures before the end of the ballet). While the quintet faces front, the 

couple resume their sashaying dance, with the woman's back turned against the 

audience. As the curtain closes, they keep dancing for themselves; one imagines the 

House Party could go on all night.  

Conclusion 

 Les Biches demands a reassessment of the role that irony plays in 

neoclassicism. In his Dictionary from 1755, Samuel Johnson defines irony as "a mode 
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of speech in which the meaning is contrary to the words: as, Bolingbroke was a holy 

man."150 In Les Biches, where there is no speech and little text, possibilities for irony – 

a disjunction, that is, between the material's presentation and its meaning – derive both 

from music-dance relationships and from juxtapositions of historical and 

contemporary sources. The authors' intentional subversion of gender and sexual roles 

through the coupling and decoupling of choreographic gestures with associative 

"feminine" and "masculine" timbres cultivates ironizing commentary on contemporary 

culture. This mode of irony, however, is understated: subsumed in an aesthetic of 

grace, beauty, and playful innuendo. The following chapter will demonstrate a harsher, 

more pointed example of irony in neoclassicism: one that self-consciously addresses 

via religious allusion codes of social responsibility and moral conduct. 

 As Les Biches demonstrates, the role played by irony in neoclassicism is hardly 

uniform. Its provocation of social commentary is tempered by the temporal distance 

between the ballet's contemporary setting and eighteenth- (and pre-eighteenth-) 

century forms and allusions. Nor should temporal distance and irony be conflated. Les 

Biches not only incorporates classical sources; it embodies them, perpetuating a 

historical continuum of French ideals. The work's sincerity, a far cry from the 

defamiliarizing methodologies of Stravinsky and Satie, was noted by Cocteau in his 

review: “See how [the dancer] manages her balance on the brink of caricature without 

falling into it, just as the musician, in spite of his easy manner, never lapses into mere 

facility.”151 He describes the music as "failing to understand itself" and concludes: 

“The beauty and melancholy of ‘Les Biches’ are not the product of any artifice. I 

doubt whether this music knows it hurts.”152  
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 From the testimonies of Poulenc and Cocteau we saw how the risqué subject 

matter of Les Biches is mollified through the innocent or unwitting approaches of its 

creators. The ballet gently presents controversial ideas about social behavior and 

values – promiscuity, ambiguous gender representations and role reversals, and of 

course homosexuality and bisexuality – through a kind of tongue-in-cheek, plausible 

deniability. In his book, Dance, Desire, and Anxiety in Early Twentieth-Century 

French Theater: Playing Identities, Charles Batson notes how Les Biches gets away 

with staging sexual deviancy while being received innocuously by the press. He writes,  

"And what a party: everyone flirts with just about everyone else. By the 
end of the evening/dance, only one male-female couple is formed out 
of the fifteen or so dancers ... Strikingly absent from the reviews ... is a 
condemnation of homosexuality: as this dance may portend to be all 
about 'nothing much,' these hints at subversive practices may well have 
been laughed away - or at least smiled away - as much an elegant 
'nothing' as their context."153 
 

The actual extent of this plausible deniability seems to vary based on who is doing the 

recollecting (each author claim they alone approached the work with cynicism). 

Whatever their varying registers of intent, Laurencin, Nijinska and Poulenc all utilize 

the haven of temporal dislocation from the present via classical tropes and allusions to 

safely invest social critique in a lovely, melodic, charming work.  

 On the one hand, this paradigmatic approach to neoclassicism exhibited in Les 

Biches is supported by the examples discussed validating the ballet's nationalist 

classicism. Under the banner of nationalism – celebrating the spirit of France – Les 

Biches is free to safely satirize its present culture. On the other hand, Nijinska's 

projections, caricatures and reversals of masculinity and femininity erode and disrupt 

stereotypes bound up in national identity. Batson shows how French nationalism was 
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tied to public displays of heteronormativity: men and women had to be seen as serving 

distinct biological roles to propagate the vision of a booming population. He writes, 

"Nationalism ... is soon conflated with masculinity: any self-respecting nation must 

claim that its men are strong and its women fertile, ready to bear children for their 

husband-fathers."154 This conflation of nationalism and masculinity was particularly 

potent in 1924: the year, as mentioned, Paris hosted the Olympic Games, when images 

of male athletes were omnipresent in media and culture.155 Batson goes as far as to 

credit the return of classicism and the interwar French dismissal of Debussy to a 

(nationalist) return to masculinity: "Without clearly defined shape and form," he 

writes, describing Debussy's music, "a confused, feminine grace had attacked a once-

strong, once vital France."156 In this context, femininity is anti-nationalist and anti-

classicist, bearing associations with romanticism and impressionism. 

 Les Biches, born from feminism, social satire, and nationalist classicism, is a 

work of contradictions. Though the synergy of its media provides an example of 

mutually enforcing neoclassicisms, we see the limitations of assigning a single, 

external mantra – in this case Cocteau's imposed nationalism – to justify the 

constellation of elements constituting a particular work. Through its innocently 

construed irony and integration of classicism, Les Biches is selectively nationalist. It 

invites us to contemplate the presentation of French culture devoid of politics and 

propaganda and to flit between, as the dancers do, established order and daring new 

possibilities. 
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Chapter 2: Classic Sins 
 

 We have seen in Les Biches how Nijinska's comingling of choreographic 

convention and subversion complements the neoclassicism of Poulenc's music. Now 

we turn to a work whose neoclassical gestures manifest themselves quite differently: 

Die sieben Todsünden. The heterogeneity of style, nationality, medium, and genre in 

Die sieben Todsünden is due in part to biographical considerations surrounding the 

work's conception.1 It is a transitional, experimental piece – a work written in exile. 

When Hitler rose to power in 1933, Kurt Weill, a Jewish, "degenerate" artist, fled 

Germany. On March 23rd, the composer arrived in Paris, checked into the Hôtel Jacob, 

and began the first stage of his exile. He had several contacts: his friend Darius 

Milhaud, Maurice Abravanel, former student-turned-conductor, and wealthy 

patronesses such as the Princess de Polignac and the Vicomtesse de Noailles. He 

moved in with the Noailles family when he began composing Die sieben Todsünden 

on April 16th.  

 Paris was ready for Weill, and Weill for Paris. The French loved the composer 

of Die Dreigroschenoper, Weill's satirical "play with music" that had been 

popularized by the French version of Georg Wihelm Pabst's film adaptation from 1931, 

L'Opéra de quat'sous. The whole city had been abuzz over a soiree at the Salle 

Gaveau that past December, when performances of Der Jasager and Mahagonny 

Songspiel met a robust audience that included the Parisian, intellectual elite.   

It was at that soiree that Kurt Weill met Edward James, a British impresario.2 

With prompting from Boris Kochno, James became the financial backer for Les 

Ballets 1933, a new ballet company founded by Kochno and George Balanchine, 
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following Diaghilev's death and the splintering demise of the Ballets Russes.3 James 

was married to Tilly Losch, a famous practitioner of Ausdruckstanz: the danced 

embodiment of German expressionism. Her fame set her in orbit, and her beautiful 

dancing attracted James. The stability of marriage appealed to Losch, who mistook 

James to be homosexual and their courtship a charade. Realizing her mistake, Losch 

left James after their honeymoon in Hawaii.4 James felt that, if he couldn't buy his 

wife love, he could at least buy her a dance company. To win Losch back, he agreed to 

finance Kochno and Balanchine's enterprises, on two conditions: that Les Ballets 1933 

bring in Losch as a lead dancer, and that it commission a work by Weill. James 

wanted Weill. He suggested that the new work involve singer/actress Lotte Lenya, 

Weill's (also estranged) wife, who James thought resembled Losch in appearance. 

Thus the new ballet would feature both a dancer and a singer. Weill accepted; a ballet-

chanté was born. He eventually persuaded Caspar Neher to oversee set designs, 

despite Weill's open affair with Neher's wife, Erika. 5  Lenya meanwhile was 

romantically involved with Otto Pasetti, the tenor cast to sing in the male quartet. One 

of the most personally entangled collaborations of the era yielded a shockingly 

depersonalized depiction of the modern condition: humans as commodities, 

individuality usurped. 

 Die sieben Todsünden, now ballet with words, needed a librettist. Weill 

approached Jean Cocteau. In a curiously cryptic, postcard response, Cocteau 

responded to the composer: "With you one doesn't say 'yes,' one runs, one flies, makes 

love. We should wait, and a play will take shape between us. Excuse my style and 

spelling. Love, Jean."6 Only then, after Cocteau declined, did Weill turn to Bertolt 
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Brecht, his former collaborator with whom he had recently fallen out over royalties 

and financial disputes. This reunion project in Paris would further a shifting 

relationship between the two men, set in motion after Mahagonny, as Weill developed 

more autonomy from his collaborator. Ronald Schull argues that Die sieben 

Todsünden became a pivotal project in the Brecht/Weill partnership. The power 

dynamic moved in Weill's favor, since he was the one to secure the commission and 

insist on a musical structure based more on instrumental than on song forms. Schull 

writes: "Die sieben Todsünden ... mark[s] the historical point at which Weill 

succeeded in establishing his dominance over his alter ego, his Anna I, and in setting 

his own ground rules for further collaborations with Brecht." 7   

 In Die sieben Todsünden, the singer, "Anna I," and dancer, "Anna II," are 

sisters who can be seen as making up two sides of a single person: the rational and the 

irrational, respectively. As Anna I sings, "Actually, we're not two persons, only one"; 

they have "one heart and one savings book" (a sardonic, "neoclassical" play on the 

German cliché "ein Herz und eine Seele," with the soul being replaced by a savings 

book). This split personality derives from the casting. Though conceived by Weill and 

James, it nicely exemplifies Brecht's defamiliarizing vision of Epic Theater, and may 

well have been part of the bait Weill used to lure the playwright into the project.8  

 In Weill's Musical Theater: Stages of Reform, Stephen Hinton distinguishes 

between Brecht and Weill's respective theories of Epic Theater. Both are reacting 

against Wagner and rejecting the "narcotic means" of Romanticism.9 Yet there remain 

fundamental differences between them. For Weill, Epic Theater was an opportunity to 

restore the "number opera"; a reform that would reposition modern theater as "the 
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dramaturgic utilization of absolute musical form."10 We will analyze later in detail 

how this aesthetic approach manifests itself in his composition of Die sieben 

Todsünden. For Brecht, however, Epic Theater meant more of an overhaul of 

traditional theater and its capitalist underpinnings. Brecht, deeply opposed to the 

Gesamtkunstwerk, wanted to create a "separation of elements."11 The adjectival epic, 

in its history and etymology, is tethered to narrative: epikos deriving from epos 

(Ancient Greek for word, story, or poem). In the case of Die sieben Todsünden, 

narration is presented through the coexistence of distinct artistic mediums; the singer 

and dancer are separated. By making the mechanisms of the theater more transparent, 

Brecht seeks to position the audience – alienated from the effects of dramatic 

absorption  – to a place where they can evaluate socially critical content. Paul Griffiths, 

in his book, Igor Stravinsky: The Rake's Progress, writes, "In the theatre of experience 

effect is calculated on the sharing of an experience, in the theatre of illustration it is 

calculated on observation and evaluation. The first demands the unification or 

amalgamation of all heterogeneous theatrical elements, while the second demands 

their separation; and the more extreme that separation is, the greater the 'effect of 

alienation'."12 As Hinton summarizes in Brecht: "Willful disruption of the illusion of 

dramatic unity and socially critical didacticism are two faces of the same epic coin."13  

 The partitioning of singer and dancer, therefore, is consistent with a Brechtian 

definition of Epic Theater, yet it also originates in the separation of theatrical elements 

in earlier projects by Stravinsky. Epic Theater is well suited to the kinds of hybrid 

genres – juxtaposing combinations of singers, dancers, actors, narrators, and 

instrumentalists – that Stravinsky continuously explored, and that make his theatrical 
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oeuvre so difficult to categorize.14 Many of Stravinsky's hybrid experiments, such as 

L'histoire du soldat (1918), predate Brecht's theoretical writings on the matter. 

Griffiths notes the influence of Alexandre Benois and Meyerhold on Stravinsky, 

whose aim was "to achieve a kind of transformed restoration of early theatrical 

traditions, the unsophisticated immediacy of the conventions of Shakespeare's day, of 

the commedia dell'arte, mediaeval mystery-plays, the popular show-booth, the 

fairground peepshow, the acrobats of the circus and the Japanese marionette-theatre, in 

which actors manipulate the marionettes in full view of the audience."15 Benois of 

course worked with Stravinsky on Petroushka, a Ballets Russes meta-project on the 

artifice and reality of life and art, mediated through levels of puppetry. In Petroushka, 

the collaborative process, a collaborative total art, creates its own inverse to the 

Gesamtkunstwerk by virtue of its multiple authors and their divergent aims. The 

discordances of ballet collaborations offer an ideal model for Brecht's theatrical and 

narrative aims, via Stravinsky: transparency, illustration, and alienation. 

 Yet Brecht had little to no interest in ballet, and his presence in Paris was 

minimal.16 He arrived in Paris on April 10 and stayed only a week, during which time 

he and Weill finished the text. Maurice Abravanel, who conducted the premiere of Die 

sieben Todsünden in both Paris and London, recalls Brecht's own disparaging prose on 

the subject of ballet. In an interview conducted at Tanglewood on August 7, 1984 with 

David Farneth and Lys Symonette, Abravanel said,  

"I remember being shocked by [Brecht's] foreword to The Seven 
Deadly Sins, and I am surprised and sorry I have not seen it printed 
anywhere. I believe it was printed, I am not sure – anyhow, I saw it in 
Paris. And the foreword said: 'Of all art categories, ballet is definitely 
the one that's totally silly. Plots for ballets are always ridiculous, don't 
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make sense, are totally without any usefulness,' ... Here is a guy who 
just, thanks to Kurt, got that commission. And he needed money. He 
had nothing. ... Immediately, he had – oh, take the money first, put it in 
his pocket, and then insult the people who are feeding him, you know. 
As if he had made a great sacrifice, you know, to Kurt."17 
 

 Weill, meanwhile, was actively involved in the rehearsals with Balanchine's 

company. He completed the piano score by early May and then moved on to the 

orchestration.18 In his interview with Anna Kisselgoff in 1985, Kochno recounts how 

the creative process unfolded:"First came the idea, then the music, and then the work 

of the choreographer and designer."19  Die sieben Todsünden received its premiere at 

the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées on June 7, 1933. It seems Weill had high hopes for 

the event, arranging through James for one thousand francs to be sent to Brecht to 

attend.  Brecht returned to Paris, reluctantly, describing the performance as "nice 

enough but not very significant."20 Unfortunately, general criticism concurred; the 

1933 rendition of Die sieben Todsünden was poorly received in Paris. A consoling 

correspondence between Lotte Lenya and Kurt Weill reveals Weill's disappointment at 

the ballet's lackluster reception.21 Rather than joining the production team in London, 

where Die sieben Todsünden ran at the Savoy Theater from June 30-July 15, Weill 

went on vacation to Italy. The London premiere should have been a big deal to him; 

Die sieben Todsünden (retitled Anna-Anna) was among the first of Weill's works to be 

performed in England.22 However, while Constant Lambert may have called it the 

most important work in ballet since Les Noces and Parade, Brecht and now Weill left 

its staging behind.23 

 Brecht may have been added to the production team as an afterthought and had 

little direct involvement with the project, but his dialectical materialism percolates 
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through the dramatic trajectory of the ballet, which critiques through irony the 

hypocritical moral code of capitalist society. Die sieben Todsünden follows Anna I 

and Anna II through seven cities – a sin for each stop – as they try to make enough 

money to provide a house for their family in Louisiana. The imperious (and vocal!) 

Anna I forces her sister through a parade of demeaning money-making ventures, from 

soliciting married men to obsessive weight watching and strip teasing. Anna II’s 

“immoral” resistance to each prompts her to commit and overcome in sequence the 

seven deadly sins: sloth, pride, wrath, gluttony, lust, greed, and envy. Framing the sins 

with a Prologue and Epilogue, the ballet ends where it begins, with the same languid, 

dotted melody and the girls returning to their home in Louisiana. Its narrative and 

musical structure are as palindromic as the protagonist's name.  

The satirical tone turns religious allegory into a thinly veiled critique of 

capitalism. Anna I and II are not free agents; they are victims of the severing of labor 

from ownership in modern industrial society. Brecht underscored this interpretation of 

a cautionary tale for the misguided petit bourgeoisie by retroactively amending the 

title: Die sieben Todsünden der Kleinbürger.24 Yet the ballet's interpretative scope 

does not fall exclusively into socioeconomic commentary.25 There are multiple levels 

of incongruity, irony, and distance. Nationally, the work is diasporic: German music 

and text with Russian dance for a Parisian premiere of a ballet set in America.  It was 

commissioned as ballet, but choreographed for an Expressionist dancer famed for 

resisting classical restraints. Rich, lyrical orchestral writing and classical forms, 

rhythms, and dance templates cohabitate. A subject referring to the medieval stage is 

cast in modern clothes. These ironies, juxtapositions, and displacements converge to 
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form the work's neoclassicisms. Most importantly, commentary percolates through 

genre. Fundamentally, the ballet's hybridity pits song against dance. Anna I, the singer, 

commands the narrative and controls her sister. Anna II, the dancer, is portrayed as 

irrational, selfish, and sensual. Anna 1 is Reason, whereas Anna II is impulsive and 

mad. Anna I dominates her sister with words. Have Weill and (however reluctantly) 

Brecht elevated ballet by integrating it in their reformed opera, proto-musical theater, 

or merely set it up, like Anna II, for indecent exposure? 26 As ballet-chanté, Die sieben 

Todsünden self-consciously addresses music-dance relationships in twentieth-century 

theater. 

Classicism in Weill 

 Weill’s brand of neoclassicism connects directly to the idea that music should 

be conceived in relation to its broader cultural context and in the service of society. 

Interwar neoclassicists used eighteenth-century tonal and formal structures, and topics 

to inscribe culturally bound meanings between performers and audience, pursuing the 

community-oriented aims of post-war modernity. Music was not meant to describe the 

unfathomable depths of inscrutable and idiosyncratic personal expression; it was not 

meant to reinforce solipsism. Music was meant to circle back to what is shared and 

understood collectively, through cultural allusion (topics), established formal 

templates, and historical reference. In his dissertation, Degeneration, Neoclassicism, 

and the Weimar-Era Music of Hindemith, Krenek, and Weill, Michael Von der Linn 

describes interwar efforts to move away from a composer's indifference to the 

audience's experience; in essence, to reconnect.27 He writes about the era's "neo-

platonic belief that the composer was defaulting on his obligation to the community. 
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Society was willing to sustain the composer. And in return, he was expected to 

provide something that the community valued.”28 After the destruction of the First 

World War, listeners needed something tactile to hang onto: melody, form, timbre. 

The solipsism of atonal music, growing out of German Expressionism, was aurally 

inscrutable and isolating to the layperson listener. 

 Weill sought to heal this rift between composer and audience. In his article 

"Verschiebungen in der musikalischen Produktion," from October 1927, he articulates 

the polarizing tendencies of composers: those writing with indifference to 

communities and those writing for them. He writes,  

"A clear split is becoming apparent between, on the one hand, those 
musicians who, full of disdain for their audience, continue as it were by 
shutting out the public sphere to work on the solution of aesthetic 
problems and, on the other, those who enter into contact with some sort 
of audience, integrating their work into some sort of larger concern, 
because they see that above the artistic there is also a common human 
attitude that springs from some sense of communal belonging and 
which has to be the determining factor behind the genesis of a work of 
art."29 

 
Weill's solicitation of popular appeal becomes most overt in the domain of musical 

theater, after he moves to the United States. David Drew emphasizes this aesthetic-

geographical shift by separating the "American" Weill from the "European" one and 

lamenting a legacy lost to Broadway.30 However, as Drew's changing views reveal, 

corroborated by other scholars and the composer's own writings, Weill's interest in 

appealing to audiences and communicating through art something of moral and 

communal value predates his move to the United States, and should be viewed more as 

stylistic continuum rather than a partitioning of the Old World and the New.  
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 Tethered to this issue of Weill's communal basis for art – the ideological crux 

of his neoclassical aims – is Weill's mutable relationship with Theodor W. Adorno. 

Adorno praises Weill at the beginning of the composer's career, commending Die 

Dreigroschenoper and calling Mahagonny the "first surrealist opera." However, he 

quickly retracts his admiration of Weill, sensing divergent aims.31 Weill's musical 

style certainly evolves, but Adorno's revised estimation of the composer has more to 

do with changes in his own assessment of surrealism as an aesthetic. An important 

consideration, as articulated by Giselher Schubert in his article, "Surrealismus bei 

Weill?", is that Adorno's views on surrealism change radically.32  

 Yet to consider Weill a neoclassicist, a composer for whom, as Daniel Albright 

writes, "community is the ultimate goal of music," involves some split with Adorno.33 

Adorno rejected attempts to connect music to Gemeinschaft; he rejected the 

"community-forming power" of a music espoused by writers such as Heinrich 

Besseler and Paul Bekker.34 He also rejected the popularization of art music and its 

integration into mainstream culture. Even in his original praise of Die 

Dreigroschenoper, he rationalized the work's frenzied popularity as the public's 

"misunderstanding" of the music and libretto. In this sense, Adorno and Weill were at 

odds with one another. As Stephen Hinton notes, Weill adopted the term 

gesellschaftsbildend ("socially formative") from Bekker's writings, in which music's 

gesellschaftsbildende Fähigkeit ("community-forming capacity") is promoted, to 

describe the aims of his own theatrical reform.35 Kim Kowalke, in his article, "Kurt 

Weill, Modernism, and Popular Culture: "Offentlichkeit als Stil," describes how Weill 

chooses increasingly to reach out to audiences by "privileging stylistic diversity over 
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individual subjectivity, the theater over the concert hall, [and] the audience over the 

composer-critic." In doing so, Weill "renounced the values Adorno considered to be 

absolute." Kowalke writes, "In his works composed after 1925, Weill had tried to 

break out of New Music's splendid isolation, to attract a non-specialist audience, to 

dismantle the barricades that the "art-for-art's-sake" wing of modernism had erected 

against mass culture. He suggested that an art work must arise from some sort of 

social consciousness."36  

 Kurt Weill's concept of musical gestus aims to capture this aesthetic and social 

convergence. Michael Morley, in his article, "'Suiting the Action to the Word': Some 

Observations on Gestus and Gestische Musik," describes gestus as delivering a direct 

communication to the audience. Morley argues that gestus is fundamentally about 

social connection, about relations between individuals and the articulation of "social 

behaviors rather than internalized, personal psychological states.”37 Its origins reside 

in Gotthold Lessing, an Enlightenment-era German philosopher whose theories on 

dramaturgy privilege the general over the specific, i.e. the importance of establishing 

culturally bound interpersonal dynamics over individualized musings.38 Ultimately, 

rhythmic patterns, derived from social dance templates, facilitate channels of 

communication between audience and performance.39 Therefore, rhythm is the starting 

point of gestus.40 However, gestus is not just something that is communally received 

and understood; it conveys, in a concentrated way, dramatic material. It is an 

essentially musical concept, albeit for the theater. Morley writes that gestus is about 

"writing pointedly and economically within a dramatic context," i.e., stripping away 
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the compositional excess of Wagner, to create "concise melodic and rhythmic cells to 

convey musically the underlying dramatic kernel of a scene."41  

 Weill's conception of gestus, a means to both musical and dramaturgical ends, 

originates in his study and adoration of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Mozart was a 

central figure for Weill, and his aesthetic influence did not go unnoticed by his 

contemporaries. Abravanel explicates the connection in his Tanglewood interview 

from August 7, 1984, saying, "Weill is difficult for one simple reason: because it's too 

simple ... You know, it's naked ... It's like Mozart."42 Abravanel, a conductor, focuses 

on Mozart via Weill's approach to orchestration, but Mozart's example for Weill goes 

beyond an aesthetic one; he was paramount to Weill in the history of opera reform. 

Weill viewed himself as a modern-day opera reformer with Mozart as his model, as 

Von der Linn argues, because of the way Mozart managed to connect to audiences by 

incorporating popular dance styles into his music. The importance and pervasiveness 

of dance templates and rhythms in Weill’s music is critical to his classical approach to 

writing theatrical music, channeled through Mozart. It should come as no surprise that 

Weill cites The Magic Flute as a paradigm of musical gestus. 

 Mozart's influence on Weill has its own influence. These classical aims, 

performer-audience transmission and theatrical reform, derive from Weill's love of 

Mozart via Ferruccio Busoni, his teacher and mentor. Busoni was a critical figure for 

the musical convergences that paved the way for neoclassicism. Scott Messing’s book, 

Neoclassicism in music: from the genesis of the concept through the 

Schoenberg/Stravinsky polemic delineates, among other nationalist factors, important 

connections between Busoni's "junge Klassizität" and the aesthetic aims that 
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eventually define neoclassicism as commonly understood.43 And at the center of 

Busoni's classicism is Mozart. In Tamara Levitz's dissertation on Busoni's pedagogical 

activities, Teaching New Classicality: Busoni’s Master Class in Composition, 1921-

1924, we see how Busoni's admiration of Mozart extends well beyond the notes. He 

conflates aesthetic emulation and theatrical reform with loftier, more idealized goals.  

Levitz writes,  

"Busoni found in Mozart's life and works principles which he believed 
fulfilled not only the musical, but also the dramatic and humane ideals 
of classicality. He described Mozart's music as embodying the classical 
characteristics of objectivity, simplicity, clarity, compositional 
perfection, and, most particularly, brilliantly economical orchestration. 
He interpreted the brutality of World War I as a sign that human beings 
had lost sight of their moral purpose and aimed to secure the future of 
human civilization by reinstating the lost moral and humane ideals he 
found in Mozart."44  

 
Busoni is thinking about music in idealized terms. He coins Urmusik: a timeless 

musical work concept, cosmically conceived and virtuous. He even invokes the term 

"absolute music." Levitz, quoting Busoni, writes, "Mozart's music exemplified what 

Busoni saw as the main goal of New Classicality ... 'the smile of wisdom, divinity, and 

absolute music.'" 45  Busoni's definition of absolute music in this context seems 

estranged from the theories of autonomous art music espoused by Eduard Hanslick. 

Rooted in the idea of "oneness," Busoni's cosmological, idealized Urmusik may seem 

to have more in common with Richard Wagner's metaphysical Absolute, or the 

Infinite of E.T.A. Hoffmann. It therefore complicates our understanding of the 

polemical history of absolute music as a binary opposite to program music. However, 

as Mark Evan Bonds has demonstrated in his article, "Aesthetic Amputations: 

Absolute Music and the Deleted Endings of Hanslick's Vom Musikalisch-Schönen," 
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Hanslick himself, in his original two editions of Vom Musikalisch-Schönen (1854), 

sought to identify both the essence of music in isolation – the musically beautiful 

derived from tonally animated forms – and music's relation to the cosmos.46 Only in 

his final, third edition did he retract this second project. Busoni's formulation of 

"absolute music," like Hanslick's (at least to begin with), is a conceptual conflation: 

both autonomous and universal. 

 Weill takes Busoni's ideas on absolute music and operatic conventions, and 

adapts them. From Busoni's Urmusik he conceives of Urform, which, as Hinton writes, 

"is both backward- and forward-looking."47 When it comes to anti-romantic, operatic 

reform, it makes sense to think in terms of a temporally and geographic distanced and 

idealized classicism. After all, as Hinton reminds us, the genesis of opera, 

Monteverdi's Orfeo, is the product of a Baroque Italian, referring back to ancient 

Greek drama. Hinton writes, "The way back is also the way forward: this is a mode of 

thinking that characterized the very birth of opera." 48  This neoclassical modus 

operandi infects Weill's ideology and musical aesthetics; in creating new musical 

theater, he employs both reflection and refraction. 

Musical Classicism in Die sieben Todsünden 

 We have seen how Weill's influences and aims prompt us to label him a 

neoclassical composer and, at the same time, qualify the meaning of the label 

"neoclassical composer." The next step is to ask: how is neoclassicism manifested in 

the musical score? In what ways is the music of Die sieben Todsünden neoclassical? 

 One marker of Weill's classicism is his approach to orchestration. Abravanel, 

in the same interview in which he notes Weill's connection to Mozart, recounts his 
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first rehearsal of Die sieben Todsünden and Weill's classical tendencies as an 

orchestrator. He says, 

"I remember the first reading of that [7 Deadly Sins - the opening], 
which was in Salle Pleyelle. Salle Pleyelle being a big concert hall of I 
guess twenty-four hundred seats or something. And it was known that 
on the stage, when it was empty, it sounded terrible in the hall. And so 
Kurt was in the hall, and I started, and he wrote it [for] one single 
clarinet. And he wrote piano. And to Kurt that was nothing. Plus a 
Frenchmen, you know? The Germans always dug into it, you know? 
And so Weill was terribly upset, and so on and so forth. And so I had to 
tell the clarinetist, Play it forte, and so he did. It was...You see, Kurt 
had a way of putting dynamics really mostly in a classical way. Not in 
the Rimsky-Korsakov way where you had for each instrumentalist a 
different dynamic and the combination will be just what he wants."49 
 

Abravanel notes Weill's reductive designation of dynamics that require the performer 

to adapt based on their role in the music. These uniform dynamics resemble, not the 

nineteenth-century scores of Mahler – layered and incremental, designed to elucidate a 

hierarchy of voicings within the contrapuntal fog of the orchestra – but rather the 

eighteenth-century binary system of loud and soft. Weill's instrumentation, while 

embracing timbral outliers like banjo, harp, piano, and tam-tam, features concertante-

style, single woodwinds and brass, rather than a full orchestra. These instruments sing 

out as soloists; Weill's use of them lightens the texture. The instrumentation is 

restrained, and when paired with the quartet of male singers whose prosaic 

interjections formulate an archaic Greek chorus, it is a classicized aural backdrop 

against which the two Annas embark on their journey.  

 In this section, I analyze other classical elements in the music, in addition to 

orchestration: form, topics and gestus, which materializes through dance templates and 

rhythmic gestures.50  I analyze these musical elements in relation to Brecht's text, 
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elucidating how their twentieth-century manifestation establishes distance (neo-

classicism) through irony and commentary. I also evaluate motivic and harmonic unity 

to assess how Weill maintains an autonomous musical structure within a large-scale, 

collaborative and theatrical work. 

Prolog 

 Stravinsky writes, "Dotted rhythms are characteristic of eighteenth-century 

rhythms."51 As we saw in Les Biches, dotted rhythms are markers of classicism. They 

closely correlate with dance rhythms. They refer backwards, but beyond what 

Stravinsky suggests. In the context of a Prelude or Prologue, slow dotted rhythms may 

signify the pomp and circumstance of French Overture Style. Developed in the courts 

of Louis XIV, these stately dotted rhythms became a standard way of opening music 

in the Baroque, from instrumental suites to oratorios. They were generally preambles 

to fugues. In Weill's Die sieben Todsünden, dotted rhythm as topic permeates the 

composition from the pick-up of its opening measure.  Here, in the Prolog, the languid 

dotted eighth notes, followed by sixteenths, point to French Overture in their rhythmic 

profile and expositional function. However, there is something lazier, more sickly, 

about them. The first pick-up, played by two clarinets, limp downwards, creating a 

chain of minor thirds, moving in parallel. With the right amount of hesitation before 

the sixteenth, a performer can make these pick-up notes sound like the uncertain steps 

of a drunkard, as the music is suspended for a moment with an uneasy and 

unpredictable relation to the gravitational pull of the downbeat. The harmony is 

equally unsettled; we don't reach a strong-beat triad until the F-minor cadence on the 
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downbeat of the fourth measure. The first sequence of the falling, dotted motif in the 

clarinets searches for functional harmony. 

 

2.1 "Prolog" from Die sieben Todsünden 

 The drunken metaphor is corroborated by the implied gait of the 

accompaniment provided by the banjo: an instrument foreign to the concert hall. The 

banjo enters on the downbeat with the strings (in pizzicato). This timbral surprise is 

disorienting. We're in some imagined, distorted version of Louisiana (the creators 

knew so little of American geography, they believed Louisiana to be a city, not a state), 

where the two sisters begin and end their journey. The banjo is no stranger to the 

scores of Kurt Weill, however; he uses it in Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny 

(set "somewhere in America"), as well as in Die Dreigroschenoper and Happy End. 

Discussing Die Dreigroschenoper in his article, "The Function of Brecht's 

Eclecticism," Albert Sonnenfeld writes, "Kurt Weill's 'jazzy' instrumentation 

(including banjo, guitar, and saxophone) ... remind[s] us of the importance of 

twentieth-century America in Brecht's bitter parody of capitalism."52 Timbre will 

become an important signifier of time and place. 

 The dotted motif of the introduction pervades the Prolog, and indeed, the 

entire work, bringing about a cyclic return at the end of the ballet. In the opening, the 

rhythmic topics of the orchestra and the singer create moments both of congruence and 
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of juxtaposition. The orchestra's dotted figure is sensual and pliable; a hybrid between 

march topic, informal stroll, and sexual invitation. The clarinet line ties over mid-

measure on its extended sequences of dotted motif; the omitted strong beat contributes 

to the sequence's plasticity (see m. 3, 5, 7, 11, 12). This is strongly countered by a 

sudden shift in bass-line rhythm, anticipating the singer's entrance. The dotted rhythms 

disappear, the banjo returns, and the accompaniment changes from square, consecutive 

quarter notes to a new pattern that emphasizes the downbeat: quarter note followed by 

two eighth notes and two quarter notes. This figure is first iterated, pianissimo, in the 

horns, trumpets, banjo, and lower strings (see six measures after Rehearsal 1), but its 

profile is immediately picked up by the singer.  

 

2.2 Six measures after Rehearsal 1 in "Prolog" 

 One might argue that the entrance of this more stoic figure is hinted at by 

clarinets in the preceding bar, when, for the first time, they reiterate the chord on beat 

3 and break the tie. This leads to the new figure, which continues through the final bar 

of the Prolog. The singer embellishes on top, but oftentimes her vocal part lines up 

with the unrelenting quarter followed by three eighths. It is not until Anna I takes a 

measure-long break from singing that the orchestra returns to its opening dotted motif; 

during this time, Anna II speaks for the first time (see four measures after Rehearsal 2). 

When Anna I re-enters ("Wir sind aufgebrochen vor vier Wochen"), she adopts the 
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dotted rhythm, answered by the orchestra, which proceeds with a four-bar orchestral 

interlude. Here the strings take the dotted melody for the first time, and the timbral 

shift unleashes a burst of romantic nostalgia. Anna I's next entrance consists almost 

entirely of uninterrupted eighth notes - like a run-on sentence, perhaps conveying the 

urgency of the text: "Denn auf uns warten unsre Eltern und zwei Brüder in Louisiana" 

("Because our parents and two brothers are waiting for us in Louisiana") while the 

orchestra plays syncopated off beats underneath. After this interlude, the orchestra 

returns to the didactic figure and Anna I follows; for the remainder of the movement, 

she slips back into the dotted rhythm only once, when describing her sister, singing 

"Sie ist etwas verrückt" ("She is a little crazy"), two measures before Rehearsal 5. The 

orchestra ventures into a flowing triplet figure a few times (five measures after 

Rehearsal 4; 7 measures before the end), but mainly sticks to the unyielding quarter + 

two eighths + two quarters motif for the remainder. In this dynamic relationship 

between singer and orchestra, we hear how Weill plays with spurts of full 

orchestration, jazzy rhythms and timbres, and dance-like dotted figures, against 

something more prescripted: the quarter + three eighth figure. This is the domain that 

the singer (mostly) inhabits, and it establishes a sense of the mechanical, 

incongruously imposed on the human voice.  

1. Faulheit ("Sloth") 

 Incongruity sums up well the relationship between music and text in the 

subsequent movement. In Faulheit ("Sloth"), the orchestra picks up its swaying triplet 

figure from the end of the Prolog, but at twice the speed. This movement consists of 

running triplet eighth notes in Allegro Vivace; it is a macabre whirlwind of sound. The 
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irony, of course, is that Weill is using this music to describe Anna II's laziness – an 

early pointer that we should not be taking Brecht's text at face value. In Faulheit, 

Anna I does not sing; instead we meet the male quartet: the Family. The bass sings 

alone; each solo verse is answered by the three other voices in a call and response. The 

Family incorporates a dotted rhythm, but this one does not derive from dance or jazz; 

the homophonic vocal writing is didactic and imposing. What emerges has roots in 

ancient Greek theater: the chorus and its commentary. The family is dismayed by 

Anna II's laziness; Anna I's efforts to gain profit from framing and extorting married 

men are thwarted by Anna II, who gets sidetracked from her seductive task and falls 

asleep on a park bench. The ambitus of their phrases is short, the notes step-wise. Each 

choral answer is the same – with the exception of a few accidentals – and takes the 

same inverted shape of the bass's melody. The structure is formulaic, repetitive, and 

predictable: alternating four-bar and three-bar phrases. The form is clear – classical 

and balanced. The orchestra plays an introduction, followed by the Family's section, 

orchestral interlude, repeat of the Family section, orchestral interlude, and then a slow, 

protracted Coda when all four singers sing a monophonic melody together: Intro-A-B-

A'-B'-Coda. The whole movement is in C minor. The first orchestral interlude emerges 

from a massive crescendo and develops materials found in the Prolog: triplets now 

squashed against dotted eighths, and a recurring figure (pick up of two sixteenths 

followed by eighths) that derives from a counter melody – both found in the flutes (see 

5 and 3 measures before Rehearsal 4 in Prolog). For the remainder of the analysis, I 

will refer to this counter melody and its variants as the "flute motif."  
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2.3 "Flute motif" in "Prolog," 5 measures before Rehearsal 4 

 At first the orchestra mimics the melodies and figures of the singers, but the 

music becomes more and more harmonically estranged, with the triplets and dotted 

rhythms alternating wildly. We return to C minor and the singers' refrain. It is almost 

identical to the first, except for the bass singer's melodies, which are slightly more 

extended. The answer from the three other voices remains the same, and each time 

they deliver the same admonition in the form of a common proverb: "Müßiggang ist 

aller Laster Anfang" ("Idleness is the origin of all evil"). For the second orchestral 

interlude, the combination of elements is manic, near ecstatic. The triplet content, 

punctuated by dotted eighth notes, runs wild, finally burning over and devolving into 

the simmering introduction material, two fermata bars, and then, suddenly, the 

fortissimo Meno section: a coda where the orchestra sustains chords under a 

monolithic blast of sound, erupting from the four men. Every few bars a gong enters 

alone forebodingly. The orchestra plays a repetition of C chords; however, the third is 

missing and the chord is widely spaced. The resulting sound is ominous, empty, and 

arcane. 
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2. Stolz ("Pride") 

 The following movement, Stolz ("Pride"), marks the return of Anna I and a 

lilting dance tempo. Stolz begins as a slow waltz.53 It has a ternary form: ABA'. The B 

section is contrasting from the outer sections in affect and tempo; the music becomes 

excited, hurried, richer and more agitated. Waltz as dance template refers both to 

popular dance and back to the nostalgia of ballrooms past – generically to operetta. 

With its clearly identifiable rhythmic contour and external, social and embodied 

signification, Weill's use of waltz is an example of musical gestus. The dotted figure 

of the Prolog is present but displaced to the second beat (see Rehearsal 2). While the 

pulse of a waltz is defined by the downbeat of each measure, this emphasis of beat two 

creates a special lift in the middle of the measure, in keeping with Viennese custom.  

 Anna I begins to sing immediately, but for the first eight measures only on 

beats two and three, with the exception of the fourth bar of each phrase. The empty 

downbeats create the sensation of something breathy and excited, despite the moderate 

(Allegretto quasi Andantino) tempo. She sings in regular, four-bar phrases; the 

melodic shapes are balanced. The orchestra woodwinds play sequences of descending 

sixteenth-note triplets that recall the lamenting shape of the dotted clarinet opening of 

the Prolog. In the second part of this section, the singer's melody oscillates between 

descending and ascending minor sixths; this shift to open intervals from stepwise 

motion, in the context of the waltz, creates a longing affect. The orchestra then mimics 

her in a sixteen-bar interlude, followed by the return of the opening material. In this 

movement, the two sisters have moved to Memphis. Anna I is pleased because Anna II 

has secured a job as a dancer in a cabaret. However, things are complicated. The 
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longing melody (see 5 measures after Rehearsal 2) corresponds with Anna I lamenting, 

"Ach, es war nicht leicht für Anna" ("Oh it was not easy for Anna"). Anna II is 

prideful. She does not want to compromise her artistic scruples with base, sexual 

displays desired by the cabaret's male clients; she wants to dance artistically. This 

conflict between her art and her job reaches its apogee in the B section. Here the waltz 

quickens to a whirlwind. The tempo is more agitated, but the note values are also 

shorter: staccato sixteenth notes permeate the orchestral fabric. The melodic contour in 

Anna I's melody is similar to the A section, and so perpetuates thematic unity. Here, in 

this section, Anna I explains to Anna II that a man deserves to receive what he pays 

for; she cannot expect to keep her clients' attention if she does not undress. The return 

of the A section signals Anna II's resignation; she succumbs to the degrading and 

voyeuristic demands of the cabaret. The musical material is the same as the opening of 

the movement with one addition: the family enters here, creating a counter melody. 

Their monophonic interjections adopt a tone of sanctimonious righteousness by 

parroting the style of archaic church music. They warily observe Anna II; she has 

overcome her sin, Pride, but is in a precarious state. Anna I's final plea is "Denk an das 

kleine Haus in Louisiana" (Think of the little house in Louisiana"), before the 

orchestra concludes with the lamenting triplets sequence, alternating with a dotted 

figure. The harmony underscores the movement's conclusion, alternating firmly 

between B-flat (I) and F (V) and making its cadence on the expected tonic.  

3. Zorn ("Anger") 

 Zorn ("Anger") opens with a Molto Agitato to match the sentiment of the sin. 

The orchestral introduction features running sixteenth notes in parallel motion – 
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motion and doubling that is signature to Weill. The eight bars are divided into two 

phrases, with a symmetrical melodic ambitus. The family enters, in forte. For the first 

time their voices are divided and polyphonic. This imitative writing, with the voices 

overlapping, simulates the effect of a hostile argument. The repeated rhythmic gesture, 

three eighth notes as pick-ups to the downbeat, embodies the same classical gesture 

we heard throughout Poulenc's score ("short-short-short-long"). The orchestra 

continues with its perpetuo moto underneath: an agitated continuum. Musical affect, 

set up by the family, anticipates Anna II's actions; the music sounds angry even before 

Anna I explains what is happening. She enters, adopting the "short-short-short-long" 

gesture, reporting that they have made it to Los Angeles, and that Anna II has secured 

a job as an extra on a movie set. "Jetzt geht es vorwärts," she sings ("Now it goes 

forward"), yet the violent orchestral interjections are harbingers for trouble ahead. In 

this moment, the drama is conveyed through the orchestra and stage action, instead of 

Anna I narrating. There is an extended orchestral interlude, when the music shifts from 

the running sixteenths to a macabre foxtrot: carnival music tinged with dark humor. 

We know from the program scenario and the choreography that Anna II sees a horse 

being mistreated on set and intervenes, at the expense of her job. Here dotted rhythms 

take over, and tension builds with metric displacement and occasional meter changes. 

As Hinton observes, the melody is borrowed from Weill's own Chaplinesque foxtrot 

for two bananas in Der Silbersee but adapted motivically so that each pick-up is 

connected to those found in the "flute motif" from the Prolog and in Faulheit.54 This 

interlude is a great showcase for the brass. Against the peppy dotted sixteenths and 

creative percussion, a slow-moving, jazzy melody soars in the trombone (see three 
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measures before Rehearsal 9); it is a stand-in for the missing voices. In the last four 

measures of the interlude, before the family enters again, the "short-short-short-long" 

gesture returns in diminution, now as frantic sixteenth notes, interrupting the dotted lilt. 

For eight measures the family belts its prayer-like petition: "Der Herr erleuchte unsre 

Kinder" ("Oh Lord, enlighten our daughter"), now back in unison. They repeat the 

same chord over and over; only the rhythmic contour and "short-short-short-long" 

gestures delineate the sense of phrase. This monophony again recalls a parody of 

church music. It is in stark contrast to Anna I's ensuing melody, whose ballad style 

and jazzy inflection seem born out of the spirit of the trombone solo. Again, she sings 

in regular phrases with well-balanced melodic contour. Her song is sweeter here, 

though the words themselves more dogmatic. The orchestra retains the playfulness of 

its interlude by incorporating dotted rhythms in its interjecting accompaniment, lasting 

until the end of the movement. The second part of her melody is the interesting one; 

she repeats the same B-flat over and over again, but with a rhythmic inflection to 

match the melody. Meanwhile, muted brass instruments play the actual melody 

underneath her (See four measures before Rehearsal 19). In this way, she is still 

singing along, but resembles more the monophony of the Family. The text reflects this 

shift. Anna I sings, "Wer keine Gemeinheit duldet, wie soll der geduldet werden? Wer 

da nichts verschuldet, der sühnt auf Erden." ("How should he be tolerated who 

tolerates no meanness? He who in this respect owes nothing, atones on earth.") It is 

the only line in the ballet when Anna I borrows religious rhetoric from the Family. It is 

an eerie moment, quickly disbanded by a festive orchestral interjection, this time 

accompanied by banjo. The movement finishes with Anna II acknowledging in speech 
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that her sister is right; she must learn to control her temper. Meanwhile, Anna I's 

melody is sublimated to the strings and brass, while the woodwinds' spritely dotted 

rhythms fracture into conclusion. 

4. Völlerei ("Gluttony") 

 The next movement, Völlerei ("Gluttony"), stands out for its being almost 

entirely a cappella. This Largo movement features the Family in an ABA' structure. 

The A and A' consist of the same consonant and monophonic material; the family is 

transformed into a barbershop quartet. Counterpoint does emerge, especially in the 

bass (more so in A' than A), though mostly the four sing the same rhythm together. 

The "short-short-short-long" gesture pervades in sequences (see four measures before 

Rehearsal 2). The family has news from the two Annas; they are now living in 

Philadelphia, where Anna II has a job as a dancer, but with strict weight restrictions. If 

she gains even half an ounce of extra weight, she will face unemployment. The family 

have their doubts, as Anna II has "always been greedy" in their minds: "Das wird 

schwer sein für unsre Anna, denn sie ist doch so sehr verfressen" ("This will be 

difficult for our Anna, as she is so very gluttonous"). For the B section, the singers, 

now accompanied by strummed guitar chords, revert to their call and response as 

heard in Faulheit. The bass sings a two-bar phrase and is answered in three-part 

harmony. This exchange reverses when the upper voices continue through their 

crescendo to forte – "Wehe, wenn sie ein Gramm zunimmt" ("Woe betide her if she 

gains an ounce") – and the bass is relegated to responding (see Rehearsal 4). In the 

second part of the B section, the music changes entirely. We have gone from the 

sacred to the secular; the guitar introduces two measures of arpeggiated bass line and 
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suddenly the tenor emerges with a dolce solo: a short, simple ballad. The shift to major, 

particularly moving from tonic to the flat VI and then resolving back, creates 

contrasting sweetness against the other B section harmony and texture. The text sung 

by the tenor is sympathetic toward Anna II, assured that she will resist gaining weight 

for her contract. The solo is brief – lasting only eight measures – but poignant. It is 

then interrupted by the other voices, exclaiming food items Anna II cherishes from 

Louisiana ("Croissant!" "Pork-chops!" "Asparagus!" "Chicken!") before transitioning 

back to the A' section (three measures after Rehearsal 6). Here the barbershop material 

is abridged, the voices more autonomous. The quartet ends by pleading Anna II to 

think of the house in Louisiana. They warn that not only her job, but her moral 

standing is at stake: "Freßsucht ist vom Übel" ("Gluttony is from evil").  

5. Unzucht ("Lust") 

So far, the relationships between characters have remained static. Anna I and 

the Family reign with moral and practical superiority over Anna II, who struggles but 

ultimately submits to their demands. In the following movement, Unzucht ("Lust"), 

these power dynamics change. The relationship between the sisters becomes more 

dynamic, fluid, and complex. For narrative and musical reasons, Unzucht is the climax 

of Die sieben Todsünden.  

The two sisters arrive in Boston, signaled by Weill's presentation of the 

pervasive dotted motif. Anna II meets a wealthy patron named Edward, who provides 

for her. However, she falls in love with the impoverished Adolph (renamed Fernando 

in the published version for obvious, post-war reasons), whom she supports with 

Edward’s money. Anna I sings of her sister’s plight, and articulates her 
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admonishments to the audience. She explains to Anna II that there is a difference 

between those with money, who can love whomever they choose, and “girls like us,” 

who must remember their place. She interferes in her sister’s affair by developing her 

own friendship with Adolph. When Anna II discovers this, she is jealous. This is the 

first time we see Anna I revealing her own desires to be with Adolph and not acting 

toward capital gain. It is a dramatic turning point: Weill’s willful lyricism breaks 

through the surface of rhythmic templates and tightly knit motives, unveiling 

newfound complexity in the relationship between singer and dancer.  

The orchestra opens the movement with an unyielding Moderato. It is a unison 

passage, employing a range of instruments including clarinets, violas, and piano in a 

sequence of sixteenth notes – four-note groupings followed by two staccato eighth 

notes – that build gradually in pitch and dynamic. The unison sixteenth notes recall the 

perpetuo moto of Zorn, and reinforce a sense of inevitability, augmented by a 

crescendo from piano to fortissimo in the first four measures. The sixteenth-note line 

is made up of perfect fourths, oscillating in parallel motion: step-wise ascent and 

dynamics give a sense of buildup, while the music’s parallelism and bass drone keep it 

rooted in place, immobile. Seventh and ninth chords obfuscate the modal progression, 

though we arrive in C-minor (ff) in measure 5. Here, the extroverted trumpet entrance 

recalls the French Overture-style opening of the Prolog and again dotted rhythms 

permeate even the most melodic of passages. After this sinister and foreboding 

orchestral introduction, Anna I beings to sing, transitioning from recitative style to aria. 

Weill's musical material in Unzucht borrows closely from other parts of the ballet: a 

culmination of the composer's use of motivic and rhythmic gestures.  
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The governing melodic pitch content of the singer’s introduction (pick-up to 

two measures after Rehearsal 1) comprises of a rising minor third, followed by a 

descending step. Each return of this recitative-like section possesses similar melodic 

contour (see three measures after Rehearsal 4, six measures after Rehearsal 7, and the 

Coda after Rehearsal 9); it recalls the Prolog. This gives the melody a repetitive, 

deadened quality; in its first iteration, the same pattern is repeated sequentially, rising 

by step, with square phrasing. Below the singer, the orchestra maintains its sixteenth-

note ostinato from the opening, now moving in parallel thirds. The rhythmic repetition 

and constrained, melodic ambitus of the recitative – so mechanical and inevitable 

sounding – evolves into aria: lyrical contrast.55 Beginning six measures after Rehearsal 

2, the orchestra shifts to B major and Anna I embarks on a soulful ballad, emotionally 

intensified by the open intervals of her eighth-note pick-ups. The melodic contour 

from the opening (rising interval followed by step-wise descent) remains, but is 

rendered sentimental by the singer’s widened, intervallic amplitude and the orchestra’s 

major mode and clear harmonic progressions. Rehearsal 2 may be seen as a harbinger 

for this passage, where the expected, rising third breaks free to a fourth (B-natural to 

E-natural); however the real moment of transition comes three measures after 

Rehearsal 2, when the orchestra cuts out momentarily. The singer is left on her own, in 

one of the most poignant musical transformations and text iterations of the entire ballet. 

Again, she rises by a third and descends step-wise (F#-A-G-F#), but through the 

vulnerability of being unaccompanied and a diminuendo to pianissimo falters, 

unresolved. In this moment, she sings, almost whispers, Anna II's failing: “und auch 

aus Liebe” (“and also out of love”). The F# begs for resolution; instead, there is a beat 
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of silence, followed by a statement from cellos and basses, who pick up the singer’s 

F# and imitate her line. They exceed the ambitus of her melodic cell by reaching up by 

a minor sixth (F#-D-C#-B) and use the line to resolve to B major. This is a common 

trope in classicism: a standard, harmonic means to transition from accompanied 

recitative into aria. It is also an allusion to Wagner's Tristan und Isolde – transforming 

a combination of notes into cultural topic, referring outward to familiar tropes on 

passion and despair.  

 
2.4 "Unzucht," three measures after Rehearsal 2 

 In earlier movements, Weill often uses banjo for plucked textures, but here, on 

the B major arrival, he chooses harp, whose topical accompaniment (again, the "short-

short-short-long" gesture – easily imagined in an inner voice part from a Haydn string 

quartet) softens the music’s modernist affect and takes us back in time. 

The music in this new, lyrical passage conveys more sympathy than its text. 

Anna I continues her narration of the action, singing, “Ach, ich sagte ihr oft: ohne 

Treue bist du höchstens die Hälfte wert. Man bezahlt nicht für solche Säue, sondern 

nur für das, was man verehrt!” (“Oh, I often told her: Without faithfulness you are 

worth only half as much. People don't pay for such sows, but only for what they 

adore.”). Perhaps emboldened by syncopated off beats in the woodwinds and horns 

(pick-up to the sixth measure after Rehearsal 3), her song becomes more march-like, 
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with inserted dotted rhythms in the melody. Her line sounds authoritarian, but the 

harmonic motion is mercurial. To put this in perspective, the orchestra restores its 

opening sixteenth notes (two measures after Rehearsal 2) on a G-flat major cadence, 

having come from B major.  

Each time the orchestra returns to the introductory material, Anna I takes on 

the role of narrating to the audience events that have passed. It is about events, not 

feelings: the restoration of recitative. In the opening she explains moving to Boston, 

Anna II meeting Edward and falling in love with Adolph; here she narrates how she 

herself went to confront Adolph and explain to him that he must leave Anna II for her 

own good. Her march-like melody returns in the measure after Rehearsal 5, with a 

reprise of her sentiment from the analogous passage (six measures after Rehearsal 3): 

“Das kann höchstens eine machen, die auf niemand angewiesen ist. Eine andre hat 

nichts zu lachen, wenn sie einmal ihre Situation vergißt” (“Only a woman, who is 

dependent on no one, can do that. Any other woman doesn't have anything to laugh 

about, when she forgets her situation”). This passage is enlivened by the presence of 

banjo and percussion, as well as an accompanimental figure in the flutes and clarinets 

derived from the opening, sixteenth note passage (it replicates the opening but omits 

each downbeat, giving the music a breathier, more impulsive quality). The circus-like 

texture verges on the macabre, with orchestral instruments inserting new asides 

between phrases (see for example, the stepwise descent for French horn while the 

singer rests in the fifth measure after Rehearsal 5). Anna I may be repeating a refrain, 

but the orchestra moves forward beneath her.  
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So far, the music, by introducing three discreet sections (sixteenth-note 

opening, B major lyrical passage, and “march” refrain) and then shuffling them, has 

followed Anna I’s narrative of recounting and commentary. Her character and attitude 

towards the situation seem unchanged, even if the music becomes more exciting to 

reflect the dramatic trajectory of her sister’s sin and her own interference. What comes 

next changes the way we view her character. So far, she has only given us facts and 

admonitions, directed at her sister. Now, at the reprise of the B major passage (two 

measures before Rehearsal 6), Anna I, for the first time in the ballet, hints at her own 

feelings, and her own fallibility.  

The orchestral texture dissipates as percussion, woodwinds and strings cut out, 

leaving the accompaniment figure (previously played by harp) to the trumpets and 

trombones; the uniform timbre delivers hymnal purity. When Anna I enters, her 

melody is unchanged from its previous iteration, with wide intervallic leaps in the 

pick-ups that are mimicked by the orchestra. Harmonically and melodically there are 

no differences, until the end of the phrase, when she omits her dotted motif on the 

penultimate beat before the cadence (compare the third beat of the fourth measure 

after Rehearsal 3 with that in the seventh measure after Rehearsal 6). However, her 

text has changed. On the surface, it seems fairly innocuous: “Leider traf ich Fernando 

noch öfter. Es war gar nichts zwischen uns. Lächerlich! Aber Anna sah uns und leider 

stürzte sie sich gleich auf mich” (“Unfortunately, I met Fernando [Adolph] more 

often. There was nothing between us. Ridiculous! But Anna saw us and unfortunately 

she flung herself right on me”). The “Gespräch” indication on Lächerlich! suggests a 

new register of narrative; we may not be able to take her at her word. To what degree 
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Anna I is culpable in her dealings with Adolph is debatable; what is interesting here is 

that she seems to admit 1) some pull towards him, as a friend or something more and 

2) concern for her sister. In effect, she reveals the presence of human feeling. The 

orchestral writing supports this, with a subtle dolce, espressivo that is not printed in 

the earlier passage.  

Here, for the first time, Anna I is drawn immediately into the drama. Her 

confession launches us into the climax of the movement, when the orchestra makes a 

dramatic crescendo and the family enters with a monolithic, chant-like statement. Our 

pathos extends to Anna I as well as Anna II. When the chorus pleads, “Der Herr 

erleuchte unsre Kinder” (“O Lord, enlighten our children”), it is their first admonition, 

not just to Anna II, but to Anna I as well. In this moment, drawn together by the 

forbidden intrigue of a man we neither meet nor care about, Anna I and Anna II align 

as one. 

Anna II, as the “sinner,” invokes pathos through her objectification. The 

audience sees through the scathing set-up, that each “sin” is really a profession of 

human willfulness in the context of a corrupt and misguided value system (capitalism). 

Anna I, on the other hand, seems both culpable and victimized in the ballet’s social 

commentary. She speaks for her sister and controls her, vocalizing what we are to 

assume are misguided doctrines. Her personal confession in “Unzucht” and Weill’s 

surprisingly introspective and heartfelt lyricism therefore constitute a critical moment. 

The relationship between the sisters becomes more complex. For a moment, Anna I’s 

puppetry collapses: she and her sister are equals. However, by the end of the 

movement, the status quo is restored. The pulsing dotted rhythmic motif in the cello 
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and bass, which pervades every number in the ballet, drones like a fatal drum. Anna I 

returns to her opening, stepwise melody. In a fleeting moment of sympathy, her voice 

rises chromatically to a high E-natural before leaping down to G on “Schwester,” 

acknowledging her sister’s despair. This gesture comes without consolation or action, 

only resignation from Anna II. For the sisters, the end of one hardship is just the 

beginning of another: “Unzucht” transitions seamlessly, attacca, into the next sin.   

6. Habsucht ("Avarice") 

In Habsucht ("Avarice"), Weill returns to a fast, minor-mode waltz. This time 

the gestus of the waltz is transmuted by frenetic accompaniment and an equally strong 

emphasis of beat three as beat one.  There are familiar conventions and motives; 

running chromaticism (though Weill incorporates more contrary motion against the 

bass line), short, fast, staccato notes, regular four-bar phrases, melodic balance, the 

"short-short-short-long" gesture in the bass line (see Rehearsal 3), and the "flute 

motif" (see five measures after Rehearsal 1) in the woodwinds, like a breathy 

ornament. In this movement, the orchestra and family alternate. The orchestra has its 

introduction, and then a refrain that it returns to, almost like a ritornello in a Baroque 

concerto (see orchestral entrances at Rehearsal 3, four measures after Rehearsal 7, and 

six measures after Rehearsal 17). The ritornellos feature a dramatic hemiola: a 

rhythmic shift that recalls the metric fluctuation from the foxtrot of Zorn. In between 

these ritornellos, the family recounts the story of Anna II's latest sin, as they read 

about it in the newspaper. The sisters have arrived in Baltimore. Anna II is all over the 

news, as suitors fall in line for her, and then commit suicide when she discards them. 

The family accuses Anna II of "overdoing it;" of being overcome by greed. The minor 
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key remains throughout, as well as the running eighth notes in the orchestra.  We are 

at a point of no return. 

Anna I is silent, as she was in Faulheit and Völlerei. The vocal writing for the 

family, however, is quite different from preceding movements. For the beginning, the 

baritone enters alone, after sixteen measures of rapid orchestral introduction. His 

melody is metrically displaced, with the third beat of his first measure tying over into 

the second measure (see four measures before Rehearsal 2). He moves up in thirds. He 

is joined by the second tenor after the first "ritornello"; the two voices move together 

in parallel thirds. Running staccato eighth notes continue underneath in the orchestra, 

with the new addition of cymbal crashes appearing on beat two of each measure; one 

might recall eighteenth- and nineteenth-century use of janissary music. They sing in 

regular phrases, but are interrupted by the declamatory bass, who enters with his own 

melody at Rehearsal 6 and sings counter to them. It is after the next orchestral 

ritornello that the most commanding solo appears: the tenor. The tenor sings 

continuously for fifty-eight measures before the others join him (See tenor entrance at 

Rehearsal 9). He sustains greater note values and moves stepwise. For the last four 

measures of his solo, the orchestra cuts out on a C dominant seventh chord, leaving the 

tenor to sing alone, belting out a four-note cadenza before the other voices and 

orchestra enter and resolve to F minor. We have a reprise of the second tenor-baritone 

duet (same key). Though set to different text, the two passages are almost identical; 

they only begin to diverge significantly after the bass interruption. The second time, 

the upper-voice duet moves in contrary motion against the bass but retains (for the 
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most part) his rhythm, so that the three sing as one unit. Analogous to the two previous 

times, the orchestra interrupts and takes over, concluding the movement.  

Neid ("Envy") 

Anna I returns to narrate the opening of Neid ("Envy"): the final stop and the 

final sin. She sings that the last big town they went to was San Francisco, where "Alles 

ging gut, aber Anna war oft müde und beneidete jeden" (Everything went well, but 

Anna was often tired and envied others). The music that introduces this final city 

sounds tired. The orchestra moves in descending parallel half-steps, as in Baroque 

lament, and Anna's opening melody – also in piano – recalls the Prolog melody but in 

augmentation: moving through quarter notes instead of eighths. The melody moves 

contrary to the bass line, except for the two instances when the orchestra clings to the 

singer's three upward steps in parallel (see beat 3 of measure 2; beat three of three 

measures before Rehearsal 1). The mode is G minor (though the expected tonic on the 

downbeat of the third measure is implied, subverted by the bass line A-flat); however, 

what should be a half-cadence on the dominant launches us instead into a furious, D-

minor section in forte (see one measure before Rehearsal 1). The orchestra interrupts 

with stepwise sixteenth notes, and the staccato "flute motif," now in the violins and 

oboe, is rendered violent by dynamic and its sequence of diminished chords. In the 

third measure, Anna I re-enters with the "short-short-short-long" gesture and adopting 

once again the quarter-followed-by-eighths rhythmic profile of the Prolog. The 

sixteenths sustain underneath, along with interjections of the "flute motif." We are 

heavily entrenched in D minor. Anna's melodies are truncated spurts; she sings at most 

for three measures at a time, while the orchestra wails underneath. Each entrance is a 
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variation on the same melody: moving up then down, short ambitus, resolving on D 

minor. She does this six times, describing those envied by Anna II: those with the 

freedom to pass time as they please, live with feelings, anger, emotion, who may act 

on their own impulses. The effect is repetitive – verging on dementia. The orchestra 

brings the music to a halt with wrenching chords (see five measures before Rehearsal 

4), and the music returns to its introductory material: a quiet lament. This reprise 

serves as a conclusion of this section, and a transition into the next one.  

Neid is divided into two parts. The first, outlined above, describes the various 

sources of Anna II's envy. The second restores the French Overture topic of the ballet's 

opening. Weill writes Alla marcia, un poco tenuto. The orchestra enters with dotted 

pick-ups, march-like, for a four-bar introduction. Anna I, upon her entrance, adopts the 

orchestra's dotted rhythm and sustains it throughout her melody for the remainder of 

the movement. Rhythmically, she and the orchestra are utterly indistinguishable. In 

this march-like, dotted section, Weill moves to G major, modulating through modal 

mixture into B-flat. Were it not for the caustic irony of the text, the music would 

sound triumphant. Anna I recounts the wisdom she bestowed on her wayward sister. 

The phrases are all regular and symmetrical. Separated by four-bar orchestral 

interludes (in one case eight-bars), Anna I sings four verses: each verse is ten bars, 

consisting of a four-bar phrase, followed by two bars and another four-bar phrase. This 

phrase structure is accentuated by the final verse, in which Weill includes a dramatic 

allargando over the middle two bars, before restoring a tempo for her final four-bar 

phrase (see one measure after Rehearsal 10). In this moment, Anna I makes a 

crescendo to fortissimo and reaches up to D5: the highest pitch she sings in the 
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movement. This is her vocal high point: a semiotic phenomenon Kofi Agawu observes 

in Schumann lieder.56 Accompanying this climatic moment is an admonition about 

where bad people go in afterlife: "Sie aber stehen, oh schreckliche Wende[,] zitternd 

im Nichts...vor verschlossenem Tor." ("They, however, stand, oh terrible peripety, 

trembling in nothingness, in front of a locked gate"). The family picks up where Anna 

I leaves off, concluding the movement with a final, religious axiom. They end on the 

tonic (B-flat major); however, Weill, through a series of harmonies, undermines this 

expected resolution with a B-flat major seventh chord, a G-minor seventh chord, and 

finally an A major chord, bringing us to the dominant of D minor, and ready to segue 

seamlessly into the D-minor reprise of the ballet's opening: the Epilog.  

Epilog 

The Epilog mirrors the Prolog. It is the ghost or memory of the Prolog. It 

brings back the quarter + three eighth figure as well as Anna I's opening melody. We 

hear again in the orchestra the whimsical Prolog counter melody, which comprises the 

final seven measures of the ballet. There is not a single dotted rhythm to be found 

here; they have all been exhausted by the efforts of Anna's puppetry. Anna I sings 

alone, reporting that the two have finally made it back to Louisiana, to the shining 

moon on the Mississipi, having been away seven years in big towns making money. 

Anna II's spoken, sighing, "Ja, Anna," is a jarring reminder of the ballet's opening; just 

how far and how little the two sisters have come in their journey. The quarter + three 

eighth figure is unrelenting through this brief, final movement, acting as an ostinato in 

the accompaniment. Anna's melody keeps a low ambitus; everything is resigned, 

unsearching. Weill's final twist is the last chord: a picardy third. The sudden shift to 
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major does not signal any reprieve from the emotional cost to the characters; rather, it, 

like the rhythmic motives, brings us, unexpectedly, back to arcane convention: 

Baroque idiom. Just as the girls return home, Weill returns back to the music of J.S. 

Bach. Busoni would be proud. 

Dance in Die sieben Todsünden 

 Of course, music and text are not the only elements present in Die sieben 

Todsünden. It is time to turn to George Balanchine's contribution to the work. Dance 

in Die sieben Todsünden functions emblematically. Dance, personified literally as the 

"irrational" Anna II, becomes a representation of its own genre and place in 

contemporary art. Throughout the work, Anna II, the dancer, is the victim. She cannot 

stand up for herself because she has no text. Her words are limited to an occasional 

“ja, Anna,” or, at the end of "Lust", “Es ist richtig so, Anna, aber so schwer!” (“It’s 

right like this, Anna, but so hard!”). She is the scapegoat of her family, powerless to 

pursue her own desires, and, dramaturgically, dependent on her sister’s narrative. 

Speech is power. There is plenty of scholarship devoted to the relationship between 

Weill and Brecht, composer and librettist, but little regarding Weill and Balanchine.57 

Existing scholarship on the work, insofar as it ignored the work's choreographic 

history, embodies the unequal relationship between the sung and danced roles. This is 

partly due of course to the ephemerality of the work's choreographic shape, and the 

difficulty of capturing dance through notation. We have recordings of Lotte Lenya 

singing and a published vocal score to reproduce the part of Anna I, but there is no 

record of Balanchine’s original choreography from 1933. When he restaged Die 

sieben Todsünden with New York City Ballet in 1958, Balanchine created new dances 
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from scratch, setting the piece on the young Allegra Kent. Even Balanchine claimed 

he could not remember the steps of the original. To the best of scholarly knowledge, 

this second Balanchine incarnation of Die sieben Todsünden in 1958 (now called The 

Seven Deadly Sins) was not recorded. Kent has provided interviews about the 

production but does not recall comprehensive details. Unlike Nijinska's contribution to 

Les Biches, which lived on through her numerous stagings and the tireless efforts of 

her daughter, the choreographic legacy of Die sieben Todsünden has proven to be as 

capricious as Anna II in her various and nomadic antics. 

It is time to engage Die sieben Todsünden's production history, based on 

reviews, interviews, letters and photographs. I begin with a comparison of the two 

Balanchine productions from 1933 (Paris and London) and 1958 (New York) and 

finish by considering the work's German premiere in 1960 (Frankfurt): the third and 

last production to include Lotte Lenya. My aim is to give shape to the elusive gestures 

of the work's danced element, and how the changes between productions reflect 

broader shifts in twentieth-century music and dance.  

Balanchine 

 Classical ballet has a long history of pantomime, where mimed gesture 

describes events to tell a story. Ballet and narrative, epitomized by nineteenth-century 

ballet blanc, go hand in hand. Twentieth-century ballet, however, begins to move 

sharply away from this tradition. In the 1920s, Nijinska had already begun laying the 

groundwork for non-narrative, neoclassical ballet, as we saw in Les Biches. Following 

Nijinska, it is George Balanchine who becomes the consummate neoclassical 

choreographer of the twentieth-century, and whose legacy with New York City Ballet 
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produces a powerful shift towards formalism. The programs from Balanchine ballets 

become increasingly abstract over the course of his career; works that he revised, such 

as Apollon musagète, were restaged with simpler costumes and paired-down plots. 

This process of revision is a revealing one, displaying the general trend in ballet to 

move towards the dance itself: the choreographic equivalent of absolute music.  

 In a chapter dedicated to a specific ballet's neoclassicism, it would come as no 

surprise that the choreographer of the work was George Balanchine. If Igor Stravinsky 

is the poster child of twentieth-century neoclassicism in music, Balanchine, his 

eventual collaborator, personifies the choreographic counterpart. When we think of 

this Balanchine we think of The Four Temperaments, Apollo, Agon (albeit 

neoclassicism in dialogue with Stravinsky's abrupt turn to serialism). We think of 

ballet from a choreographer obsessed with the female body, with form and line, with 

classical steps and ways of inverting them. We think of a choreographer who garners 

freshness – edginess, modernity, originality – from the restoration and purification of 

classical steps.  

 Yet the Balanchine who choreographed Die sieben Todsünden was a young 

Balanchine, between jobs, experimenting with his first company of dancers. He had 

graduated beyond the mentorship of Diaghilev but was not yet sure footed on his next 

step.  Les Ballets 1933 was an important milestone for the young Russian emigré, but 

also a transitional moment, as it was for Weill. Before James's patronage, the dance 

company had no financial security. Tamara Finch, who danced in Les Ballets 1933, 

recounts how "... our little company was in dire straits. We had really no money ... We 

were not living in 'genteel poverty' in Paris; it was just poverty."58 Even when the 
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money came in, Les Ballets 1933 was not a smooth rode for Balanchine. He had 

external forces to contend with: the meddling of Edward James, whose interference, 

according to Boris Kochno, Balanchine apparently resented; the charisma and 

choreographic influence of Tilly Losch, whose training in expressionist Ausdruckstanz 

juxtaposed sharply against Balanchine's classical ballerinas; strong-minded and 

famous collaborators (Brecht and Weill), and of course the presence of singers and 

text in Die sieben Todsünden.59 There was also Balanchine's own choreographic 

heterogeneity and sense of experimentation, as he tested different kinds of dance 

throughout the season. Boris Kochno recalls strikingly distinct styles between three of 

the works Balanchine choreographed that year for Les Ballets 1933. He writes, "These 

works [L'Errante, Les Valses de Beethoven, Les Sept Péchés Capitaux] were 

extraordinary in their choreographic diversity, for Balanchine applied himself to 

changing the language of each ballet, making the viewer think they had been created 

by three different people."60 When Balanchine restaged Die sieben Todsünden in 1958 

with New York City Ballet, he chose completely new choreography. Dance has been a 

fluid component in the work's production history.  

1933 Production: Paris and London 

 Few materials survive to help us imagine what the original 1933 Parisian 

production, Les sept péchés capitaux, and its immediate London incarnation, Anna-

Anna, looked like. We have critical reviews, whose documentation of public opinions 

provides an interesting contrast between the French and British audiences.61 We have 

photographs that capture Caspar Neher's set and include images of the two Annas 

sharing the same cloak, Anna II on horseback (a puppet supported by two men) in 
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"Anger," and Anna II surrounded by the corps de ballet donning masks during "Envy." 

We have written testimony by an author who signs his article "G.E.G" from August, 

1933 in The Dancing Times, describing the set design in detail, and we have the 

remaining set pieces, props, and costumes that Edward James stored at his estate in 

Sussex until 1970, when he donated the materials to the Royal Pavilion, Art Gallery 

and Museums, Brighton, later curated by Jane Pritchard and displayed in the 1987 

Exhibition in Brighton on "Les Ballets 1933" and in Saratoga in 1990.  

 

2.1 Tilly Losch and Lotte Lenya as the two Annas in Die sieben Todsünden, 1933. 
Courtesy of the Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, 

NYC 
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2.2 Tilly Losch on horseback in "Zorn," Die sieben Todsünden, 1933. Courtesy of 
the Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 

 

2.3 Corps de ballet in masks in "Neid," Die sieben Todsünden, 1933. Courtesy of 
the Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 
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Neher's set is a minimal one. Hung above the stage are seven large, bulbous lamps 

suspended amidst seven yellow, hand-painted banners.  

 

2.4 Set design by Caspar Neher, Die sieben Todsünden, 1933. Courtesy of the 
Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 

 
The original props and sets are consistent with Neher's earlier stage designs, including 

his work for Die Dreigroschenoper. Each banner represents a sin through pictorial 

cartoon and is titled in Latin with lettering in all caps. Underneath stands a semi-circle 

of seven doors, each covered in paper, with the name of its sin written in French.62 The 

contents of the 1987 Brighton Exhibition also include a net curtain, which most likely 

hung over the stage and contributed to the unpolished, deconstructed character of the 

décor – mechanisms of scenery laid bare. Downstage left, there is a platform whose 

purpose changes with each scene for Anna: a dimly lit parlor "on stilts," accessed by 

wooden steps and a door.63 On the opposite side, downstage right, is a platform with a 
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simple house frame, from which the Family sings: spatially distinct from the action, as 

in the scenario. The costumes that survive, executed by Madame Karinsky from her 

little shop at 9, rue Roy in Paris, include the famous cloak under which the two Annas 

enter together in the Prolog, Losch's circus scene costume (a grey, sequined leotard 

with chiffon wings and lilac chiffon tutu), can-can dresses for the cabaret ("Pride"), 

men's evening wear, and white, molded papier-mâché masks fixed on long wooden 

poles, which were worn and carried by the corps de ballet during "Envy."64 

 The simplicity of the decor contributes to the production's drab, emotional 

effect. Virgil Thomas describes the decor as "sombre and ugly and German but not 

without its elegance."65 Summarizing an inventory-like description of the scenery, 

G.E.G. of The Dancing Times calls it "a bitter blend of cynicism and disillusionment. 

A studied, over-careful avoidance of the romantic. A complete abandonment of the 

Latinity of style from which ballet has culled so much beauty."66 The backdrop of Die 

sieben Todsünden establishes a kind of anti-ballet: a vacuum of scenic detail, set in 

weary modernity.  

 The sets and costumes were also integrated in the stage action. The masks 

worn and used by the corps de ballet at the end of the ballet would become 

performance convention, reprised in subsequent productions. These masks amplify the 

work's emphasis on a cold, impersonal collective, lacking all empathy for Anna II's 

fallibility and faltering lapses into all-too-human(e) behavior. John Martin, reviewing 

the 1958 production (which, like the original, uses masks for "Envy") conflates masks 

with dehumanization. He writes, "All the figures in the action are masked and 

impersonalized symbols of people."67  Also in a review for the 1958 production, 
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Margaret Lloyd notes, "Masks look so inhuman, sometimes menacing. No wonder 

Anna II leaps through the blazing silver wall to escape them."68 Here, Anna II's leap 

refers to the suicide attempt in the revival production that concludes "Envy"; however 

it does not exist in the original scenario or production.69 

 Anna II does plenty of acrobatic leaping in the original production. She 

symbolically demonstrates her "overcoming" of a particular sin at each movement's 

conclusion by physically flinging herself through the sin's doorway and ripping apart 

the paper. In London's New Statesman during the 1933 season, a reviewer observes, 

"[Losch] dances her way with enormous brio and suppleness through the seven deadly 

sins; literally through them, for she dives, after each new sin, through the paper panel 

on which it is inscribed, leaving a fascinating, if accidental, pattern in the slashed 

paper."70 Here, choreography and material interact with dramatic coherence.  

 The choreography interacts not only with scenery but above all with text. It is 

the staging (along with musical cues previously discussed) that juxtaposes and thus 

subverts the text, illuminating Brecht's ironic content. While many audience members 

and reviewers were dissatisfied with the visual elements – action and scenery – of the 

original Die sieben Todsünden production, some at least acknowledged their 

importance in counterpoint against the ballet's other elements. Constant Lambert notes 

this phenomenon in his article about the British version, Anna-Anna. He writes,  

"It is possible that the music would lose much of its savour without the 
ironic counterpoint of the stage action. For example, the churchy four-
part chorus [in Gluttony] 'here is a wire from Philadelphia' with the 
unctious solo 'but our Anna really is quite sensible; she will know a 
contract is a contract' would lose its point without the visual 
accompaniment of the wretched Anna doing slimming exercises and 
being kept away from the dish of fruit at the point of a revolver."71  
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 Of course this exemplar of the work's visual elements is one of dramatic 

pantomime, not formal balletic choreography. Balanchine's original choreography was 

less ballet and more theatrical blocking paired with pantomime. Darius Milhaud, 

writing for La revue mondiale, observes that in "Les sept péchés capitaux, où le chant, 

la pantomime et la danse sont etroitement liés" ("song, mime, and dance are closely 

bound together").72 Fred Orthys writes, "Cette pantomime dansée et chantée ... On ne 

peut décemment appeler cela de la danse" ("This pantomime danced and sung ... We 

can not possibly call it dancing").73 In an article for La nouvelle revue française, a 

writer penned J. Sazonova (who I assume to be Julie Sazonova) succinctly articulates 

the dominance of pantomime over dance. She writes, "Mais la chorégraphie est 

reléguée ici au second plan; elle est la servante de la mimique."74 The choreography is 

the servant of pantomime. Another critic, Dominique Braga, suggests that this reliance 

on pantomime is a compensation for choreographic listlessness in the wake of the 

Ballets Russes dance masters, such as Léonide Massine. He writes,  

"Les ballets du théâtre des Champs-Elysées, réalisés par le transfuge 
Balanchine et par Boris Kochno ne peuvent rivaliser au point de vue 
de l'art chorégraphique avec ceux de Massine. Ils semblent le 
comprendre si bien qu'ils ont tendance à se refugier dans la 
pantomime."75 
 
("The ballet of the Théâtre Champs-Elysées, made by the defector 
Balanchine and by Boris Kochno cannot compete in terms of 
choreographic art with those [ballets] of Massine. They [Balanchine 
and Kochno] seem to understand this so take refuge in pantomime"). 
 

However, if one considers what Weill has to say about the work's pantomime (Weill, 

who of course was extensively involved in Balanchine's rehearsals), we understand it, 

not as a placeholder for choreographic deficit, but as a means of translating content. 
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Weill, in an interview with Claude Dahrelle in June, 1933, says, "Et nous avons essayé, 

Balanchine et moi, que les mouvements ne soient pas seulement des mouvements, 

mais qu'ils suggèrent, en même temps, des idées" ("And we tried, Balanchine and I, 

that the movements are not only movements but also suggest at the same time 

ideas").76 

 Weill was one of few who spoke positively about the original choreography, 

suggesting that Balanchine had achieved a balance between ballet – what would be 

expected by audiences – and the expressionist strengths of Tilly Losch, the lead 

dancer.77  During the rehearsal process, Weill wrote a letter to Brecht describing the 

difficulties of the production's Babylonian, heterogeneous environment: culturally, 

linguistically, and artistically. Balanchine spoke no German and minimal French, so 

the chain of translation in rehearsal went from German to French to Russian.78 

However, Weill's letter commends Balanchine for balancing different artistic agendas 

– namely those of ballet and Ausdruckstanz – in a complementary synthesis. In his 

letter from June 1, Weill writes,  

"It's the usual chaos. Naturally, a small clique has developed among the 
devotees of the old Russian ballet, for whom our ballet isn't 'ballet' 
enough, not enough 'pure choreography' ... Though Balanchine is 
swaying between two factions, he has worked excellently, and he has 
found a performance style that is very 'balletic' but still sufficiently 
realistic."79 

 
Weill adds a caveat: that the success of the performance "depends on whether 

Balanchine will overcome his innate laziness...and whether he will work on the 

precision of the dances."80 At least in the thick of things, his admiration of Balanchine 

did not staunch all frustration with his collaborator.  
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 For reviewers who witnessed the premiere, when Balanchine did invoke actual 

dancing, it was in an expressionist and abstract style, not one that resembled classical 

ballet. This was attributed to the influence of Losch, whose background in 

Ausdruckstanz starkly contrasted dance seen in Ballets Russes productions and even 

other Les Ballets 1933 works. Pierre Michaud, writing for L'opinion writes, "Les 

Ballets 1933 come out of an entirely different conception and aesthetic from what we 

normally call ballet ... Tilly Losch's dances have nothing to do with classical tradition 

or even Diaghilev's refinements."81 Sazonova enumerates Losch's range of movements 

as "... les élément les plus divers: acrobatie, gestes rythmiques, réalisme dramatique et 

aussi quelques pas classiques."82  A.E. Wilson, reviewing the English production for 

the Star, writes, "Tilly Losch's part called more for strenuous gymnastics than for 

conventional ballet dancing."83 Adolphe Boschot comments on the combination of 

"Losch's passionate miming" with "the acrobatic suppleness of her dancing."84 Janet 

Flanner, or "Genêt" as she signed her reviews for the New Yorker while writing from 

Paris, describes Losch's dancing as "... unfortunately, in the language of Wigman 

rather than Taglioni."85 Virgil Thomson describes the "contortions of Tilly Losch" in 

Anna-Anna, who "is everything one can imagine of competent vulgarity."86 An 

English critic writes, "The choreography at times seemed to go out of its way to 

cultivate the ugly and the grotesque."87 

 For most reviewers, the only redeemable aspect of the work's danced 

component was the sheer charisma and skill of Losch, despite her alarmingly 

Dionysian movements. Lincoln Kirstein, in his review for Vogue Magazine at the end 

of the 1933 season, writes, "The hisses were countered by loud applause ("Messieurs, 
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let the program continue"), which Losch took as her personal vindication."88 Basil 

Maine praises Losch's musicality, writing, "The ballet is saved by the active Anna: in 

other words, by the dancing of Tilly Losch ... it is certain that she is equally a musician 

and an actress. The rhythmic beauty of her movements is the result of the co-

ordination of these two instincts in her. The phrasing of her dance is comparable to 

that of an opera singer."89 Even critics who dismissed Balanchine's choreography still 

raved about Losch. Arnold Haskell, writing for the New English Weekly, felt that 

"choreography did not have the significance of the singing, though again Losch saves 

the situation."90 As an English critic for the Dancing Times puts it, "[Anna-Anna] was 

a personal triumph for Tilly Losch, but it did not advance the Art of Dance."91 Indeed, 

it would take several decades and a complete overhaul of his choreographic take on 

the piece for Balanchine to receive commendation for his Sins. 

1958 Production: New York City 

 Balanchine's 1958 revival production, The Seven Deadly Sins, received far 

more critical acclaim than the original 1933 production. John Martin, in his review for 

the New York Times, writes, "It is dollars to doughnuts that the present production of 

the work is a better, a profounder and a generally more important one than the 

original."92 Walter Terry calls it a "smash hit." Reflecting upon the premiere, John 

Percival writes, "Undoubtedly the 1933 production was less good than later ones 

(including Balanchine's own second thoughts in 1958 for NYCB) but the work itself 

survives as one of the enduring challenges of modern music-theatre."93 Hans Sahl 

notes the new production was executed "... mit ungewöhnlichem Erfolg" ("with 

unusual success").94 
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 Balanchine's new production, performed by the New York City Ballet, was 

designed to commemorate the company's tenth anniversary and mark the twenty-five-

year partnership of Balanchine and NYCB co-founder, Lincoln Kirstein. After all, 

there was symbolic import between Les Ballets 1933 and Balanchine's partnership 

with Kirstein; Kirsten first encountered Balanchine's work while attending a 

performance by Les Ballets 1933 during its only season. In a review for Vogue 

Magazine that autumn, Lincoln observes the unstable and experimental nature of Les 

Ballets 1933. He writes,  

"James ... spent a million francs in tears, hysteria, broken promises, and 
bought-off disappointed composers, and achieved at least a succés de 
scandale ... Afterwards, everybody went to Fouquet's as in the old days, 
drank to Diaghilev's immortal memory, and agreed that he would never 
have allowed such dancing, such music, such décor; in fact, paying 
Eddie James the same compliments they once used for Diaghilev."95 

 
After the fleeting enterprise flamed out – Edward James proved to be a difficult and 

volatile financial backer, especially when, after all his effort, Losch still refused to 

return to him – Lincoln convinced Balanchine to move to the United States and begin 

a new frontier of dance repertoire and education.  

 Die sieben Todsünden was a relic of Balanchine's past: an experimental, ill-

received, dramatic hybrid of dance and song, representing for the choreographer a 

transitional moment between the tutelage of Sergei Diaghilev's Ballets Russes and the 

new horizon of abstract, modernized ballet. Why return to it? Horst Koegler, writing a 

review for the subsequent Frankfurt production of Die sieben Todsünden in 1960 

(which did not include Balanchine), offers an explanation for the choreographer's 

renewed interest in the work. He explains that Die sieben Todsünden had received an 
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aural renaissance through Lotte Lenya's 1950s recording projects; now it was time to 

retrieve its visual, spectacle counterpart. Koegler writes,  

 "Thanks to the recording industry, The Seven Deadly Sins has 
been rediscovered for the theatre. It is unlikely that it would have been 
seen again if it were not for the combined enterprise of famed 
chanteuse Lotte Lenya, her late husband George Davis, and Columbia 
Records, who decided to put on wax Kurt Weill's work in its entirety, 
starring Miss Lenya.  
 It was only then that George Balanchine warmed up to the idea 
of reproducing the unusual theatre work which had figured prominently 
in his Les Ballets 1933, but which had since fallen into complete 
oblivion."96 

 
 This revival was no reconstruction. The Neher sets were gone – locked up in 

Sussex as the property of Edward James. Brecht and Weill were dead. Even Lenya, the 

only original cast member involved, did not sound the same. Her voice had become 

significantly lower over the years; she had the piece transposed down a fourth to 

accommodate her limited range. The text was no longer in German. Now titled The 

Seven Deadly Sins, it was performed for the first time in an English translation by 

Chester Kallman and W.H. Auden. The language change makes a significant 

difference. Lenya, during an interview in the 1960s, cites Auden/Kallman's work for 

Sins as an exemplary translation, but explains that no translation can capture German 

sound. She says,  

"English is just a softer language than German ... you can't get away 
from that. You will find ... even in – "Seven deadly Sins" translated 
now by a great poet, Auden, yes? And Chester Kallman. You will find 
there – which is as close as anyone can come to Brecht - is still sharper 
sounding in German."97 
 

The new costumes, decor and lighting, all designed by Rouben Ter-Arutunian, evoke a 

return to an urban, interwar Weimar era: the setting of the original, now transplanted 
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in time. In his review for the New York Times on December 5, 1958, John Martin 

writes, "Rouben Ter Arutunian has designed settings and costumes with a kind of 

horrible beauty about them. They are full of comment as they evoke the style of a stale 

era with the deliberate intent of telling an ugly story in all blandness."98 

 From the memories of Allegra Kent, who starred in the role of Anna II, we 

have a certain sense of the dance, scenery and scenario. There are also production 

photographs and descriptions from reviews. Many conventions remain from the 

original, though with some changes. The family's house does not exist from the 

beginning; it is built over the course of the ballet. The family sits under what Jerry 

Tallmer describes as "... what may well be the single most effective piece of stage 

scenery I have ever seen: a green-glass, purple-glass hanging lampshade out of mid-

America (by way of Bavaria) in the mid-nothings, huge, puritanical, grotesque, 

deathly oppressive."99 Like the original, the Prolog begins with the two Annas under a 

single cloak. As Kent recalls, the ballet begins in total darkness. The two Annas, in 

identical clothing, are seen upstage in the dim light, under the cloak.100 They move 

diagonally downstage, remaining under the cloak.101 For the first sin, Sloth, Kent 

jumps into men's arms while Lenya photographs her (in a production photograph, we 

see Lenya crouching with a camera next to Kent, whose legs are outstretched so her 

body forms a V in the arms of an unwitting stranger). Kent says that when she 

becomes tired, "Lotte offers me a shoulder and I sleep like a child with my mouth 

softly open."102 She makes no mention of a park bench. For Pride, the cabaret scenario 

is restored but rendered more risqué. Four waiters carry Kent on a serving platter, 

where she is displayed, wrapped in cellophane "like a bonbon – albeit a nearly naked 
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one, except for a rhinestone-studded bikini." Rather than being forced into sexual 

provocation as in the original, here Kent recalls, "Balanchine asked me to move very 

slowly from one suggestive position to another, stirring up sexual interest."103 This 

spectacle is also documented in a surviving production photo.  

 

2.5a Allegra Kent in "Pride" in New York City Ballet, 1958. Courtesy of the 
Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 

 
Spectacle continues in Anger, when the horse returns from its original role in the 1933 

production, but this time as a much bigger, white-laced horse, prancing around the 

stage.  
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2.5b Allegra Kent on horseback in "Anger," in New York City Ballet, 1958. 
Courtesy of the Weill-Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, 

NYC 
 
Kent recounts sliding off the horse "... into an entrechat six," a rare description of a 

strictly classical, balletic step.104 Kent appears most understanding of her role in 

Gluttony. She says, "'Gluttony' was easy. On my small, raised platform, in a black 

leotard, I confront self-hate; gaining half an ounce meant trouble."105 This coming 

from a ballet dancer who once mused that the only sin of the ecclesiastical set relevant 

to twentieth-century society is over-eating. The scene for Gluttony she describes 

vividly; Anna I withholds the strawberry ice cream cone in one hand by pointing a 

pistol at her with the other (ice cream stands in for the forbidden bowl of fruit in the 

original). A production photograph captures this moment, with Kent holding up her 

fully extended leg in a side developé while Lenya holds the cone and the gun. Finally, 

according to Kent, she tumbles in front of Lenya (who she always refers to as "Lotte"), 

"begging for mercy and a lick of ice cream."106 
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2.6 Allegra Kent and Lotte Lenya in "Gluttony," 1958. Courtesy of the Weill-
Leyna Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 

 
 Kent gives little indication of what the choreography or blocking looked like 

for Lust. She describes becoming "a paid companion to a grotesque man" whose 

money she accepts and gives her to boyfriend, Fernando (no more Adolph).107 A 

production photograph shows Kent in this scene with an unknown sugar-daddy – an 

elderly man, in front of a bed onstage, suggesting somewhat involved set changes and 

more detailed scenery. For Avarice, she recalls her flapper outfit and callous, flippant 

manner. At the end, Lenya collects all of her possessions, including clothing, as they 

represent what the sisters have collected to fund their family's home. Kent says, "Lotte 

demands everything that I have. She forces me to toss my clothes, piece by piece, into 
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her bag – even my shoes, one after another, leaving me with only a black lace bra and 

panties."108  

 What Kent lacks in clothing during Envy, the final ensemble scene, the 

production makes up for in spectacle. Here photographs indicate a large, masked corps 

de ballet (same idea as the original, but with more dancers), in front of paneled mirrors.  

 

2.7 New York City Ballet, 7 Deadly Sins, 1958. Courtesy of the Weill-Leyna 
Research Center, Kurt Weill Foundation for Music, NYC 

 
The backdrop of San Francisco is, according to Jerry Tallmer's review, "one huge 

shimmering sheet of Reynolds Wrap, and out from an endless row of sentry box 

doorways comes marching a terrifying clockwork army of man-dolls and girl-dolls, all 

in evening clothes, all puppet-jointed, all pink-faced, doll-faced, identical."109 Kent 

recounts responding to Weill's dissonant interjections as she attempted to open the 

four closed doors. She says,  
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"As I walk towards one, it opens and a discordant musical sound 
knocks me into a backbend. I quickly stabilize my balance and twist 
forward to try another door. Inside, ready to march out, are men in stark 
white masks, tight tuxes, and bowler hats. Also revealed behind the 
doors are women in black boots, wide belts, and glittering bikinis. At 
one dramatic moment the men kneel and form a disconnected diagonal 
with their backs creating a platform. I was to run as fast as I could on 
their spines."110 
 

Photos capture Kent's increasingly frenzied and panicked physical gestures during 

Envy. In one taken by Fred Fehl, she leaps in a grand jeté with her head and upper 

body flung backwards, flying across the stage in front of the masked corps de ballet. 

In another she submits to the will of the masked masses, or the consequences of her 

situation, standing on her knees with her back arched helplessly.  

 

2.8a Allegra Kent in "Envy," 1958. Fred Fehl, photographer 
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2.8b Allegra Kent in "Envy," 1958 

This exaggerated desperation culminates in her final acrobatic and balletic gesture: her 

attempted suicide. This constitutes the main departure from the original scenario. Kent 

recalls the mechanics of this moment: "I race toward a window of aluminum foil, one 

that's not backed by wood. At last, my torment will end. Balanchine showed me how 

to form my body into a stabbing unit for the dive and takeoff." When she asked Eddie 

Bigelow, who was charged with catching her offstage, how he managed, he told her, 

"By the musical clue, and there was also a peep-hole with someone saying, 

'Here...she...comes!'" Kent concludes, "Balanchine liked to make his audience 

worry."111 Of course Anna II does not die: she reunites with Anna I to go home, the 

story concluding where it began, with the two women sharing a black cloak.  
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Based on Kent's recollections, we sense Balanchine's adherence to the original 

production but also his departures from it. Susan Manning, in her article, 

"Balanchine's Two Productions of The Seven Deadly Sins, 1933 and 1958," compares 

the two productions to offer more general observations about the choreographer's post-

war shift into formalism. The way she distinguishes between the "European" 

Balanchine and the "American" Balanchine is not unlike David Drew's assessment of 

the two Weills.112 She argues that the 1933 Die sieben Todsünden in Paris focused on 

the psychological relationship between the two sisters and the fluidity of that 

relationship over the course of the story, whereas the 1958 New York City Ballet 

production eliminated narrative in favor of spectacle. She writes,  

"The New York City Ballet production emphasized the spectacle rather 
than the story ... The 1933 production focused on the dynamics of the 
Anna-Anna relationship. This emphasis led the spectator to question 
how and why their relationship changed over the course of the 
performance. In contrast, the 1958 production focused attention on the 
self-presentation of the stars against the backdrop of the anonymous 
masked corps and the spectacular setting. This emphasis led the 
spectator to interpret the Anna-Anna relationship in static terms as a 
particular emblem of human interaction."113 
 

While we certainly see spectacle in the 1958 production, what Manning is suggesting 

is that spectacle impedes narrative. She attributes this narrative erasure to Balanchine's 

overall shift towards abstract dance; after all, the 1958 revival of Die sieben 

Todsünden shared the stage with paradigmatically formalist ballets by Balanchine like 

Agon (1957). And she marvels, and rightly so, at Balanchine's ability to take dance 

into such a new direction, given the freight of centuries of pantomimed story telling.  

 Certain recollections and reviews suggest this production was indeed 

influenced by Balanchine's increasingly stripped down, neoclassical approach to ballet. 
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Allegra Kent recalls how the costume budget was small and the costumes themselves 

minimal.114 Tallmer writes, "The work is economical, unified, exact."115 While some 

found the setting stale and outdated (Watts, who calls the production "a museum 

piece," complained that the revival "possesses almost no dramatic force for us today,"), 

others, such as Martin, praised the work's period setting while attesting to a more 

streamlined presentation of abstracted, thematic content. 116  Martin writes, "It is safe 

to say that Balanchine has approached the task of revival with a creative comment that 

has stripped away irrelevancies and topicality and given us the essence of the piece 

straight. Not that he has in any way taken it out of the appalling period of German 

expressionism and German jazz and between-wars cynicism, but, on the contrary, that 

he has put it more deeply into that period, making the background a vivid element of 

its communicativeness."117  

 What Martin calls the "essence of the piece" likely refers to a more universal 

moral code now stripped of explicit Marxism.  Martin writes, "In the original version, 

Brecht had an orthodox Communist message to deliver, but this has been totally 

excised, leaving the theme to speak for itself."118 Martin's use of the word "orthodox" 

refers to Brecht's interest in early theories of Marxism, from which a 1950s American 

audience would naturally distance themselves. The adjective serves a dual purpose in 

the context of the review, as Martin shifts the balletic content from a Communist 

framing to a Christian one, treating Weill and Brecht's liturgical references without 

irony. Describing the ballet's didactic style and material, he writes, "And though you 

have laughed frequently and been highly entertained by a remarkable synthesis of 
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theatrical pleasures, you are likely to go home feeling as if you had just heard 

Jonathan Edwards deliver his famous hell-fire-and-damnation sermon."119 

 Increasingly abstracted thematic material, contained to costumes and overt 

politicization, does not translate to the dance itself. Nor does it suggest a lack of 

narration. Reviews of Balanchine's 1958 production concur that, like its 1933 

predecessor, The Seven Deadly Sins had little actual dancing and more blocking. 

Martin writes, "The work is in no sense a ballet; there is almost no dancing ... There is 

scarcely any choreography."120 David Vaughn calls it "a most expertly staged and 

entertaining theatre piece (American for a ballet without dancing)."121 Walter Terry, 

writing for the New York Herald Tribune, writes, "Actually, there is not a great deal of 

extended dancing in 'The Seven Deadly Sins'."122 Margaret Lloyd for the Christian 

Science Monitor describes it vividly as "an illustrated ballad, a sardonic frolic rather 

than a ballet (and incidentally the hit of the season)."123 

 Contrary to what Manning claims, pantomime appears alive and well in the 

1958 production, in the lithe hands and body of Allegra Kent. Terry refers to "the 

miming role of Annie II."124 While discussing choreography for the subsequent 1960 

Frankfurt production of Die sieben Todsünden, Lenya makes several comparisons with 

Balanchine's 1958 production that corroborate a dominant pantomime to dance ratio. 

In an interview with Horst Koegler, she says, "And if you complain of too much 

pantomime and too little actual dancing for your taste [in the Frankfurt production], 

well, go and look at Balanchine's production – it has so much more pantomime that, 

measured against it, Tatyana [Gsovsky]'s looks like an all-ballet production."125 
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 Though they did not find much actual dance to write about, critics praised 

Balanchine for his role in the Sins production. In his review, Jerry Tallmer calls 

Balanchine "the fundamental activating energy of The Seven Deadly Sins ... the 

personal imprint of Balanchine is what wakes [the production] into life and sculpts it, 

down to the last perfect detail, into unforgettable form."126 Reviewers go as far as to 

describe Balanchine as a director, not a choreographer, and underscoring the work's 

categorization as mixed genre. In his review, Douglas Watt writes that The Seven 

Deadly Sins is "a theatre piece rather than a ballet and George Balanchine has served 

more as director than choreographer in reconstructing it."127 Winthrop Sargeant, 

writing for The New Yorker, observes, "If Mr. Balanchine was not too busy being the 

greatest of contemporary choreographers he would probably be one of the greatest of 

theatrical and operatic directors. ... Broadway could use him; the Metropolitan Opera 

House could use him; Hollywood and the cynics of the television industry do not 

deserve him."128 Martin notes Balanchine's "mastery of staging that has a formality 

comparable to choreography."129 Balanchine's directive hand in the staging takes on a 

total art-like influence. Martin writes, "To find Balanchine functioning in such a way 

is a revelation, but his hand is everywhere manifest – in the casting, in the completely 

different concept of the mise-en-scène for this revival, in the character of the scenery 

and costumes."130 

 The other name besides Balanchine to carry the show for reviewers was that of 

Allegra Kent. Like her predecessor, Tilly Losch, Allegra Kent shone in the role of 

Anna II. Sargeant describes Kent as "perfectly cast in [The Seven Deadly Sins's] only 

important dancing role."131 Douglas Watt writes, "Anna II, mute, is danced and acted 
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superbly by Allegra Kent, a girl with a lovely face and the body of the most wonderful 

watchspring ever invented. Watching her walk, dance, strut and exercise was almost 

enough to make the evening worthwhile."132 Walter Terry writes that Allegra Kent 

"moved her way innocently, proudfully, greedily, voluptuously, and finally wearily 

through her sinful sequences, dancing exquisitely throughout and creating a character 

which was at all times touching."133  Losch had left her imprint on the character; as 

Martin notes in his review, there were "still traces of [Losch]'s style, especially of her 

famous back bend."134 While Kent was no disciple of Ausdruckstanz (she was a young, 

impressionable ballerina – only twenty-one – rising up in the ranks of New York City 

Ballet), this was her break-through role, created on her by Balanchine, and was in no 

way constrained to classical steps. This is curious when one considers the other 

quintessentially classical roles Kent was dancing simultaneously that season; based on 

a perusal of the program book, she was also performing as one of the Bacchantes in 

Orpheus and as Terpsichore in Apollo. Her role as Anna II was certainly a 

choreographic outlier. She recalls Balanchine requesting to implement other forms of 

movement, such as Pilates for Gluttony, to tell Anna's story. Kent says, "Balanchine 

requested Pilates, so I put my leg around my neck and twirled my foot twice – not 

exactly a Pilates step – but the audience responded with glee."135 This scene appears to 

reprise Losch's original exercises and demonstrations of agility. Like Losch, Kent is 

praised for being more than a dancer. Martin's review notes that she is "an intuitive 

actress."136 Walter Terry's review concurs, noting, "The show – and it is a show ... 

permits young Miss Kent to reveal new talents, not so much the lovely dancer we 

know her to be but as a fine actress."137 
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 In her interview from May 2011, Kent describes how important the role of 

Anna II was to her early career. She writes, "When Lincoln Kirstein saw the first 

performance in Paris, he called it 'an important landmark in dance history.' I was ready 

to make it my personal landmark." She also demonstrates how this self-awareness 

conflated with her character. She ends the interview by saying, "Balanchine 

understood something in my psyche that I tried to disguise, something I was afraid of 

exposing except onstage – I was secretly sensual. 'Isn't that so, Allegra?' 'Yes, 

Allegra.'"138 

 There's something about Anna that elicits strong character identification from 

performers. In May, 2014, The Stanford Philharmonia Orchestra performed a concert 

version of Die sieben Todsünden in a program crafted to accentuate Weill's musical 

ties to classicism via genre mixture. The program began with Mozart's "Paris" 

Symphony, followed by excerpts from John Gay's 1728 Beggar's Opera, a seamless 

transition to selections from Weill's 1928 Die Dreigroschenoper (the original source is 

Gay's play), and finally the Sins. For this performance, I conducted the orchestra, and 

a dynamic Austrian soprano and Weill specialist, Ute Gfrerer, sang the roles of Anna I 

and Anna II (who, as we have seen, delivers a few lines). I had grown close to the 

material, its music and narration, through scholarship and performance study. The 

orchestra, amused by the prevalent iteration of "Anna" throughout the libretto, began 

calling me "Anna 0" in rehearsal, because of my first name. To this day, orchestra 

members who performed on that concert still say to me, "Ja, Anna." When I first met 

Ute for coffee before the first rehearsal, she told me about her life, moving from 

Europe to the United States. She explained she had "met a man from Boston," and, 
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laughing at the connection to Anna I/Anna II, began reciting an excerpt from "Lust," 

which of course takes place in Boston. The message was clear: we find that significant 

decisions are formed from love, money, and circumstance in our own lives, as both 

Annas discover in Die sieben Todsünden.  

 Performers' self-identification with the role of Anna can be traced back to the 

original singer: Lotte Lenya. Lenya, in a letter to Tilly Losch on March 16th, 1955, 

signs the letter "Anna-Anna-Lenya."139 In a letter to Helen Davis on December 2, 

1959, Lenya writes that the role of Anna is "one of my very favorite parts."140 And in 

an interview with Alan Rich in New York City in 1981, Rich asks Lenya about Weill 

writing parts specifically for her voice and she responds, "[7 Deadly Sins] was for me. 

Primarily for me. Yea. He had nobody else in mind." She then interrupts Rich, saying, 

"It's my favorite part ... It's my favorite."141 Of course Lenya had her own kind of 

ownership over the role of Anna I. Her distinctive, aged voice in the 1950s perfectly 

conflated with critics' sense of Weill's satirical and aesthetic intentions. Jerry Tallmer, 

reviewing the 1958 production and describing Lenya's voice, writes, "Kurt Weill's 

irresistibly lovely prussic acid – isn't that the one with the scent of almonds? – is 

welling forth from the only throat in the world that God designed for the express 

purpose of emitting it."142 

 Tallmer's remark is hyperbole, as other throats have emitted the sounds of Die 

sieben Todsünden marvelously, in particular Ute Lemper and Teresa Stratas. In 

response to Rich's question – "What is your intuition about how – how Kurt Weill's 

music should be sung?" – Lenya responds, "The way I sing it and the way Teresa 

[Stratas] sings it."143 When asked by Lys Symonette in 1984 about the idea of Stratas 
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portraying both Anna I and Anna II in a filmed version, Abravanel says, "Why not? 

There's a lot of modern dance today that is not really dancing. I know she could do it. 

That would be marvelous." 144  Though this proposal never materialized into a 

production, Stratas would later star as Anna I in Peter Sellar's 1993 film version of Die 

sieben Todsünden, opposite Nora Kimball.   

 Lenya, however, in an effort to perpetuate Weill's legacy after his death, felt a 

great sense of responsibility as the authorial interpreter of Anna I. When asked why 

she withdrew from a later Sins production in Edinburgh in 1961, she justifies her 

exodus by explaining that her participation implies an authentic staging:   

"I cannot participate in something which I think is so entirely wrong 
from the – from beginning 'til end, you know? ... Get somebody else 
who ... has less responsibility than I have. Because if I do it, that means 
I give my signature to do something which I think is so very wrong. If 
somebody else, just any singer, comes in, it's just another singer, and 
she has no responsibility. I have. Towards Brecht and towards 
Weill."145 
 

1960 Production: Frankfurt 
 

 Lenya did lend her interpretative authority to one final Sins production: the 

work's German premiere, staged in Frankfurt in 1960. Her reprisal of Anna I for New 

York City Ballet in the late nineteen-fifties had resurrected her connection to dance as 

medium. In his interview with Lenya for Dance Magazine, Koegler reminds us that we 

often forget Lenya started her career as a dancer. Lenya recounts working at the 

Zurich Stadttheater in the corps de ballet, that when a new choreographer took over 

who was "a partisan of the Dalcroze movement." It was "the zenith of her dance 

career," suggesting an early connection to expressionist movement.146 It was through 

dance that Lenya met Kurt Weill: an audition in Berlin, where Weill was the piano 
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accompanist. From there, she traded dance for singing. In her interview with Koegler, 

she muses, "It was not until 1933 .... that I once again came into close contact with the 

world of ballet [in Les sept péchés capitaux] ... And another quarter of a century was 

to pass before I resumed my connections with Balanchine in the same work ... How 

long is it going to last this time? Who knows!"147  

 In 1960, it seems Lenya is happily tethered to the world of ballet, via her role 

as Anna I. However, she makes a particularly interesting comment in this interview. 

Having worked with Balanchine in 1933 and 1958, and also collaborated with Tatyana 

Gsovky's more danced-through choreography in the 1960 Frankfurt production, Lenya 

expresses her interest in a new production, without a choreographer. She writes, "I 

would now also like to see a production of Seven Deadly Sins supervised, not by a 

choreographer, but by a theatre director."148 

 This would not come to fruition, as the Frankfurt production, after Lenya 

withdrew from Edinburgh, would be her last. In this version, the staging is much more 

minimal than previous productions. Anna I draws the names of each sin on a 

chalkboard. Lenya's counterpart is Karin von Aroldingen, whose danced role was, 

according to Lenya, more involved than those of Allegra Kent and Tilly Losch. But 

perhaps the most important new collaborator on the scene was not one found on stage. 

A young music critic, tasked with writing the first complete biography of Kurt Weill, 

had made his way into Lenya's life. His name was David Drew, and his early ideas on 

Weill and Die sieben Todsünden, percolated through the program notes he wrote for 

the Frankfurt and Edinburgh productions, would shape the rhetoric of critics and the 

work's historiography in music scholarship.   
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Revisionist Sins: David Drew 

 Among Drew's materials that were discovered after his death in 2009 is an 

undated, alternative scenario for Die sieben Todsünden. The document is titled, 

"Provisional Scenario for Guidance Only...by Lotte Lenya and David Drew."149 The 

typeset is clearly not Lenya's (who did not make spaces between punctuation and the 

following word on her typewriter), and the hand-written annotations are identifiably 

Drew's. The document is a fascinating revision of Weill, and one wonders how much 

of it was motivated by Lenya, the self-proclaimed authorial interpreter, and how much 

by Drew. The document seems to stem from around the time of the Frankfurt 

production. Its production notes include three Weill works: Die sieben Todsünden, 

Der Zar lässt sich photographieren, and Der Protagonist: the three exact works that 

appeared together in Frankfurt. Many Frankfurt reviews quote from Drew's program 

notes, but their rhetoric borrows verbatim from the concepts suggested in this scenario. 

Drew/Lenya, in their production notes of the scenario, write, "The most important 

element [in Sins] is the ritual one." This idea of ritual in Die sieben Todsünden 

transfers to the Frankfurt reviews. In his review titled, "Das getanzte Ritual," Jürgen 

Petersen writes, "ein moralistisches Szenarium also, ein provokatorisches weltliches 

Ritual, wie David Drew, der Londoner Weill-Forscher, dieses Werk nennt" ("This 

work is called a moralistic scenario, i.e. a provocative secular ritual, according to 

David Drew, the London Weill researcher").150 In the scenario, Drew/Lenya explain 

that the ballet should be set in the Weimar era, and that specific locations in the United 

States should not be taken literally. They write,  
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"On no account should there be any suggestion of 'period' flavour, 
either in the decor or the costumes or the dance steps. The universality 
of the theme must be stressed, and it should be made clear that the use 
of American place names is a purely verbal artifice: a specifically 
American locale is not intended. However, there should be a feeling of 
life in a large industrial city, as opposed to the provincialism of the 
Louisiana family." 
 

Note the similar wording that critic Edmund Tracey uses to describe the Frankfurt 

production: "The American scene is not treated realistically: the names of places – 

Louisiana, Mississippi and so on – are repeated to produce a ritualistic, incantatory 

effect."151 This is echoed in Drew's program notes in the section titled, "Der Mythos 

des Amerikanismus," where he writes, "Für Brecht und Weill hatte die Wahl 

Amerikas als Ort der Handlung keine literarische Bedeutung" ("For Brecht and Weill 

the choice of America as a place for the plot had no literary significance").152  

 An illuminating revision that Drew/Lenya make to the original scenario is its 

fundamental use of dance. The scenario contains detailed – down to the measure – 

blocking. One could easily imagine a clear staging from reading it. Their production 

notes suggest that the dance function as it has in past productions: through pantomime. 

They write, "The function of the choreography should be to present, mostly through 

Pantomime, though occasionally through dance, a back-cloth against which the highly 

explicit words and music may stand in relief." However, within the details of the 

scenario, the setting of each sin is changed to a diegetically danced environment. In 

essence, the ballet is danced-through, but through popular dance, not ballet. Their 

scenario refers to a tarantella in Sloth, clumsy, crude cabaret dancing in Pride, 

"Chaplinesque" dance in Anger, a "purely lyrical dance together" with Anna's young 

lover in Lust, where the dance "becomes increasingly tense and bitter," and twelve 
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men dancing around Anna in Avarice, showering her with jewels, furs, and other gifts. 

This scenario suggests a production brimming with popular dance, dance set 

realistically in social contexts. While their instructions significantly altered Weill and 

Brecht's original scenario, Lenya and Drew's revisionist interpretation amplifies 

through diegetic dance the music's integration of popular sources. 

Pina Bausch and Feminism 

 Revisionist stagings of Die sieben Todsünden have taken other important 

interpretative turns. One is Pina Bausch's controversial and horrifying production, 

which focuses on the subjugation of women in capitalism. Brecht's libretto is certainly 

open to multiple interpretations (not exclusively a Marxist one), but it is hard to 

imagine he intended a feminist reading when he wrote his text. However, while Pina 

Bausch may have taken the material of Die sieben Todsünden and treated it to a 

revisionist interpretation, one can already glean from reviews as early as the original 

1933 production a gender-consciousness. Flanner, reporting on the Parisian premiere, 

describes the "seven paper doors, all of which, so far as Bad Anna [Anna II] was 

concerned, could have been marked 'Gentlemen,' since 'twas they who led to her 

downfall each time, but which were more ecclesiastically marked 'Sloth,' 'Greed,' etc., 

instead."153 In London, this feminist streak in critical reviews also prevailed. The 

following phrase was explicated in the program scenario and disseminated throughout 

contemporary reviews: "The Siamese sisters that exist, indissolubly linked, in the 

nature of every woman." The program itself specifically targets women, not human 

kind, for the Hogarthian saga. As Basil Maine summarizes, "This is a story of the dual 

nature of Woman."154 Brecht may be rolling in his grave, but such a reading, like other 
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interpretations bred by a near century of staging, is an undeniable part of the history of 

Die sieben Todsünden. 

Conclusion 

 Brecht's unlikely venture into ballet creates a surprising synergy between his 

theories on work and labor and embodied dance scholarship. In her book, Dancing 

Machines: Choreographies of the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, Felicia McCarren 

uses Die sieben Todsünden as a case study to illustrate theoretical issues in dance 

related to intersections between identity, the body, choreography, and production. She 

writes, 

"Les Sept Péchés capitaux (The Seven Deadly Sins) ... reads as a 
critique of Tiller-esque dance and Taylorist management methods. 
Brecht's play [sic.] delves into the working conditions of the automated 
dancer and ends up revealing, underneath, the alienated laborer, the 
exhausted human motor. Brecht's allegory suggests that dancing can, in 
fact, be viewed as a productive labor, that the individual never 
disappears in automation, and that the smooth functioning of the 
machine depends on those who run it. And Brecht's main character, 
divided in two- the emotive dancer and the reasoning speaker/singer - 
belies the idealized 'fusion' of dancer and dance."155    
 

McCarren introduces Die sieben Todsünden as an emblem to frame a broader 

discussion: the suppression of the individual through commercialized, choreographed 

kick-lines, where the dancer is reduced to an interchangeable moving part. For 

McCarren, the humanity expressed through Die sieben Todsünden is a negation of 

scholarly attempts to construe dance as collective automation.  

 Die sieben Todsünden thus creates an important case study, not just for 

neoclassicism, but for twentieth-century dance. Throughout the story, Anna strives to 

express herself, in spite of the depersonalizing mechanization of a modern, money-
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driven community. Beyond its dramaturgical rescue of the individual from a faceless 

collective (literally embodied by Anna's final confrontation with the masked corps de 

ballet in "Envy"), Die sieben Todsünden offers choreographed gestures – shaped 

originally by the unique personality of Losch and her freedom of expression – that 

humanize the twentieth-century dancer and evolve beyond Stravinsky and Nijinsky's 

emblematic Sacre. 

 Yet as McCarren mentions, the personhood of Anna is divided in two, 

disrupting a romantic conception of human volition expressed and embodied 

individually through choreography ("the idealized 'fusion' of dance and dancer," as she 

says). The human will is presented as an enduring, surviving constant under duress, 

yet also fractured through its mixed-media presentation. Critical reviews and score 

analysis have similarly pointed out how individuality emerges in Weill's music: 

melodic lyricism and Weill's integration of musical vocality, overtly expressed 

through his use of singers and sublimated via prominent, instrumental solo lines and 

song structure. Yet despite the work's narrative scope, equally present in Weill's score 

are the formal underpinnings of motivically motivated, abstract symphonic logic and 

the insertion of culturally inscribed, communally bound topics and gestus. The music 

functions on a macro scale, not as an expression of the particular, but as 

representational mixing of genre and form. 

 Neoclassicism in Die sieben Todsünden is fundamentally construed through 

the irony and commentary made possible by the separation of elements. Throughout 

the ballet-chanté Weill's music constantly subverts the text to keep us at a distance 

from the libretto's literal meaning. The diverse and far-ranging interpretive scope of 
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the work's production history attests to just how separable the staging is from the score, 

how independently the music and dance function from each other. Part of this 

separation is biographical and circumstantial. As an antithetical counterpart to the 

nationalist classicism in Les Biches, Die sieben Todsünden derives this aspect of its 

neoclassicism from the international casting of its creators, its polyglot lack of 

nationalist unification. The separation of dance from music, evinced in practice by the 

work's split personality as both a staged and a concert work, owes to fact that 

Balanchine's stagings were not captured for posterity, either in notation or on video, 

and were thus lost to history. (In addition, when it came to the revival, Balanchine was 

unable to remember his original choreography). Yet the separation of elements in 

Weill and Brecht is, above all, about aesthetic choice and dramaturgical design. The 

audience's access to transparent dramatic ploys via overt commentary is an integral 

part of the work's conception; its neoclassicism is not incidental. 

 One can discuss dance in Die sieben Todsünden as an element of its 

neoclassicism, but not through the lens of Balanchine's formalist legacy. Dance, like 

the music, works dramaturgically, diegetically: referring, not back, but outward to 

mainstream, popular culture, in the service of telling a story. Perhaps, then, we should 

consider a separation of elements within elements, and not just between them. Music 

and dance in Die sieben Todsünden are, on certain levels, curiously synergistic in their 

devices. Rather than present and defamiliarize a museum-like set of eighteenth-

century allusions and restore purely non-narrative, abstract forms, they both integrate 

popular, contemporary elements to create a mixture of styles and ideas. We have seen 

how irony arises through intermedial juxtaposition, but incongruities also exist within 
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each media. In both music and dance, intramedial counterpoint creates tensions 

between individual will and collectivity (the particular and the general), and between 

dramaturgy and abstract, autonomous form. Each media on its own presents a mixture 

of styles and genres: in dance, Ausdruckstanz, pantomime and ballet; in music, 

symphonic and song form. Heterogeneity within the musical and choreographed 

material of Die sieben Todsünden constitutes a microcosm of its intermedial 

juxtapositions. This prism-like layering of separable elements, in which artistic media 

interact emblematically and self-consciously, present synecdochic, neoclassical 

gestures. 
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Chapter 3: Classic Signs 
 

 The case studies from Chapters 1 and 2 present contrasting strategies for 

neoclassical theatrical collaboration. The sympathetic pairing of music and dance in 

Les Biches allows the two media, in their juxtaposition of modern and historical 

elements, to mirror each other. This brand of synergy is intentionally dismantled in 

Die sieben Todsünden, in which the separation of elements brings irony to the fore by 

rendering the theater's artifice transparent. Les Biches constructs a continuum of 

nationalist cultural history by integrating specifically French, antiquated topics into the 

contemporary vocabularies of Poulenc and Nijinska. Die sieben Todsünden, a 

transitional work composed in exile, is set in an imagined country, one quite foreign to 

the composer's German-Jewish background. The music recalls the spirit of eighteenth-

century compositional practice, in particular Mozart, by blending musical genres: 

infusing art music with popular dances and symphonic logic with song form. The 

neoclassicism of Les Biches underscores its lack of plot; the neoclassicism of Die 

sieben Todsünden advances its dramaturgical aims. Considered side-by-side, these two 

works constituting disparate yet complementary approaches expand the definition of 

neoclassical gesture. 

 By way of reconciling these aesthetic and ideological differences under the 

same terminological banner, we turn to our final case study: Horoscope (1938), 

composed by Constant Lambert, with choreography by Frederick Ashton and 

costumes and sets designed by Sophie Fedorovitch. Though hailed as an emblem of 

the collaborative process, Horoscope was conceived by Lambert alone, who wrote 

both the story and the music.1 In a transcript of his interview for the 1965 British 
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Broadcasting Company documentary, In Search of Constant Lambert, Ashton gives 

full credit for the birth of Horoscope to Lambert, singling out the ballet as a particular 

example of the composer's visionary lead. He says, "With Horoscope, I must say that 

it was entirely [Lambert's] own conception, his own creation, I didn't interfere at all in 

that and he presented it to me  ... as a thing and I set to work on it."2 When asked 

whether music or choreography came first in their working process, Ashton says, "... 

always the music was first and then, when [Lambert] had completed the music ... I 

would start to work and never any other way." He qualifies his description of the 

creative process by saying, "But usually I collaborated with [Lambert] much much 

closer than that."3 Horoscope presents a case in which Lambert's direction was even 

more decisive than usual.  

 In his biography of the Royal Ballet, Alexander Bland suggests that Lambert's 

conceptual lead on Horoscope was not out of the ordinary. He writes, "Once again the 

original idea [for Horoscope] came primarily from Constant Lambert." 4  In his 

biography of Ashton, David Vaughan conveys a similar sentiment about the genesis of 

Lambert-Ashton collaborations. "Many ballets," he writes, "owed their conception 

artistically as well as musically to Lambert; as a witty and erudite companion he was 

responsible for cultivating the taste not only of Ashton but also of [Margot] Fonteyn 

and other members of the company."5 

 Lambert is the predominant figure to consider when examining neoclassical 

gestures and music-dance relationships in Horoscope, for reasons that extend beyond 

the work's conceptual genesis. For one, the music is all that survives. Horoscope, for 

all its initial critical and popular success, enjoyed a total of twenty-nine performances. 
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In 1940, the company took the ballet as part of its repertory on tour to Holland, but the 

troupe, including Lambert, had to flee the country when the Germans invaded, leaving 

behind sets, costumes, and the orchestral score. Of all the ballets lost in Holand, 

Horoscope was the only one never revived; its choreography vanished with the 

memories of those who created and performed it. In 1965, when asked by Michael 

Coleman which of Lambert's works he would want to restore, Ashton responded: 

Horoscope.  

"I think I would choose Horoscope because I think that it was ... the 
most complete and it was really a completely a dialectic story which 
was completely comprehensible and completely within the limits of 
what the ballet can really portray and also I think the musical score is 
by far the best that [Lambert] did, yes, I plan, one day perhaps to 
revive it but I'm rather against revivals, I think one, you can't clutter 
up the repertory too much with revivals it's much better for new things 
to be done, but if the time and place arise I'll definitely take it up, one 
day."6    
 

Sadly, Ashton never followed up on this idea, or at least never completed it.  Vaughan 

suggests that Ashton considered restaging Horoscope for the 25th Anniversary 

Performance of the Sadler's Wells Ballet in May 1956, and that "an attempt may have 

even been made to start putting [Horoscope] back together again," but that "there 

proved to be too many gaps in people's memories."7 Another reason the ballet never 

made it to the stage after 1940 was that some of the original choreography from 

Horoscope was copied and absorbed by Ashton into other ballets.8 As Zoë Anderson 

recounts in her book, The Royal Ballet: 75 Years, "When [Pamela] May and [Richard] 

Ellis watched the 1965 ballet Monotones, they recognised the steps they had danced 

[in Horoscope]. Ellis said, 'As I first watched Monotones, I knew what was going to 
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happen next'."9 Whatever the reason, all that remains of Horoscope's extra-musical 

elements are original reviews, clippings and studio production photographs. 

 Lambert's centrality, however, is not based solely on the historical reality that 

his medium survived, whereas the other media did not. With Horoscope and other 

ballet collaborations, Lambert did more than just write the music. In addition to being 

a composer, Lambert was a seminal figure in the history of English ballet. He served 

as conductor and music director of the Vic-Wells Ballet, which later became Sadler's 

Wells Ballet. Produced by Sadler's Wells, Horoscope presents an emblematic example 

of emerging, modern British ballet: a cultural institution whose establishment owes 

largely to Lambert's musical direction. Lambert plays an important role in this 

particular ballet, in British ballet collaborations generally, and through his writings on 

musical aesthetics and politics. When not composing or conducting, Lambert wrote 

music criticism, an activity that culminated in his humorous and polemical book on 

modern music: Music Ho! A Study of Music in Decline, published in 1934. Through 

Lambert's prose we can contextualize Horoscope against the backdrop of his ideas on 

other contemporary composers, including Poulenc and Weill. Combining this multi-

faceted portrait of Lambert and the ballet's production history with a close analysis of 

the musical score, this chapter elucidates how neoclassical gestures materialize in 

Horoscope and effectively synthesize the neoclassicisms discussed in Les Biches and 

Die sieben Todsünden. 

Sadler's Wells Ballet 

 The early history of the Sadler's Wells Ballet combined the migration of ex-

Ballets Russes talent from Paris to London and renovation of old theatrical spaces with 
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a visionary enterprise to present both spoken theater and dance to the public. When 

Emma Cons, who in 1880 founded "The Old Vic" (The Royal Victoria Hall and 

Coffee Tavern), died in 1912, the theater was taken over by Lilian Baylis. In addition 

to running the Vic, Baylis lobbied to re-open the Sadler's Wells Theater, which 

eventually occurred on January 6, 1931 with a production of Shakespeare's Twelfth 

Night. With Sadler's Wells Theater now available, the "Vic-Wells" ballet was born, 

with British-born Ninette de Valois, formerly of the Ballets Russes, as its prima 

ballerina and choreographer. Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin, also from the Ballets 

Russes, joined the company as principal dancers and instantly elevated the talent level 

and prestige of the dancing troupe. For several years, ballet, opera and theater rotated 

between "Old Vic" and the Sadler's Wells, as both theaters were designed with 

identical configurations. By 1935, because of audience preferences and logistical 

considerations, the Old Vic produced only spoken theater while ballet and opera 

resided permanently at Sadler's Wells Theater.10 At this point, Valois' "Vic-Wells" 

company was retitled "Sadler's Wells Ballet." After the Second World War, Valois 

moved her company to Covent Garden under a name that lasts to this day: the Royal 

Ballet.  

 Just as the "Vic-Wells" Ballet was getting underfoot in 1931, another ballet 

society, though short-lived, also sprung from London's artistic reserve: the Camargo 

Society. As Valois's company became more established, this ballet club quickly folded 

and gave its resources to the Vic-Wells. Two of the Camargo Society's founders 

transferred to Valois's company: choreographer Frederick Ashton and musical director 

Constant Lambert. Lambert would conduct for the Vic-Wells/Sadler's Wells until 
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1947, and remain the musical director until his death in 1951.11 For Sadler's Wells, he 

wrote two ballets – Horoscope (1938) and Tiresias (1950) – and arranged three, using 

music by Boyce, Purcell, and Liszt.12  

 Lambert's commitment to the company would come at the expense of his 

career as a composer. While he wrote prolifically in the 1920s, his compositional 

output dwindled to only a few major works in the 1930s and 40s. For Ashton, 

Lambert's devotion to Sadler's Wells represented a commitment to ballet as an art 

form equal to any other.  Ashton says, "At the time the ballet was the great sort of 

artistic stimulus of the period ... [Lambert] considered the ballet just as high an artistic 

achievement as opera or anything else. In fact all the time he was very loyal to it."13 

Meanwhile, Ninette de Valois suggests that Lambert may have begun to tire of his 

tenure at Sadler's Wells and resented that it pulled him from other musical 

opportunities. She says, "I think [toward the end Lambert] wished to move away from 

the ballet and become more a conductor in the general sense of the word, a musical 

director (A COMPOSER PERHAPS) ... his compositions of course suffered very 

much because it was very exacting the work he had to do ... particularly during the 

war ... he was working from scratch."14 His son, Kip, notes that the imbalance between 

compositional activities and directing for Lambert may have been driven by financial 

circumstances, as he was never particularly wealthy. As for the reasons why Lambert 

became  "paralyzed as a composer," Kip cites both "the War and being closely 

involved with the Ballet," which "probably left him less time for composition than he 

would have liked ... and like everything else it's a question of money."15 
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 The majority of Lambert's career was dedicated to orchestral conducting, 

though not all of it at the ballet. In addition to working for Sadler's Wells Ballet, he 

appeared as a regular guest conductor with the BBC Orchestra's radiobroadcasts. His 

involvement with the BBC as a conductor is chronicled through internal memos, 

letters, and contracts housed at the BBC Written Archives in Reading, UK. In an 

internal memo written to Mr. Murrill on March 19, 1941 pertaining to BBC personnel 

files, Julian Herbage laments the fact that the organization is not using Lambert 

enough as a conductor, "particularly in view of the fact that he specialises in ballet and 

'colourful' music generally – an ingredient we are liable to lack in our orchestral 

programmes."16 Herbage cites their most recent Listener Research questionnaire to 

designate Lambert "a very popular conductor" who they should contract every three or 

four weeks.17 Consequently, Lambert would become one of the leading participants of 

the BBC Third Programme: a broadcast station launched in 1946.18 He was sought 

after to conduct "exotic" works outside the canon of standard, Austro-Germanic 

repertoire, spanning a musical spectrum from Purcell to contemporary compositions.19  

 Not everyone was swept away by his conducting prowess. Malcolm Arnold 

suggests that Lambert was denied sufficient opportunity to flourish to his full potential 

given the circumstances of his lifestyle and biography. In a transcript of his interview 

for In Search of Constant Lambert, Arnold says, "[Lambert] wasn't able to express [in 

conducting] his enormous musicianship because he was terribly inhibited[,] he was a 

very shy man ... there just wasn't time to rehearse these works, there weren't the 

opportunities, so you see you don't, you can't grow great conductors this way."20 

Lambert's BBC contracts betray minimal rehearsal time for broadcast performances: 
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sometimes as little as a half hour dress rehearsal, with the option of one additional 

rehearsal at the composer's request.21  

 In general, Lambert was a respected conductor, especially in theatrical 

situations when a clear beat is needed. In a transcript of his interview for In Search of 

Lambert, Martin Boddey, a tenor, describes Lambert's conducting. He says that 

Lambert "... really had the beat at the end of the stick, that is the top of it. You sing 

and you play and you perform with a lot of conductors who've got the beat in the wrist 

and the beat in the thumb and the beat half way up the stick but to me this was the 

most informative beat that ever I've seen in my life ... this is of enormous importance 

both to dancers and singers."22 Ashton echoes how effective Lambert's conducting was 

for dancers. Listing his attributes, Ashton remarks how "[Lambert] could galvanise a 

performance and how confident the dancers always felt when he was in the pit."23 

When Sadler's Wells went on tour to New York, Lincoln Kirstein, responding to a 

performance Lambert conducted of Sleeping Beauty wrote, "The hero of the occasion, 

according to Balanchine and myself, was Lambert."24 

 Lambert, as his colleagues attest, became in many ways the artistic foundation 

of modern British ballet. In a transcript of his interview for In Search of Constant 

Lambert, Malcolm Arnold says, "Sadler's Wells Ballet was very much I think on 

Lambert's shoulders ... his knowledge of music and dancing, designs, costumes, all 

this he knew inside out, just the man to build, just the rock to build a ballet company 

on."25 Likewise, Ninette de Valois says, "[Lambert] really was the musical foundation 

of the English ballet. He was the one who put us on the right path in the very 

beginning, taste and style and approach and our roots lie in the work that [he] did for 
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us in the first years of our life."26 She explains the many facets through which Lambert 

earned this distinction, from selecting music ("Lambert was entirely of course 

responsible for the choice of music"), arranging music for smaller ensembles and tours 

(Lambert "was always scoring things for small orchestras" and arranged the company's 

entire touring repertoire for two pianos), composing, and working with the dancers.27  

 What is emphasized by Valois and, as we will see, others, is Lambert's 

contribution, not just through music, but through his knowledge of dance and his 

mentorship of the company dancers. Valois says, "[Lambert] had a great knowledge of 

the ballet world ... he also had a very great knowledge of actually the dancing side, he 

knew all the great dancers he knew their work and it was invaluable to a young 

company at the beginning."28 Robert Helpmann, a principal dancer for Sadler's Wells, 

likewise illuminates Lambert's insight into the world of dancing. He says, "[Lambert] 

wasn't a dancer but he could tell you if you had gone wrong choreographically 

anywhere ... if you were in two minds of a step which was the most effective 

theatrically Constant would tell you without fail and he was always right."29  

 Lambert's dominant presence and artistic leadership within the company are 

rendered transparent by a cartoon of "Sadler's Wells Personalities" as seen by Charles 

Reading, the Production Manager for the Wells.  
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3.1 Cartoon of Sadler's Wells Ballet artists by Charles Reading 

In the cartoon, Lambert is portrayed as sternly facing and pointing his baton at Ninette 

de Valois and principal company dancers Mary Honer and Robert Helpmann, as if 

telling them what to do. Though comical, this pictorial representation captures the 

essence of Lambert's artistic persona. His collaborators and biographers acknowledge 

and emphasize his influence on Ashton, the dancers, and the company.30 In the 

transcript of his interview for In Search of Constant Lambert, Ashton says, "[Lambert] 

was the most wonderful collaborator I've ever had, he, well my own musical education 

I owe to him."31 Ashton admits that a collaboration with Lambert did not necessarily 

mean compromise: "[Lambert] was very strict and he would never give way musically 

if he thought that the tempo should be at a certain rate, I mean the dancers had to keep 

up with it."32 

Lambert and the Ballets Russes 

 Lambert had experience in music-dance collaborations through his time spent 

with the Ballets Russes in the 1920s. As the first British composer to receive a 
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commission from Diaghilev, Lambert had the opportunity to compose his first full-

length ballet, Romeo and Juliet (1925) with Nijinska as choreographer. While touring 

London earlier that year, Diaghilev met Lambert through Edmund Dulac (whom 

Lambert would later task with drawing the front-page illustration for the Horoscope 

score). Lambert was one of only two British composers ever to write music for 

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, the other being Lord Berners.  

 Lambert quickly discovered, however, that working for Diaghilev was not an 

exercise in artistic license. Lambert's original idea for the new ballet was based on the 

story of Adam and Eve, for which he had already composed most of the music, with 

set designs preliminarily sketched by his friend Christopher Wood. Diaghilev insisted 

on Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet. (Of course, Lambert would voluntarily use the 

theme of star-crossed lovers later, in Horoscope.)33 Additionally, to Lambert's dismay, 

Diaghilev framed the scenario as a rehearsal of a ballet, replaced Wood's décor with 

sets designed by the surrealist painters Max Ernst and Joan Miró, and altered 

significant portions of Nijinska's choreography after she had left the project. What 

Lambert saw as the ultimate betrayal – altering the artistic intentions of a 

choreographer whom he deeply admired – roused him to confront the impresario and 

threaten to withdraw his own music. He made no secret of his disagreements with 

Diaghilev. In his dissertation on Lambert's ballets, William Hoehn writes, "There is 

every evidence that [Lambert] carried out his threat to inform the English papers, prior 

to the London premiere, of his attempts to withdraw the music on account of the décor 

and choreographic changes. Almost every review in the papers made mention of the 

disparity between the music and the revised story, décor, and choreography."34 The 
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following year, Lambert worked once again with Nijinska on his second ballet, 

Pomona. As Ninette de Valois points out in her interview for In Search of Constant 

Lambert, Lambert's loyalty to Nijinska extended to the point where he was willing to 

part ways with Diaghilev personally, professionally, and, as we will see in his writing, 

ideologically. Still, the influence of Diaghilev's Ballets Russes would remain a 

formative and enduring influence. 

 Lambert's musical preferences made him a logical devotee of Diaghilev's 

Ballets Russes. His colleagues and biographers cite his early interest in French and 

Russian music. In the transcript of his interview for In Search of Constant Lambert, 

Angus Morrison says, "[Lambert] was always much more interested [in] – much more 

responsive to Russian and French music than to the German classics ... Brahms wasn't 

his cup of tea, he much preferred ... the more theatrical side of music."35 In his 

biography of Lambert, Richard Shead also notes Lambert's enthusiasm for French and 

Russian music, particularly during his student days. Shead observes how Lambert's 

proclivities went with the times and were connected to the Ballets Russes. He writes, 

"[Lambert] was not alone in these: for many of the musical young the 1920s were a 

time of emancipation from the domination of the Austro-German classics and 

romantics, and the most glamorous forces in the cultural world were the Ballets 

Russes of Diaghilev and the scores of Diaghilev's greatest composer, Igor 

Stravinsky."36 In his biography of modern British music, Otto Karolyi echoes this 

connection, stating that Lambert "... under the influence of French and Russian music, 

developed an early interest in ballet."37 
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 Lambert's attraction to the Ballets Russes and its constellation of Parisian 

celebrity artists was driven by more than just musical taste; he possessed intrinsically 

interdisciplinary artistic sensibility. This awareness for other art media is arguably 

what drew Lambert to music-dance collaboration. In his interview for In Search of 

Constant Lambert, Angus Morrison says, "Constant was passionately interested in 

every art and was always relating to it. I think that's why when his first chance came, it 

was with the Diaghilev Ballet, because ballet is an art in which all the other arts take 

part."38 Lambert's multifaceted career – conducting, directing, composing, arranging, 

writing – was certainly influenced by his interest in and knowledge of the visual arts 

and literature. His father, George Lambert, was a famous painter; through Constant's 

writing we see how this early exposure to another art colored his views on music. In 

his article, "Constant Lambert," Hubert Foss writes, "No one could read Lambert's 

book Music Ho! without discovering that he has not only a wide knowledge of 

painting but a strong pictorial sense himself."39 As we delve into Lambert's prose and 

his views on music, his writing reveals his intermedial engagement and proclivity for 

synthesis.  

Music Ho! (1934) 
 
 Because Lambert wrote prolifically on music as a critic and journalist, we 

know a great deal about his aesthetic and political views. As mentioned, in 1934 he 

published his only book, Music Ho! A Study of Music in Decline. His pessimistic 

chronicling of modern music's degeneration centers on the post-war era: "the Age of 

Pastiche," i.e. composers returning to eighteenth-century forms. Given his vitriol on 

the subject of neoclassicism, I can only imagine his horror at the idea of being 
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included in a dissertation titled Neoclassical Gestures. However, Lambert's rejection 

of neoclassicism does not carry over to his compositional practice. Angus Morrison 

suggests that perhaps it is because Lambert's music was so influenced by Parisian 

neoclassical composers in the 1920s that he turns against the whole practice in the 

1930s. Morrison writes, 

"Romeo and Juliet was almost entirely influenced by what was then 
fashionable in Paris, all derived from the works written by Stravinsky ... 
particularly by ... the ballet Pulcinella ... Perhaps it was just because 
Constant at first was so exclusively influenced by that mode of 
composition ... that later when he wrote his book he discredited so 
unmercifully the whole of that post-1918 period. I cannot help feeling ... 
the whole section called 'Post-War Pasticheurs' in Music Ho! has too 
much of the exaggerated indignation of the reformed sinner ... merely 
succumbed with equal blindness of personal vision to the influence and 
opinions of his admired and close friend Cecil Gray."40 
 

Morrison refers to a pre-Music Ho! era during which Lambert's music contained clear 

traces of neoclassicism. Indeed Romeo and Juliet (1925), Lambert's commission from 

Diaghilev, and his other 1920s ballet, Pomona (1926), a collaboration with Nijinska, 

are often cited as neoclassical works. Karolyi calls both ballets "witty pastiches," and, 

describing the music of Pomona, writes, "Neoclassical influence is apparent insofar as 

Lambert turned to seventeenth- and eighteenth-century dances for models."41 However, 

Karolyi goes further to suggest that Lambert's neoclassicism does not stop in the 

1920s. He writes, "[Lambert's] interest in music of the eighteenth century and of 

earlier periods stayed with him ... French and Russian music, the ballet, neoclassicism 

and the music of the past were the basic ingredients of Lambert's evolving musical 

language, to which another, unmistakeable modern style of music – jazz – was 

added."42 As we will see, Lambert's definition of neoclassical composition, what he 
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calls "time-traveling," is focused on the practices of composers such as Stravinsky 

who, in Lambert's eyes, appropriate past musical styles divorced from their original 

tonal context. Lambert's specific and idiosyncratic notion of neoclassicism diverges 

from the definition presented in this dissertation. Whatever Lambert may assert in 

Music Ho!, neoclassical gestures will continue to surface in both his musical and prose 

writing. 

Lambert on Neoclassicism 

 Part of Lambert's aversion to neoclassical trends stems from what he perceives 

as a new condition: anxiety in contemporary composers who believe their own era of 

music making to be insufficient in relation to what came before them. He writes, "The 

idea that music of an earlier age can be better than the music of one's own is an 

essentially modern attitude."43 He worries that composers feel validated only by 

imitating and being compared to past composers. He writes, "Today every composer's 

overcoat has its corresponding hook in the cloakroom of the past. Stravinsky's 

concertos ... are 'like' Bach and Mozart ... The Composer can no longer pride himself 

on being true to himself – he can only receive the pale reflected glory of being true to 

whichever past composer is credited at the moment with having possessed the Elixir of 

Life."44 

 Lambert's disdain for "time traveling" is targeted directly at Stravinsky, whose 

ballet Pulcinella "marks the beginning of the movement sometimes dignified with the 

name of neo-classicism."45 He explains Stravinsky's shift from Russian exoticism to 

post-war neoclassicism as a sadly predictable progression made by a composer who 

obfuscates musical inadequacy through shock and fashion.  He writes, "Stravinsky, at 
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one time the globe trotter par excellence, can no longer thrill us with his traveller's 

tales of the primitive steppe and has, quite logically, taken to time travelling 

instead." 46  If there's one thing Lambert cannot stand, it is fashion: aesthetic 

development motivated by popular trend and incessant clamoring for newness. In the 

transcript for his interview for In Search of Constant Lambert, Deryck Cooke 

confirms Lambert's annoyance with this phenomenon. He writes, "One of the things 

[Lambert] attacks in 20th century music ... is this constant compulsion for the new the 

necessity, the moment you've invented a new style in no time you abandon it without 

pursuing it."47 In Music Ho!, Lambert explains his disdain for stylistic capriciousness 

as follows:  

"One of the more deplorable results of the so-called speeding up of 
modern life is the credit for vitality given to an artist who satisfies the 
jaded appetite of his mondaine public by frequent changes of style ... 
When the mentality of the spoilt child who kicks his meccano to pieces 
out of boredom is valued above that of the man with the skill and 
patience involved in building a bridge, it is clear that some examination 
not only of the methods but also the impulses of the modern artist is 
gravely needed."48 

 
For Lambert, Stravinsky is the spoilt child, casting about for a new style as soon as the 

current one feels out of date. Lambert's criticism of Stravinsky, however, stems from a 

more fundamental skepticism about Stravinsky's compositional abilities. He writes, 

"The series of reactions by which Stravinsky has progressed have been imposed upon 

him not only by the exigencies of fashion, but by his complete lack of any melodic 

faculty."49 

 Here Lambert demonstrates disdain, not so much for "time traveling," but for 

the practice of divorcing music from melody. He considers a melody to be "a complete 
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work of art in itself."50 "Harmony without melody," Lambert writes, "is only an aural 

tickling, and rhythm without melody is not even rhythm – it is only metre, and can 

have at the most a vaguely mumbo-jumbo appeal, with no true musical significance."51 

He further correlates stylistic continuity and melodic facility, as a means of insulting 

Stravinsky, by praising Tchaikovsky. He writes, "A composer like Tchaikovsky ... 

who ... is undoubtedly one of the world's greatest melodists, shows no abrupt change 

of style at any moment in his career."52 We will see in Horoscope how important 

melodic writing is to Lambert. As Arnold Haskell wrote in his review, "'Horoscope': 

Where England Leads": "This is the music of a composer who is completely sure of 

himself and is not frightened of melody."53 

 Lambert clearly favors melodists among the neoclassical composers. Poulenc, 

as we saw in Chapter 1, had a real talent for writing melody. It is no coincidence that 

Lambert praises Poulenc above the other Stravinsky followers. He writes, "Poulenc is 

the most accomplished and insouciant of time travellers, a Captain Spalding amongst 

musical explorers, and Les Biches, a witty social commentary reaching a high level of 

distinction from the point of view of choreography, was the most agreeable of the 

'amusing' Diaghileff ballets in that it made no pretences."54 Though she goes unnamed, 

Nijinska, the choreographer of Les Biches, is the true subject of Lambert's praise. In 

this vein, Lambert makes an exception – even for Stravinsky – to commend another 

Nijinska ballet: Les Noces. He writes, "Les Noces is one of the masterpieces of this 

period and possibly the only really important work that Stravinsky has given us."55 

One cannot help wonder whether Lambert's admiration of Les Noces, and of Les 
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Biches, has more to do with dance than music, given his close friendship with the 

choreographer.  

 "The Age of Pastiche" certainly focuses on dance. Even as he criticizes it, 

Lambert connects neoclassicism, its emergence and popularity, to Diaghilev and the 

Ballets Russes. He prefaces his tirade against Stravinsky with mention of Diaghilev. 

Lambert writes, "The most successful time traveller of our days was undoubtedly 

Serge Diaghileff."56 Poulenc, an artist, is the most "accomplished," while Diaghilev, 

an enterprising businessman, marketing trends and fashions, is the most "successful." 

Lambert goes further to suggest a more fundamental link, not just between 

neoclassicism and Diaghilev, but neoclassicism and ballet generally. While he credits 

Diaghilev for having "evolved the most typical artistic device of the present age, that 

is to say, time travelling in more than one century or period at once," he notes that this 

device "... is peculiarly well adapted to musical expression and in particular to 

ballet."57 Lambert explains that the "various elements" in music, "such as melody, 

rhythm harmony, and counterpoint" can be "dissected and separated from each other" 

so that each reflects a different time period, just as in ballet "it is possible to have 

décor, choreography and music in different periods."58  

 Positioning neoclassical ballet as antithetical to Wagner, he argues there is no 

reason to mandate temporal or stylistic congruity between media. He writes, "Once the 

music of a ballet is allowed to be in two periods at once, there is no logical reason why 

the décor and choreography should share even that particular type of pastiche or time 

travelling, Congruity between the various elements in a stage presentation is an 

essentially Wagnerian ideal."59 Lambert's rationalization for the relationship between 
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neoclassicism and ballet productions synthesizes the anti-Wagnerian nationalism of 

Poulenc and Nijinska's Ballets Russes collaboration with the rhetoric of Brecht and 

Weill's separable elements, thereby strengthening the connection among dance, 

neoclassicism, and Epic Theater. 

 If we recall from Chapter 2 Adorno's original designation for Brecht and 

Weill's Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny as the "first surrealist opera," 

Lambert's description of separable elements in neoclassicism moves even closer to 

Weill in view of the connection Lambert draws between neoclassicism and surrealism. 

Here Lambert demonstrates his above-mentioned ability to evaluate music in relation 

to other art forms, specifically painting and literature. Comparing music to painting, he 

writes,  

"A background of classicism is by no means incompatible with the 
surrealist mind working in music. Like the realistic style of the 
surrealist painters it provides the essential norm without which the 
abnormalities would pass by unnoticed ... A discordant harmonization 
of a familiar tune like 'God Save the King', for example, would be 
much more of a shock to us than any given fourteen bars in an atonal 
work."60  
 

Lambert acknowledges a fundamental difference between painting and music; one is 

naturally representational while the other is not. However, he argues that music can 

achieve the same spatial disorientation of a surrealist painting by distorting classical 

topics and forms with anachronisms and other temporally incongruous musical 

elements. He writes, "Although music provides no recognizable objects for 

rearrangement it provides certain recognizable styles and also certain formulas that are 

so familiar to us that they have almost the quality of a realistically painted object."61 

He draws a more concrete comparison between neoclassical music and surrealist 
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painting and literature by once again using Les Biches as his example. He writes, "The 

rapid time travelling from one period to another that we find in Poulenc's Les Biches ... 

provides a parallel to the placing together of dissimilar objects in space that we find in 

the work of Yves Tanguy or John Banting." 62  This reapprochement between 

surrealism and neoclassicism creates a new synergy between Chapters 1 and 2: the 

aesthetics of Poulenc and Weill.  

Lambert on Jazz 

 Weill appears as an important figure in Music Ho!, albeit one not labeled as a 

neoclassicist. Ironically, Lambert uses Weill's example as an alternative to classicism. 

He writes, "The dreary spate of classical titles and classical subjects that floods the 

music of our time is the symbol not of a classical austerity to be admired but of an 

antique-fancying aridity to be despised. What a relief to find a writer like Weill who ... 

can at least appear in public wrapped neither in cellophane nor a toga but in the 

clothes of to-day!"63 For Lambert, the "clothes of today" meant jazz; this passage 

derives from his chapter titled "Symphonic Jazz."  Lambert was a famous proponent 

of jazz music and musicians; his interest extended well beyond the pages of Music Ho! 

to radio broadcasts, reviews, and as evinced by his own compositions, particularly Rio 

Grande (1927).64 Jazz is central to Lambert's discussion of modern music. In Music 

Ho!, Lambert famously praises the music of Duke Ellington; for Lambert, Ellington 

achieves through jazz idiom the same artistry and expression as Alan Berg does 

through twelve-tone writing. In an interview transcript from In Search of Constant 

Lambert, Lambert's son, Kip, describes his father's belief in popular art. He says, "The 

last thing in the world [Lambert] ever was was a musical snob of any kind."65 As Kip 
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explains, "[Lambert] didn't differentiate music into types, heavy, classical, light, 

popular, some of his favorite things, one of his most, records that he played most often 

was an American jazz version of some English folk songs for instance which is I 

suppose a fairly sort of artless endeavour."66 Lambert saw jazz as a way of eliminating 

cultural hierarchies and barriers. He writes, "[Jazz] is the first dance music to bridge 

the gap between highbrow and lowbrow successfully."67 

 Lambert identifies "symphonic" jazz as a site for musical progress: an 

opportunity to blend art music and popular music into one. It was, for him, a style of 

music meriting commendation but in need of advancement. Lambert provides plenty 

of examples of Western composers appropriating jazz idioms badly, to the point of 

unrecognizability. He writes, "Jazz rhythm entirely detached from jazz melody and 

harmony can become as empty a device as the melodic sequences of the neo-

classicists."68 Still, he sees potential in symphonic jazz, and his vision rests on the 

example of Weill. Calling Weill "the most successful and important of the Central 

European composers who have experimented with the jazz idiom," Lambert credits 

him with achieving what the Parisians could not: "catch[ing] the weariness and 

nostalgia that is the underlying emotion of preset-day dance music."69  Lambert 

continues, "It is curious that a German should be the first to sum up in musical 

synthesis certain phases of American life. American jazz is either too Hollywood or 

too Harlem ... Weill is almost the only composer who can evoke in music the odd, 

untidy, drably tragic background that is presented to us so forcibly by William 

Faulkner in Sanctuary and Light in August."70  
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 For Lambert, Weill accomplishes more than just a European's reproduction of 

jazz; he integrates it into his own evolving compositional style. Lambert writes, 

"Unlike so many composers who have taken up jazz as a stunt and dropped it the 

moment they felt it was no longer the most daring fashion, Weill has gradually 

evolved from disparate German and American elements a style of highly individual 

expressiveness."71 The Weill work that best contains this transfer from appropriation 

to expression is, for Lambert, as we saw in Chapter 2, Die sieben Todsünden. Not only 

does Lambert write, "The Seven Deadly Sins marks as great an improvement on 

Mahagonny as Mahagonny did on the Drei Groschen Opera," he bases his entire 

appraisal of Weill on the recently premiered ballet-chanté. This becomes clear when 

Lambert dismisses the Gebrauchsmusik works of Paul Hindemith, but exonerates 

Weill. He writes, "[Hindemith] is ... incapable of the melodic fertility and the ability to 

synthesize popular sentiment that we find in a work like Kurt Weill's Seven Deadly 

Sins."72 To clarify that it is the Sins and not Weill's entire oeuvre that allows him to 

make this comparison, Lambert adds the following footnote: "Weill has written his 

utility music and indeed was at one time associated with Hindemith, but it is by his 

more recent work, as exemplified in the Seven Deadly Sins, written since he left 

Germany, that I am judging him."73 While he clearly respects Weill more generally, 

Lambert pays particular interest to the Sins. One might recall that Lambert had a direct 

biographical relationship with this work; he shared the podium with Abravanel the 

night of its London premiere, and afterwards wrote one of the few positive English 

reviews.  
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 Lambert's discussion of Weill and the success of jazz centers around the idea 

that popular dance (i.e. jazz) can be transmuted to advance modern music.  Here, at the 

heart of his exaltation of jazz and disavowal of neoclassicism, Lambert (perhaps 

unwittingly) performs his most compelling and pervasive neoclassical gesture: arguing 

that modern music depend on the sublimation of popular dance form into art music. 

This dance-form assimilation is an eighteenth-century practice, as acknowledged by 

Lambert, who draws an analogy between jazz club rhythms and ballroom minuets. He 

writes, "I can see no reason ... why a composer should not be able to rid himself as 

much from the nightclub element in jazz as Haydn did from the ballroom element in 

the minuet, and produce the modern equivalent of those dance suites of Bach which 

we treat with as much seriousness as the sonatas of Beethoven."74 Weill is not a 

neoclassicist in Lambert's eyes because Lambert's definition of neoclassicism is 

restricted to the compositional enterprises of those figures he designates "time-

travelers." Yet through his vision of symphonic jazz, using Weill's music as paragon, 

Lambert outlines the aesthetic practice that embodies Weill's classicism: 

transformation of dance music analogous to that found in Bach or Haydn (or, 

particularly, in Weill and Mozart). That Lambert fails to (or is unwilling to) draw a 

connection between symphonic jazz – which he explicitly validates through 

eighteenth-century precedents – and neoclassicism reveals the extent to which his use 

of the term "neoclassicism" diverges from the one presented in this dissertation. 

 By suggesting modern musicians reenact the compositional process of 

eighteenth-century composers, Lambert invites his readers to consider new music that 

is topical, communally understood, and formally based on dance. He outlines a 
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neoclassical approach to writing new music and underscores the vestigial presence of 

dance in symphonic music. He writes, "We need not expect the symphonic jazz of the 

future to bear any more superficial resemblance to the foxtrot of the night club than 

the scherzi of Beethoven's symphonies did to the minuets of the eighteenth-century 

salon. We should remember that most of Richard Strauss's Elektra owes as great a 

debt to the rhythms of Johann Strauss as even Ravel's La Valse itself."75 We will see 

how this neoclassicism – even if he is not willing to call it that – transpires in his own 

compositions, and in Horoscope. 

Lambert on Nationalism 

 Symphonic jazz plays another important role in Lambert's assessment of 

modern music: it is, for Lambert, the only outlet for European composers to 

distinguish themselves between urban environments. He writes, "Nothing could show 

more subtle racial variations than the highbrow jazz of such composers as Milhaud, 

Kurt Weill, Copland, Schulhoff and 'Spike' Hughes. These subtle variations are a far 

more accurate symbol of the differences between the urban life of different countries 

than the highly coloured, exotic differentiation provided by folk song."76 Lambert 

shows little tolerance for modern attempts at musical nationalism, particularly when 

composers rely on folk materials. His argument against it is twofold. As Europe 

becomes more urbanized, the life experiences between nations (i.e. between cities) 

grow closer together. The folk experience, rooted in rural environment, is one 

estranged from the majority of citizens. Lambert writes that musical attempts to evoke 

nationalism "lack ... any genuine spiritual or social background" because "cities across 

countries and lifestyles are looking increasingly the same."77 Secondly, Lambert 
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considers folk song material at odds with Western harmony and large-scale forms. He 

claims that modern harmony does not work with modal folk tunes, and that the form 

of a folk song hinders the symphonic composer because it cannot develop.78 He 

discusses "the inherent struggle between national expression and symphonic form;" 

that "folk songs ... obstinately refuse to become links or component parts in the longer 

and more sweeping line demanded by the larger instrumental forms."79  The exception 

to this incongruity can be found for Lambert in the music of Jean Sibelius: a composer 

he would iconoclastically champion throughout his life. He writes, "[Sibelius] alone 

among modern composers has combined the national intensity of Mussorgsky's operas 

with the formal intensity of Beethoven's quartets."80 

 Nationalism as antithetical to form makes it, according to Lambert, 

irreconcilable with eighteenth-century classicism. He positions nationalism in music, 

not as harmonious with neoclassicism, but at odds with it. Unlike the nationalist 

classicism discussed in Chapter 1, here Lambert frames eighteenth-century homage as 

an internationalist gesture. "The present neo-classical revival in music," he writes, 

"has led not only to a revival of eighteenth-century formulas but to a revival of what 

we imagine eighteenth-century ideals to have been, and one of these is 

internationalism." 81  Lambert decouples neoclassicism's pairing with a nationalist 

agenda, offering an alternative to the nationalist classicism espoused by Cocteau and 

later reception history. 

 Of course Lambert himself must have had trouble identifying with a particular 

nation, given his family's intercontinental background. In his biography of Lambert, 

Shead writes, "Constant Lambert liked to call himself a Francophil English composer-
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conductor born to an Australian painter from St. Petersburg."82 His father moved back 

to Australia when he was a young boy, and though he never saw him again, the 

international estrangement must have made some mark on Lambert's sense of himself 

as a global citizen. Certainly his infatuation with and attention to American music 

(jazz) placed his aesthetics beyond the reach of any national boundary. After he left 

the Royal College of Music, his formative days as an emerging composer were spent, 

as we saw, in Paris, with Diaghilev, Nijinska, and the Ballets Russes.  He had little 

interest in cultivating specifically English sounding music. Within his general 

dismissal of folk material, he reserved a special level of contempt for English folk 

songs, which he particularly despised. In a transcript for his interview for In Search of 

Constant Lambert, Angus Morrison says, "[Lambert] was allergic to folk music I think 

and that side of English music."83 Lambert acknowledged that England's rich and 

historical arts scene owed more to outside influences than native material. He writes, 

"The strength of the English tradition in art is that it has always been open to fruitful 

foreign influences, which have been grafted on to the native plant without causing it to 

wither away."84 Thus, for Lambert, it was not incongruous for the Vic-Wells Ballet to 

be formed by Ballets Russes expatriates from Paris and Russia, and that his own 

musical presence would play a central role in the formation of a national project: 

modern English ballet.  

English Ballet 

 Just as Lambert emphasizes the history of foreign influences on English music, 

Ninette de Valois defines the Vic-Wells Ballet as English, irrespective of the fact that 

it was built by dancers who had left Paris after Diaghilev's death in 1929. Some of 
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these dancers and artists were originally born and raised in England, but had changed 

their names to make themselves sound foreign: Alicia Markova was born Lilian Alicia 

Marks, Anton Dolin was born Sydney Francis Patrick Chippendall Healey-Kay, and 

Valois herself was originally named Edris Stannus.  In her introduction to Gordon 

Anthony's collection of photographs from the Vic-Wells Ballet era, Valois writes, 

"That [English Ballet's] origin is foreign should not prove disturbing or illogical with 

regard to its present or future status in this country."85 She reveals that her project is, 

on some level, a nationalist one. She writes, "I find that 'English Ballet' is a preferable 

and more practicable term than 'Vic-Wells'."86 She also finds distinct advantages in the 

fledgling status of English ballet that would have an impact on its early choreographic 

aims. English ballet, having no history from which to emerge, did not face the same 

quandaries of evolution and reaction as other European ballet companies; by the time 

the Vic-Wells had been established, the radical overhauls to balletic conventions by 

the Ballets Russes had already happened. Valois explains the quiet and calm approach 

to establishing tradition for the Vic-Wells:  

"The life of the Vic-Wells Ballet has not been in any way a series of 
fireworks ... the most vital evolutionary work of the ballet had already 
come to a head during the first twenty-five years of this century ... 
therefore we, the English Ballet, could accept as our basis this newest 
evolution of an old tradition ... Having no tradition of our own  ... we 
had not the incentive ... to indulge in a wild revolutionary gesture of 
renunciation towards accepted conventions."87 
 

Valois's rhetoric, suggesting instantly established tradition, infers a nationalist agenda, 

and she was not the only one thinking in such terms. When Lilian Baylis died in 1937, 

homage paid to her manifested itself in fundraising for the Vic-Wells (now Sadler's 

Wells Ballet). The Duke of Kent spearheaded a campaign to raise money for what he 
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considered national arts institutions in England: "asking the public," as Alexander 

Bland notes in his biography of the Royal Ballet, "for help for 'the nearest thing to 

national drama, national opera, and national ballet that we yet posses'."88 

 The premiere of Horoscope the following year marked an important moment in 

the history of English ballet's emerging nationalism. Critics hailed Horoscope as a 

work of such importance that it unilaterally established England's place in the ballet 

world. Reporting for the Bystander on February 9, 1938, Arnold L. Haskell titled his 

review, "Where England Leads." In it, he writes, "With Horoscope, ballet, now truly 

indigenous in England, reaches a splendid maturity. It is no chauvinistic cry to add 

that both in creation and in creative method, in the Diaghileff sense, it leads the ballet 

world today."89 The title for the Evening Gazette's review from January 29, 1938 had a 

similar theme: "Putting us on the Map." Admitting "ballet in this country [England] 

has always been associated with Russia," this review credits Lambert and Horoscope 

with creating an English work that, "to balletomanes ... was the event of the season."90 

The reviewer writes, "Our advance into the realms of ballet is due largely to the Vic-

Wells Company. Constant Lambert ... has contributed in no small measure to the cult 

of the ballet."91 

Horoscope 

 Horoscope's premiere, conducted by the composer on January 27th, 1938, 

represented a national triumph for the fledgling, now-indigenous art form; its critical 

reception was overwhelmingly positive. Many reviews referred to the twenty curtain 

calls counted at the premiere.92 The Marylebone Chronicle writes, "All the enthusiasm 

lavished on Constant Lambert's and Frederick Ashton's new ballet, 'Horoscope,' at 
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Sadler's Wells, is every whit deserved."93  Despite what we know of Lambert's 

predominant hand in its conception, the work's accolades were garnered in the name of 

perfect collaboration. The Dancing Times called Horoscope a "ballet of special interest 

because composer, choreographer, and scenic artist have worked together to produce 

an artistic unity."94 "H.H. [Herbert Hughes]," writing for the Observer the following 

June, notes, "The whole ballet has the advantage of direct intention and practical 

collaboration between the composer and the choreographist."95 P.W. Manchester 

writes, "[Horoscope] was created in the ideal manner of choreographer, composer and 

designer working together," resulting in "an almost perfect unity."96 Haskell goes as 

far as to compare the collaboration to one by the Ballets Russes. It is as though the 

history of English ballet had made a complete circle, given Lambert's commission 

from Diaghilev in the 1920s and the dependence of early Vic-Wells personnel on 

expatriate dancers from the Parisian-Russian troupe. He writes, "Suddenly we were 

shown [in Horoscope] a work that represented a perfection of collaboration that we 

had not seen since Diaghilev: Lambert, Ashton, and Sophie Fedorovitch worked as 

one. How well the music recalls to us the memory of ... Fonteyn and Somes, striving 

to overcome the writings in the sky."97 

 Horoscope is an abstract story of star-crossed lovers: a young man and young 

woman whose temperaments – designated by the zodiac – are incompatible but whose 

shared sign, Gemini, brings them together. The plot is based on signs: individuals 

representing more general conflicts and universal experiences. In the original program 

and published piano score, Constant Lambert writes: 
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"When people are born they have the sun in one sign of the zodiac the 
moon in another. This ballet takes for its theme a man who has the sun 
in Leo and the moon in Gemini, and a woman who also has the moon 
in Gemini but whose sun is in Virgo. 
 The two opposed signs of Leo and Virgo, the one energetic and 
full-blooded, the other timid and sensitive, struggle to keep the man and 
woman apart. It is by their mutual sign, The Gemini, that they are 
brought together and by the moon that they are finally united."98 
 

Lambert had a niche interest in astrology, which he distilled into a simple theme for 

the purposes of the ballet. As much as Horoscope stresses themes of universality, it 

seems to have had specific and private meaning to both Lambert and Ashton.  Ashton, 

in In Search of Constant Lambert, suggests that Horoscope "reflects some of 

Lambert's personal interests" by saying that "[Lambert] had enormous interest in 

astrology, yes, he was tremendously interested in all that and he himself was born 

under Leo and therefore he brought ... his personal elements, I mean it had, underneath 

the story a great element, a private element to it which possibly gave it a certain kind 

of intensity in the conception of the whole thing."99  

 Ashton may have been referring to the fact that Lambert was experiencing 

first-hand the plight of a star-crossed lover, attempting to overcome the obstacles of 

fate and circumstance. Lambert was having an on-going affair with Margot Fonteyn, 

Valois's prima ballerina, to whom he dedicated the score for Horoscope. In the 

summer of 1937, Lambert and Ashton, along with Lambert's wife, Florence and son, 

Kip, stayed with Ashton's patroness, Alice von Hofmannsthal, in Austria. Their plan 

was to peacefully work on Horoscope. Florence, upon discovering that Ms. von 

Hofmannsthal was knowingly facilitating an affair between Fonteyn and her husband 

by offering them her gate cottage at Hanover Lodge for clandestine purposes, engaged 
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in a series of public tantrums against the hostess, to the point that Mr. von 

Hofmannsthal forcibly removed Lambert's wife from the house.100 Lambert stayed on 

to complete the ballet, in which Fonteyn was the star, on choreographic and personal 

levels.101  

 The ballet seems to also have had special, private meaning for Ashton. In his 

recent biography of Lambert, Stephen Lloyd observes that Michael Somes, the other 

lead dancer performing opposite Fonteyn, was "presently the center of Ashton's sexual 

desires" at the time of Horoscope.102 In his biography of the Royal Ballet, Bland 

writes that, in Horoscope, "Ashton concentrated on private rather than public 

tensions," and Mary Clarke, in her biography of the Sadler's Wells, likewise notes a 

more personal and sentimental approach: "The choreography was Ashton at his most 

felicitous and also his most moving; instead of being just smart or beguiling he was 

beginning to look into the heart of things."103 

 Vaughan's biography of Ashton suggests that the choreographer approached 

Horoscope with unprecedented concentration, and at times, nervousness. Vaughan 

writes,  

"According to Margaret Dale there was a general air of seriousness 
about the rehearsals of Horoscope, as though everyone knew that they 
were engaged in the creation of a major work of greater depth than 
anything Ashton had hitherto attempted. It was not altogether an easy 
ballet for him; the score presented some problems (he felt that the 
Saraband was rather static and repetitive) and also he found it difficult 
to portray the tension between the Leo and the Virgo characteristics in 
dance terms. To some extent it was embodied in the choreography for 
the corps de ballet, the men representing the followers of Leo and the 
women the followers of Virgo."104 
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Ashton's investment in the project paid off. Clarke calls Horoscope "one of Ashton's 

loveliest ballets," and Vaughan describes the premiere as "marking another milestone 

in Ashton's development and in the history of British ballet."105 Cyril Beaumont, in his 

biography of the Sadler's Wells Ballet, writes, "Horoscope is certainly one of Ashton's 

most poetic compositions."106  

 Horoscope, like both Les Biches and Die sieben Todsünden, is divided into 

nine movements. It is book-ended by calm, ethereal music: a static opening Prelude 

and a final nod to the celestial power of the Moon. In between unfolds a logical 

choreographic schematic of balletic conventions and hierarchies: two contrasting 

group dances for the corps de ballet, followed by variations for the two principals, 

another group dance, a waltz for two soloist men (presumably joined at some point by 

a female soloist), and finally the culminating pas de deux. The nine partitions were 

indicated in the original program as follows: 

 1. Prelude (Palindrome) 
 2. Dance for the followers of Leo 
 3. Saraband for the followers of Virgo 
 4. Variation for the Young Man 
 5. Variation for the Young Woman 
 6. Bacchanale 
 7. Valse for the Gemini (The Twins) 
 8. Pas de Deux 
 9. Invocation to the Moon and Finale 
 
It seems from eyewitness accounts that Ashton created a kind of theme and variations 

form in which the corps de ballet introduces the two contrasting moods (followers of 

Leo versus followers of Virgo) while the soloists, as individualized embodiments of 

these ideas, expand upon them. Ashton's choreographic design builds upon the 

contrast between Leo and Virgo, man and woman, and upon the contrast between 
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group and individual. Beaumont writes, "This simple story provides the framework for 

an essay in the manner of the modern symphonic ballet, the variations of the soloists 

being contrasted with choric movements and poses."  

 The roles of the Young Woman (under the sign of Virgo) and the Young Man 

(under the sign of Leo) were filled by two principal dancers: Margot Fonteyn, already 

a beloved figure at Sadler's Wells and, as previously noted, the score's dedicatee, and 

Michael Somes, who debuted in his first major role after rising from the company's 

school and corps de ballet ranks. Pamela May also appeared as the Moon: a 

dispassionate foil to the two lovers. Clarke writes, "Pamela May as the Moon was, by 

intentional contrast, cool and remote, subordinating all emotion to the clean lines of 

the dancing."107 May joins the twin Gemini (danced by Richard Ellis and Alan Carter) 

for a pas de trois, presumably in "Valse for the Gemini." See photograph below. 

 

3.2 Pamela May, Richard Ellis, and Alan Carter in Horoscope, 1938. Anthony 
Gordon, photographer 
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 Presumably it is here, in "Valse for the Gemini," before the pas de deux, that 

Ashton later transferred choreography into Monotones II: also a pas de trois with two 

men and one woman.108 Both Monotones II and May's character in Horoscope share 

lunar characteristics. As Alastair Macaulay writes for the New York Times in a review 

from 2009: 

 "Crescents and moons abound in Ashton's choreography ... Ashton's 
'white' pas de trois 'Monotones' (1965), which in part recycled the lost 
choreography for the Moon and Gemini in 'Horoscope,' is often and 
rightly referred to as lunar: its dancers, dressed in white and moving 
slowly, uncannily anticipated the look of the first men walking on the 
Moon, in 1969."109 
 

May recounts how her choreography was designed to make her body look like the 

shape of a moon: "in [Horoscope] all I had to do was try and make my body into a 

moon. Every arabesque had to be with a curved leg at the back, and arm fairly high, in 

line with your head."110 As Macaulay mentions, this celestial motif permeates Ashton's 

oeuvre. Sibley Antoinette, who premiered the role of Titania in Ashton's ballet, The 

Dream (1964), describes this moon-shape in the choreography for her own part – "a 

rond de jambe with the left leg finishing again in an arabesque" that Ashton "wanted 

moon-shaped."111 In a lecture-demonstration for Following Sir Fred's Steps – Ashton's 

Legacy, Antoinette mentions that Ashton used a similar position for May in 

Horoscope, where "the body needed to be forward, with a slightly bent arabesque line 

and a rounded arm line with the palm of the hand towards the face."112 The body 

position that Antoinette describes can be seen in still photographs of May. 
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3.3 Pamela May as the Moon in Horoscope. A. Gordon, photographer 

 As Bland writes, "Pamela May made a special success of the serene part of the 

Moon."113 However, Somes, as an emerging young dancer, garnered the most attention 

from the press. The correspondent from the Nottingham Journal titled their review 

"New Ballet Star," writing, "Michael Somes ... has become a star in an evening."114 

The Evening Standard header announced, "20-Year-Old Dancer Gets First Big 

Chance," calling Somes "a very promising 20-year-old product of the Wells's own 

school."115 He garnered particular attention, like Nijinsky, for his jumps and leaps. 

Bland describes him as "a promising dancer with a fine presence and a handsome 

jump."116 Tangye Lean, reporting for the New Chronicle, refers to Somes' "elevation 

and vigour."117 But to others, Somes appeared undeveloped for the lead role in 

Horoscope. The Dancing Times reports, "Somes [is] not quite sufficiently finished in 

his technique to do this role."118 The Sitter Out echoed this sentiment, writing that "at 
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present [Somes] is scarcely finished enough in his technique to do full credit to the 

leading role that has been entrusted to him."119 Vaughan alludes to Somes' technical 

deficiencies, as Ashton changed his choreographic approach to work with the less 

experienced dancer. Vaughan writes, "The variation Ashton made for [Somes] was 

rather different from the kind of dance Ashton had been making for his male soloists ... 

Somes was still young and comparatively unfledged, and Ashton used this somewhat 

raw quality, as of tremendous energy as yet unchannelled."120 

 Fonteyn, already established as Ashton's prima ballerina, was unanimously 

praised for her performance in Horoscope. In a rare because unfavorable review of the 

production by J.H.M for the Manchester Guardian, the author writes, "The bright spot 

of the evening – and it was a very bright one – was the way the ballet was danced ... 

Margot Fonteyn (Virgo) danced more brilliantly – in the real sense of the word – than 

one has seen her do before."121 Reporting for the Evening News, "W. McN." writes, 

"Margo Fonteyn, as usual, adorned whatever she did as the Young Girl under 

Virgo."122  Reporting for Lady, one critic claims, "Miss Margo Fonteyn is everything 

that we can expect of one who may hereafter lay claim to being the greatest ballerina 

of the age."123  

 Despite praise for her individual performance, Fonteyn appears in critical 

reception to have outmatched, or out-danced her choreography in terms of technical 

and emotional content. The Western Morning News writes, "Miss Margo Fonteyn 

danced the young girl with grace and artistry, but she has not been too well served by 

the choreographer."124 Likewise, while the Times found the dances for Somes "finely 

imaginative in their characterization of a vigorous personality," "his partner, Miss 
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Margot Fonteyn, is less well served by the choreographer. Her variation seemed trivial 

and lacked just the character of sensitiveness that it is apparently supposed to 

represent."125 Fonteyn's variation ("Variation for the Young Woman"; movement 5) is 

recurrently cited as a point of weakness in Horoscope. Dyneley Hussey, writing for 

the Spectator, echoes this disappointment but with a reasoned qualification: "It is, of 

course, far more difficult to make the negative qualities of timidity [Fonteyn's Virgo] 

and sensitiveness interesting than to handle effectively the positive full-blooded 

energy of the leonine young man [Somes' Leo]."126 Vaughan, for his part, qualifies 

that Fonteyn's choreography is insufficient in her variation, but satisfying in the 

subsequent pas de deux. He writes, "Only Fonteyn's variation was less felicitous – The 

Times found it 'trivial' and lacking 'the character of sensitiveness it was supposed to 

represent'. But there was – again – a lovely pas de deux, with the lovers' interlocking 

attitudes; they ended in an embrace on the floor."127  

 

3.4 Margot Fonteyn and Michael Somes in Bystander, February 9, 1938 
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These gestures of partnership left lasting impressions on the audience. In a review 

titled, "Happy Lunacy in a Brilliant New Ballet," critic "P.B." describes this particular 

bit of Ashton's choreography for Fonteyn and Somes, writing,  

"The dancing included one surprising novelty, which, since it has no 
name, may be christened the Fonteyn Slide. This accomplished young 
dancer slithers feet first across the stage, and as she falls full-length 
her partner cups a hand and neatly catches her by the nape of the neck. 
That brilliant and breath-taking moment, one fancies, will be copied in 
many ballets."128 

 
 Ashton's use of iconic imagery is exemplified in his choreography for the 

corps de ballet. His apparent struggles with the choreography for the individual 

soloists and their representations of contrasting temperaments were counterbalanced 

by his success with the group dancing. G.K.'s Weekly writes, "The choreography 

(Frederick Ashton) is based upon group forms usually successful but depriving the 

principals (Michael Somes, Margo Fonteyn) of opportunities which ... tend to heighten 

the interest."129 In his biography of the Sadler's Wells Ballet, Cyril Beaumont notes, 

"The characters of the Young Woman and the Young Man," while "well sustained by 

Margot Fonteyn ... and Michael Somes," are "not too clearly defined in the 

choreography."130 However, Beaumont admits, "The movements and dances of the 

opposing groups are well varied and co-ordinated and achieve a genuine lyric quality, 

while some of the poses are charming."131 

 For dance critics, the real advancement made by Ashton in Horoscope was his 

choreography for the corps de ballet, using visually appealing groupings and tableaux. 

Evans admits that Ashton's "finely composed groupings are good to look upon."132 

Haskell makes a special point to compliment Ashton's corps de ballet, describing it as 
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"architectural in the best sense of the word."133 The Western Morning News writes, "It 

is the patterns and the groupings which are the ballet's chief delight."134 The Dancing 

Times presents the corps de ballet's contribution as synecdoche, calling Horoscope "a 

ballet of groups and designs – Ashton in his happiest mood."135 As Bland notes, "The 

handling of the corps de ballet marked a new maturity in Ashton's style."136 

 A particularly striking moment is the final tableau at the end of the ballet. The 

Sunday Times writes, "The figures [that the Horoscope] suggests – enterprising for the 

male Companions of Leo, yielding for the female Companions of Virgo – are 

punctuated with very effective groupings, to which the final pyramid forms a true 

climax."137 The Islington Gazette concurs: "The effective grouping by the corps de 

ballet makes an entrancing finale."138  

 

3.5 An Impression from the Wings of the Final Tableau in Bystander, February 9, 
1938 
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In his biography, Vaughan suggests, "The end of the whole ballet, the piling up of the 

dancers into a massive architectural group, reflected the continuing influence of 

Nijinska."139 This comparison points to Ashton's penchant for abstract ballet, and an 

aversion, akin to that displayed by Nijinska, toward narrative. Horoscope is by no 

means plot-less, but its narrative is a skeletal, universalized one, stripped of concrete 

detail. Ashton received criticism for not fully investing in balletic narration. In his 

unfavorable review for the Manchester Guardian, J.H.M. writes, "A sympathetic 

reader of "Horoscope" could possibly say that it failed in the difficult – not to say 

impossible – task of striking a mean between an abstract and dramatic ballet."140 This 

criticism may derive less from dramaturgical ideology than from Ashton's working 

process. Comparing Ashton's free flowing process against the disciplined, 

"intellectual" methodology of a choreographer like Ninette de Valois, Vaughan notes 

that Ashton had trouble focusing on the narrative trajectory of an entire ballet. He 

writes, "[Ashton] has always relied to a great extent on intuition, for better or for 

worse ... Telling a story was never [Ashton's] main concern."141  

 Dramatic incongruities and incoherence are reflected in a more localized sense 

through Ashton's presentation of contrasting schools of dance. In his gestural 

vocabulary, Ashton creates a neoclassical dichotomy between the upper and lower part 

of the body. Critics complained that Ashton's dancers enacted classical steps with new 

and modern ports de bras. They found the disparity off-putting and counterproductive 

to the work's narrative scope. Again using the choreography for Fonteyn as an 

example, the critic for the Sunday Times writes, "The angular movements imposed 
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upon Virgo (none other than Margo Fonteyn) seem at odds with the character 

otherwise devised for her."142 Tangye Lean writes, "The choreography showed strong 

Massine influence in the arms and a classical tendency in the bodies; the two did not 

always join up. And tricks and set pieces failed to atone for this lack of emotional 

coherence."143 In J.H.M.'s review for the Manchester Guardian, the author writes, 

"Another worrying thing was to find Ashton making his dancers express powerful 

emotion by the mating of Central European arms with classical legs – an awkward 

union." 144  Choreographically, Horoscope seems to bridge the divide between 

Nijinska's evolving classicism and Tilly Losch's Ausdruckstanz, integrating contrast 

and juxtaposition into a quasi-abstract, quasi-dramatic ballet.   

The Music of Horoscope 

 Certainly much of Horoscope's success can be attributed to Ashton's growing 

maturity as a choreographer, Fedorovitch's muted but evocative sets and hand-dyed 

costumes, and Margot Fonteyn's emerging star power. 145  However, the ballet's 

triumphant premiere and reception were mostly attributed directly to Lambert. The 

Liverpool Daily Post titled its review of the ballet "Music to Success." "It is generally 

agreed by the critics to-day," the reviewer stated, "that the brilliant success at Sadler's 

Wells last night of the new ballet 'Horoscope' – it seemed that curtain calls would 

never end, and I see that one statistician counted twenty – was fully due in its proper 

degree to Mr. Constant Lambert's music." 146  In his review for the Manchester 

Guardian, J.H.M. admits, "The composer had done better than the choreographer."147 

As described in G.K.'s Weekly, "The vigorous assault which Lambert led from the 

orchestra was a fine piece of work if it rather over dominated the dance."148   
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 After the sets, costumes, orchestral parts and score were left behind in Holland 

in 1940, only two performances revived excerpts of Horoscope's choreography. Both 

performances used a single movement from the ballet. On July 24, 1970, Vyvyan 

Lorrayne performed the solo for the Moon for the Royal Ballet's tribute to Sir 

Frederick Ashton at the Royal Opera House, and on October 13, 1972, Ballet for All 

gave a performance that featured the Young Man's variation at the Spa Pavilion, 

Felixstowe.  

 While the full ballet's production history ends in 1940, Lambert continued to 

perform music from Horoscope as a concert suite for the rest of his career.149 The 

orchestral suite for Horoscope was first heard at the Prom in Queens Hall on August 8, 

1938, with Lambert conducting. 150  The published piano score indicates which 

movements Lambert recommended for concert use. It says, "The composer 

recommends as a concert suite the following selection of movements: II, III, VII, VI, 

IX (duration twenty-five minutes)."151 This presentation of the music eliminates the 

opening Prelude, the two variations for the soloists, and their pas de deux, thereby 

retaining all music for group dancing. When Lambert performed this suite, however, it 

seems the selection of movements was less clear. His concert version performances of 

Horoscope were contracted through the BBC Orchestra.  Internal memos and contracts 

elucidate the negotiations between him and the BBC: concert and recording dates, 

fees, rehearsal times, and a sense of ambiguity over which parts of the ballet would 

actually be performed. 152  When pressed to supply the exact movements and 

instrumentation for the August 8th, 1938 performance, Lambert's handwritten reply to 
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W.W. Thompson, the concert manager of the BBC, stated: "Suite from the ballet 

'Horoscope' is all that is necessary."153  

 We know from BBC correspondence that Lambert continued to perform his 

suite from Horoscope. According to letters and contracts, the following performances 

took place with Lambert conducting the BBC Orchestra: 

 Queens Hall: 8 August 1938 
 17 January 1941, "Music of Britain" series broadcast to include thirteen-minute 
version of Horoscope 
 Colston Hall, 1:15 PM, 14 February 1941 (Three movements only: Dance for 
the followers of Leo; Waltz for the Gemini; Invocation to the Moon and Finale) 
 18 May 1945 ("British Ballet Music" recording for Overseas Services) 
 13 July 1945 
 Royal Albert Hall: 7:30 PM, 9 August 1948 
 Promenade Concert: 11 August 1951  
 
These performances span the final decade of Lambert's conducting career and life, and 

suggest the desire from both audiences and the composer to have the music from 

Horoscope played. The mix of live concertizing and radio recording and broadcasting 

required certain flexibility in terms of musical structure, and we see that Lambert 

presented Horoscope in different ways and with different lengths. However, the 

music, following the dance, would fall into neglect after Lambert's death. The first 

commercial recording of the complete ballet was not released until 2004, with Barry 

Wordsworth conducting the BBC Orchestra. 

Musical Analysis 

 Having explored Horoscope's production history and reception along with 

Lambert's biography and aesthetic preferences, I now turn to an analysis of the 

musical score. I make note of choreographic details when they are available but 

concentrate primarily on ways in which details of this particular score support 
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Lambert's brand of neoclassicism: the sublimation of jazz aesthetics into instrumental 

form, coupled with a penchant for antiquated devices. For this analysis, I refer to 

several sources: Lambert's published piano reduction of the full ballet from 1938, the 

full score of his orchestral suite, published in 1939, and an autograph copy of the full 

score, which dates from 1937-1938, that I obtained through the Oxford University 

Press Music Department. This autograph copy gives insight into Lambert's 

orchestration for the full ballet, with the exception of "Valse of the Gemini," which is 

not included. This copy also appears to have been used by Lambert when conducting 

the ballet and early versions of the concert suite. The meter changes are marked with 

large numbers to indicate changes in beats: an additional annotation that would only 

be needed and used by a conductor. This score also includes rehearsal markings, 

which I cite from time to time. I continue to refer to critical reviews from the ballet's 

premiere, as well as still photographs, to capture fully the intersections between music, 

dance, and neoclassicism.  

Prelude 

This movement is music alone, with a drop curtain at the front of the stage. 

 Almost every critic who reviewed the premiere of Horoscope mentioned the 

same striking aspect of the ballet: that its opening movement takes the form of a 

palindrome and can be performed the same backwards as forwards. It is clear from 

concert announcements that this device was known to audiences before they saw the 

premiere. In its announcement of the concert, "First Production of 'Horoscope'," the 

Islington Gazette made light of the palindrome by writing, "The composer, who will 

himself conduct the work, has promised to tell the orchestra at each performance 
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which way up he has his score."154  The London Theater correspondent for the 

Evening Chronicle echoed this humor, titling their announcement, "Music Orchestra 

Might Play Upside Down," and writing, "It is even said that Mr. Lambert had to mark 

the score 'top' and 'bottom' so that the orchestra would not play it upside down."155 The 

palindrome immediately became a media hook to get people to the performance. 

 However, despite its early publicity, the palindrome did not receive the same 

warm reception as the rest of the ballet. For some, the gesture seemed too academic. 

Author "E.E." (presumably Edwin Evans), writing for the Evening Chronicle, suggests 

it does not matter that Constant Lambert, "no doubt at some trouble to himself, has 

cast his prelude in the form of a palindrome, for nobody would have noticed it without 

being told, and some of those who were told did not know what a palindrome was."156 

The Sunday Times writes, "The temptation to 'go mathematical' must have been 

insidious. The Prelude is none the better for being a palindrome."157  

 Critics described the palindrome variously with rhetoric spanning the 

mathematical, antiquated, and occult, sometimes as a conflation. Lambert himself 

perpetuated the palindrome's association with the occult by telling Humphrey Searle 

that the melody was dictated to him by a dead composer: Bernard van Dieren, who 

passed away in April, 1936.158 Other aspects of Lambert's biography suggest an 

interest in the occult. In the manuscript for the biography he never completed, Angus 

Morrison reproduces an undated letter that Lambert wrote as a boy to a certain Mrs. 

Travers Smith, who professed an ability to communicate with the dead, requesting that 

she interview Oscar Wilde.159 It seems his fixation with the past continued throughout 

his lifetime, though in a less earnest and more lighthearted manner. In the transcript of 
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his interview for In Search of Constant Lambert, Michael Aryton says, "[Lambert] had 

no regard for the occult or magic except in so far as it seemed to him to provide for 

comedy."160 

 That the palindrome signifies a link to a musical past is evinced by the 

composer's own claims, and by critics who attended the premiere. The Bridlington 

Free Press comments, "Musical ingenuity like this is no new experiment. Mozart did 

it to pass the time. A Cambridge Chess Blue was an expert in it."161 Others framed the 

palindrome more directly as homage to earlier composers. Edwin Evans, writing for 

Time and Tide on February 5, 1938, writes, "[Lambert's] Prelude ... can be played 

backwards or forwards. This kind of dexterity was much cultivated in the days of the 

Flemish polyphonists. It was a quaint idea of Lambert's to revive it, and I expect he 

had some good fun in writing it."162  

 In his article on Constant Lambert for British Music of Our Time, Hubert Foss 

uses the Horoscope palindrome as evidence of Lambert's obsession with past forms 

and music of the past and his way of integrating them within musical and staged works 

that bear his own personal stamp. Foss writes,  

"Anyone less archaistic or antiquarian than Lambert it would be hard to 
find; what he takes from the spirit of the past, he transforms into the 
idiom of the present, that idiom so personally and unmistakably his 
own. A good case in point is the ballet Horoscope. It was conceived 
symphonically, yet as a ballet. The absoluteness of the music is seen in 
the fact that one movement is a palindrome – that is, it may be read 
backwards or forwards. Yet the stage picture is needed for 
completeness of realisation, and it is not without significance that the 
printed cover is adorned with a design by Edmund Dulac, the whole 
cover being Lambert's own invention."163 
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 The palindrome is a neoclassical topic serving as a foil against Lambert's lush, 

romantic orchestration. A writer for the Daily Telegraph who asserts that Horoscope 

"is in the Noel Coward sense definitely romantic," qualifies this categorization by 

admitting he/she has not heard the Overture, which "may have some symbolical 

significance." 164  The author writes, "Possibly when played backwards [the 

palindrome] is [Lambert's] envoi to an earlier manner."165 This author was not alone in 

feeling the palindrome was somehow separate from the rest of the work. In another 

review, the Times reports, "After a Prelude which is one of those exercises in pattern 

that can be played backwards or forwards – and might be played upside down, for all 

that it mattered – the music abandoned such sterile devices for vigorous melody and 

stirring rhythm."166 

 The Prelude certainly does contrast with the rest of the ballet. It is comprised 

entirely of quarter notes, with the exception of the last three held chords. The resulting 

monotony, compounded by non-directional harmony (a sequence of non-functional 

triads, seventh chords and ninth chords) and a single dynamic (sempre piano), evokes 

a sense of stasis and stagnation. This stillness, when compared to the rest of the score's 

kinetic quality (the Sunday Times describes the score's "bold and striking melodies and 

instigating rhythms. Real music for dancing – somewhat vociferous in its 

expression."), fits the atmosphere of the moment; this is the only movement without 

dancing.167 Despite the Prelude's languid, non-functional harmonic progressions, 

the veneer of musical phrasing exists through the melodic line. Though the underlying 

chords vary, a pattern emerges where the combination of notes in the top voice forms 

a melodic phrase every two bars and is repeated once with the same pitches, albeit 
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with enharmonic spelling. This gives the music a local sense of direction and 

resolution, as the melodic ambitus moves up and down with somewhat balanced 

contour, without aligning itself to tonal chords or goals. As Hoehn observes in his 

dissertation with reference to the score more generally, "Music in Horoscope sounds 

major but doesn't have a tonal center."168 Even with these phrase partitions, however, 

this music is not goal-oriented. Contributing to the sense of uncomfortable suspension 

is the prevalence of parallel motion, with only a few instances of contrary motion (see, 

for example, the bass line against the melody in measure 20).  

 Deviations from the Prelude's two-bar phrase pattern are found in the final 

chord or two chords of the repeated phrase, which act as pick-ups and dovetail into the 

subsequent phrase. These pick-ups are reinforced as the beginnings of a new idea by 

aligning with changes in instrumentation. The movement begins with strings alone, 

introducing woodwinds in the pick-up to the fifth measure: the beginning of the 

second phrase. The distinct woodwind timbres – bassoon and oboe – give each phrase 

unique character to break up the monotony.  

 The partition of the phrase structure into two bars, repeated, is disrupted in 

measure thirteen, at the midpoint of the palindrome. Here the symmetry of the melodic 

ambitus and its accompaniment bass line is the most overt, the instrumentation the 

thickest, and the sense of stasis most palpable. In the following measure, however, the 

two-bar phrasing continues until the concluding held chords. The first of these is the 

final part of the palindrome, spelled identically to the opening chord (see the 

antepenultimate measure). The following chord is the same, but spelled differently, 

articulated by muted horns and harp. The final chord, now ppp, takes the outliers of 
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the original – C-flat and B-flat – and pits them against each other in a narrowly spaced 

interval. The lasting dissonance of this uncomfortably unresolved minor second carries 

us into the subsequent, contrasting movement, and the opening of the balletic drama.  

 
3.1 Final five measures of "Prelude," from Horoscope 

 
Dance for the Followers of Leo 

In this movement, the male corps de ballet members dance energetically with the Young Man. 
They represent the strength and vigor of the Sign Leo through group and solo dancing.  

 
 Following the stillness of the palindromic prelude – a musical overture – the 

dancers come to life for the first time in "Dance for the followers of Leo." From 

Vaughan's biography of Ashton we can imagine how this movement begins. Vaughan 

writes, "The ballet began with a 'frozen' tableau of Somes standing isolated against a 

background of the male corps, his arms in a demi-seconde position, fists clinched, 

head tilted slightly back in his characteristic way: on a musical cue, all broke into 

movement, Somes turning his head and his fists this way and that."169 Though 

focusing on the figure of Somes, Vaughan also describes the "turbulent dances for the 

corps."170  

 This is indeed music for dancing. Here in "Dance for the Followers of Leo" we 

find Lambert's most obvious example of rhythmic vitality and ingenuity. Rhythm, 

indeed, was singled out by critics as the primary attraction to the Horoscope score. 

Evans writes, "Lambert's music is ingenious, especially in its rhythms, but without 
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flaunting its ingenuity. It is tuneful and has vigorous climaxes."171 Even so, this 

movement begins quietly, with a repeated bass line in the violas, full of mounting 

anticipation. The curtain has not risen yet; the dancers are out of sight. We can 

imagine suspense as Somes and the other men wait, frozen, for their musical cue. The 

minor second (B-flat and C-flat) that concludes (though does not resolve) the Prelude 

continues into the opening of "Dance for the followers of Leo," with the two tones 

juxtaposed next to one another in the viola section's introductory ostinato. Horoscope 

may not have a tonal center, but its pitch content thus far provides continuity between 

movements.   

 From the beginning of this movement, the music is all about rhythm. The 

violas pound out syncopated sixteenth notes, alternating with eighths, while the 

bassoons and cellos enter, marked marcato, with the jazzy, syncopated theme: three 

sixteenth-note pick-ups followed by a short sequence of dotted rhythms whose phrase 

trajectory leads to the third beat of the bar, where the eighth note ties over to 

emphasize the off-beat. This theme repeats (which I refer to as the "dotted rhythm 

theme"), now through a crescendo, culminating in the orchestra's forte variant, where 

the off-beat of beat two is emphasized through an accent, tied through the next down 

beat (see m. 6 and 7). This syncopation is augmented in the following, fortissimo 

measure, where the peak of the melodic ambitus falls on the fourth beat, tied over the 

down beat and then arrives two measures later on a higher register (and fortissimo) 

version of the original ostinato. We are off to the races at this point; and, given the 

orchestra's lush, shimmering sound, perhaps somewhere close to Hollywood.  
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 This more emphatic version of the ostinato marks an arrival point in the 

movement. Now distilled to a single pitch, E-flat, screaming in the violins, trumpets 

and xylophone, it does not bear the same conflict and uncertainty of the minor second. 

Moreover, as two whole-note chords enter on top of it, there is the following 

indication in the piano reduction score: "CURTAIN." Here it appears the curtain rises 

and we see the dancers for the first time. Lambert continues to repeat the opening 

theme, now expanded through passages of continuous sixteenth notes. This dotted-

rhythm theme material is interrupted by interjections of a second, syncopated idea 

lasting a single measure. In these interjections (what I refer to as the "interjection 

theme"), the prevalence of accented offbeats is denser, thus the syncopation more 

compressed and intense (see m. 18, 20, 29, 31, 118, 120, 141, and 142). This 

syncopation bleeds into other thematic material in this first section, juxtaposed with a 

more expansive triplet theme (what I refer to as the "triplet theme"), usually played by 

the brass, which accents the second beat of the measure and anticipates the 

movement's contrasting middle section. 

 
3.2a "Dotted rhythm theme" in "Dance for the Followers of Leo," m. 5-6 

 
3.2b "Interruption theme" in "Dance for the Followers of Leo," m. 17-18 
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3.2c "Triplet theme" in "Dance for the Followers of Leo," m. 21-22 

 The presentation and convergence of these three themes (dotted rhythm, 

interjection, and triplet) comprise the first section of the movement (what I refer to as 

Part A). The movement has its own, quasi-palindromic form, if not as strictly 

symmetrical as the Prelude. From Part A emerges a contrasting section (Part B), which 

retains offbeat syncopations but with more lyricism (see m. 59). The texture is clearer 

here – violins and woodwinds, with sparkling percussion, including tambourine and 

castanets, evoke exotic topics (I refer to this material as the "Spanish theme"). The 

opening ostinato (on E-flat) provides a transition from this foreign soundscape to the 

middle section. A timpani roll on G creates a pedal on which a series of dominant 

seventh chords rest, finally pulling us firmly to C major (see transition into m. 94). 

Here, in the middle section, "SOLO FOR YOUNG MAN" is written in the piano 

reduction. Whether this section ended up being music for Somes alone is unclear; in 

the autograph score, Lambert writes the same instruction but it is crossed out. 

Regardless, the music in this section, now in the tonality of C major, changes 

completely. This section is all about melody, carried heroically by the French horn and 

cello sections (a timbral pairing used by Strauss for the opening of Ein Heldenleben). 

Masculinity is distilled to its essence, and is made manifest timbrally through the brass. 

Beat two is emphasized with an accent (as premeditated by the "triplet theme" accent), 

and dotted rhythms and syncopations still permeate. It is the tonal modulation, 

underscored by the timbral shift to a single instrument group, that makes this section 
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(Part C) feel distinct. From here, Lambert's themes appear in reverse.  First, the 

"Spanish theme" recurs in m. 101, and finally we have reached a kind of recapitulation 

in m. 115 with the return of the dotted-rhythm theme. 

 This movement has a tonal trajectory of sorts. By the first fortissimo ostinato, 

the opening establishes E-flat major as a central key area, thanks in particular to the 

triads that accompany the curtain's rising (E-flat and then C minor). Modal mixture 

between E-flat and C minor pervade. The dominant chords leading into Part C act as a 

perfect authentic cadence from G major into C major. With the restoration of the 

opening themes, C minor is the main key area, but Lambert surprises us at the end 

with a final coda, beginning in m. 136. Here the music is now fff, and the various 

themes introduced coalesce. The interjection theme and dotted-rhythm theme are 

transformed into accompaniment ostinati (see m. 141-142 and 145-146, respectively). 

Moving into m. 145, Lambert resolves firmly to C major, the dotted-rhythm theme 

now serving the purpose of underscoring the pitches C and G (I and V). With a 

resolute sequence of dominant and tonic chords to rival the conclusion of a Beethoven 

symphony, Lambert tells us without hesitation that the conclusion is C major. Given 

the large-scale tonal trajectory of the movement as primarily engrossed in C minor, 

this gesture serves as a Picardy third.  

Saraband for the Followers of Virgo 

In this movement, the female corps de ballet members dance placidly with the Young Woman. 
They represent the gentle introversion of the Sign Virgo through group and solo dancing.  

 
 The topic of "Dance for the followers of Leo" is rhythm. The rhythmic 

material expresses vigour and strength, conforming to the celestial topic of Leo as hot-

blooded and energetic. It also aligns with the movement's display of masculinity, 
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conveyed through Lambert's timbral choices, which favor brass and percussion. For 

the subsequent movement, "Saraband for the Followers of Virgo," masculine topics 

turn to feminine ones. The instrumentation is pastoral – primarily strings and 

woodwinds – and the music slow and expressive, with a marking of Andante 

espressivo. The musical language, betraying the influence of Parisian neoclassical 

composers from the 1920s, is clearer and simpler than the preceding movement. 

Hubert Foss compares the two movements thus: "The Dance for the followers of Leo 

shows Lambert at his most rhythmic, the vigorous Lambert who produced the 

excitations of Rio Grande and the 'Brawles' in Summer's Last Will and Testament. In 

the following Saraband for the Followers of Virgo we meet the limpid quality, so rare 

in modern music, that marked his earlier ballets."172 Lloyd also frames this movement 

as a retrospective gesture by Lambert to his earlier career; the Saraband, he writes, 

"reflect[s] Pomona in its cool classical lines."173 

 Though not formally constructed as a sarabande, Lambert's music harkens 

back to music of an earlier time through a reduced, simpler orchestration, and retains 

the affect of the Baroque dance through its signature metric gestures. The movement's 

title similarly bespeaks an essentially Baroque sensibility. The sarabande, which 

originated in the New World and Spain, has had a long and varied history. Originally 

considered "exotic" and sensual when imported to Italy as a fast, sexual dance, it was 

later "tamed" by the French during the Baroque period to become a slower, triple-

meter, and elegantly highbrow embodiment of courtly ritual – its lasting manifestation. 

Critical to this identity are three things: slow, basic harmonic rhythm, regular eight-bar 

phrases, and often an emphasis on the second beat of either the first or second measure. 
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This final feature, which varies considerably in its compositional realization, gives the 

sarabande its signature, lilting feel. The unmistakable iambic quality is essential to the 

stylized sarabande’s rhythmic and gestural identity, deriving from its kinetic vestiges 

as social dance. 

 Lambert's "Saraband" is not in binary form; in fact its formal structure is more 

akin to a Minuet, with a first section followed by a section marked "Trio," followed by 

the recapitulation of the first material (albeit via a wayward modulation before 

returning to the movement's original key). As with the middle section of "Dance for 

the followers of Leo," this trio section is designed to contrast with the outer sections 

by being marked as a solo for the Young Woman, though this instruction appears in 

the piano reduction score, not in the autograph score.  

 In Lambert's "Saraband," an emphasis on beat two permeates the movement, 

appearing in two-bar sequences in the consequent response of the main theme (see 

measures 5-6, 21-22, 37-38, 53-54, 69-70, 85-86, 101-102). 

 
3.3 Consequent phrase in "Saraband," m. 4-6 

 
 The theme recurs throughout the movement, carried by alternating woodwind solos 

and upper strings, and modulating to remote keys, generally moving by half step. The 

theme is an eight-bar phrase, partitioned into two four-bar sections. The melody and 

its accompaniment move in a shared, high register (in the melody's first iterations, 
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violins and violas only), in keeping with the orchestration's thinner texture. As the 

violas move in contrary motion through a step-wise descent, the melody reaches up to 

peak on the third beat of measures 1 and 3, followed in each subsequent measure by an 

ornamented fall, maintaining a nicely balanced ambitus (thus forming a two-bar 

sequence that is repeated, with dynamic swells reinforcing the melodic shape). The 

consequent portion of the phrase, the second four bars, feature the sarabande emphasis 

of beat two, now with a melodic sequence repeating every measure instead of every 

two bars. The harmonic turning point is the downbeat of the seventh measure: a fully 

diminished seventh chord on B, functioning as a point of tension which resolves, in 

the following measure, to C major, thus concluding the phrase (see measures 7 and 8).  

 The emphasis on beat two occurs in two other places. After the second idea 

(beginning in measure 9) and a reprise of the first theme (see measure 17), Lambert 

introduces new material, having resolved the harmony to E-flat major (see measure 

24). Here, beginning at measure 25, he introduces a third idea that features the 

following motive: a quarter note followed by a dotted quarter note and an eighth note, 

in which the emphasis falls on the second beat of the measure. This rhythmic motive 

guides the third theme for eight bars, and also recurs after the middle section (see m. 

89-96). The theme is harmonically estranged from its context and hangs over 

evocative ninth chords; the harmonic and orchestral color recall the music of Ravel 

and the same motive is used by Ravel in the solo violin passage of "Le jardin féerique" 

from Ma mère l'oye (suite), as well as the middle section of his Pavane pour une 

infante défunte. (I therefore refer to this motive as the "Ravel theme".) 
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3.4 "Ravel theme" in "Saraband," m. 23-32 

 
      

3.5 Ravel, "Le jardin feerique," from Ma mère l'oye, Rehearsal 2 
 
 The final instance when the metric emphasis falls on beat two occurs in the 

final four measures of the movement. Having returned to the first theme in its original 

key (see measure 97), Lambert diverts from his eight-bar phrase pattern to introduce a 

coda. Beginning with a sequence of dotted-rhythms, he uses four measures of hemiola 

to shift the sense of meter (suddenly music notated as having three beats per measure 

is grouped to sound like it has only two beats per measure). Coming out of this metric 
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displacement, Lambert winds down with increasing note values, progressing from 

moving eighth notes to quarter notes, and finally holding a C major chord (see 

measure 113). Following this resolution, the final four measures recall the "Ravel 

theme" motive: a dotted-rhythm with the emphasis falling on beat two. As a kind of 

postlude and synthesis of the first theme and the "Ravel theme," these last four bars 

distill the thematic content of the movement into a paradigmatic incarnation of the 

sarabande ideal: the iambic lilt.  

 
3.6 Final six measures of "Saraband." 

 
Variation for the Man 

In this movement, the Young Man dances alone, reprising and expanding upon the gestures 
and affects of the Sign Leo seen in "Dance for the Followers of Leo."  

 
 Masculine and military topics return in "Variation for the Man," with full 

orchestra led by brass and percussion. The opening horn call is interrupted by two-

note timpani interjections and trumpets in a cascading fanfare. With the horn accent on 

beat three and the trumpet rhythm leading to beat one, the metric fabric is comprised 

of conflicting rhythmic ideas and a constantly shifting beat, which apparently required 

a variety of beat patterns. Lambert indicates in his autograph score to begin 

conducting in "quick 3, then 1." The opening phrase (Part A) is grouped into two four-

bar units, repeating the call and response among the brass. The rhythms, particularly 

the dotted motif in the trumpets, recall ideas from "Dance for the Followers of Leo." It 
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is as if the horns picked up right where they left off in the "heroic" middle section of 

that movement.  

 The tambourine enters in measure 9 (Rehearsal A), giving the orchestral 

texture a military topic as the tutti ensemble strikes three fortissimo chords over two 

bars, forming a hemiola. The hemiola constitutes the first part of the subsequent 

phrase and will be repeated two bars later and throughout the short movement (see 

measures 9-10, 13-14, 33-34, 37-38, and 50-51). These hemiolas contribute to the 

movement's metric instability and can be found, not just in the fortissimo chords but 

also in the consequent part of the phrase (see m. 15-16). The phrase marked with 

hemiola fortissimo chords (Part B) bookends the next section, which is comprised of 

sixteen bars and modulates like a mini development section (Part C). This section is 

more lyrical, with sustained strings, but still is punctuated by a loud, energetic beat 

pattern in the snare drum (two eighth notes followed by two quarter notes). This 

material, along with the hemiola chords, borrow from the first waltz in Ravel's Valses 

nobles et sentimentales 

 This movement is structured as a palindrome with a coda tagged onto the end. 

The opening material, followed by the hemiola chord section, the middle section, and 

then again the hemiola chord section, returns in its original key (see m. 41) and 

proceeds until the fortissimo chords deviate from their original rhythm and move 

repetitively through a crescendo into a final iteration of the horn theme, now played by 

the trombones (see m. 58-61). The structure is thus A-B-C-B-A-coda. "Variation for 

the Man" lasts only sixty-five measures and comprises less than a minute of the ballet, 

moving through a fast, "Allegro pesante," 3/4 meter. However, the complexity of the 
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orchestral writing, as in "Dance for the Followers of Leo," illustrates a reviewer's 

comical observation in a 1938 review: "The composer has decided never to write any 

more fast music. Three weeks of midnight toil on the score of 'Horoscope,' says 

Lambert, produced just enough music for three-and-a-half minutes of ballet."174 

Variation for the Woman 

In this movement, the Young Woman dances alone, reprising and expanding upon the gestures 
and affects of the Sign Virgo seen in "Dance for the Followers of Virgo."  

 
 The movement of Horoscope that, as we have seen, so infamously dissatisfied 

audiences choreographically – namely, Fonteyn's solo – features some of Lambert's 

most poignant and expressive use of solo instrumental writing. "Variation for the 

Woman" is a placid and sweet companion to the "Saraband," utilizing almost 

exclusively strings and woodwind writing and moving gently through an "Andante" 

tempo. The movement is carried by solo oboe and solo violin atop a muted, pastoral 

texture. The prevalence of the oboe is so great that Lambert, in his autograph score, 

periodically writes in ossia flute parts to be played "only ... if passage is too difficult 

for hautboy [oboe]."  

 "Variation for the Woman" has an ABA structure. The first section, "Andante 

molto espressivo," is in a slow 4/4. Lambert marks his autograph score "in 4" with a 

metronome marking of quarter note equals 64-70 bpm. For the accompaniment, the 

string section (senza basses) play sustained quarter notes on the off beats; though 

playing in unison with mutes (Lambert marks con sordino), the strings offer an 

understated, syncopated pulse. This helps gravitate the otherwise otherworldly 

melodic line: a single oboe. Sustaining through long, tied notes, with a combination of 

eighth notes and eighth-note and quarter-note triplets, all underneath long slurs, the 
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melody is rhythmically and metrically amorphous. This gives the music a sense of 

evocative improvisation and experimental expression.  

 However, we already know this melody: it is a transposed version of the same 

oboe melody that introduces the Trio section of "Saraband for the Followers of Virgo" 

(see m. 41-44 of that movement). Dynamic swells exaggerate the melodic line as the 

oboe moves up and down. Flute joins for the sixteenth notes in the fourth measure, the 

two instruments moving in parallel thirds. Though this texture is brief and the oboe 

continues alone, its melody is interrupted by a counter idea from the solo violin in the 

seventh measure (Rehearsal A). This violin line, which Lambert specifies to be played 

on the G string with vibrato (perhaps suggesting that the con sordino tutti string parts 

should be played with thin color), provides a rich melodic line that coexists as an 

equal but whose warm timbre contrasts against the oboe's pure and piercing sound. 

The two move in contrary motion – the violin rising up as the oboe falls down in the 

first measure. The violin's entrance is emphasized by a mezzo forte marking, whereas 

the oboe stays in piano, with a gradual crescendo. Clarinets, horn, bassoon and solo 

viola also enter, but the textural foreground is a dialogue passed between the two 

soloists until the passage winds down through a rallentando and gradual distillation of 

motive to rhythm. (See the horn line one measure before Rehearsal B, as the muted 

horns play the same syncopated, repeated notes as the opening strings, tying into a set 

of triplet eighth notes to transition into the next section.) 

 The middle section, titled "Allegretto piacevole," provides a lilting contrast 

with its 6/8 meter (which Lambert annotates in his autograph score to be conducted "in 

2"). Describing this section as "siciliana-like," Lloyd implicitly invests the music with 
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pastoral topics and connects it to other twentieth-century incarnations of the genre 

such as Stravinsky's "Serenata" from Pulcinella.175 A signature feature of the siciliana 

is dotted rhythm, which occurs for the entirety of this section's melody. The melody is 

carried, as in the first section, by a variety of woodwind soloists and solo violin.  

 Tutti strings, con sordino, introduce the dotted theme in its first full incarnation, 

bolstered by solo flute. In the fourth measure, the solo violin takes over in a similar 

fashion to its entrance in the first section. The oboe enters at first as a counter line of 

sustained, dotted quarter notes, but then joins the solo violin, along with the flute, in 

the melody (see Rehearsal C). The phrasing is governed by melodic line, not by the 

harmony, which behaves more idiosyncratically. The repetition of the theme maintains 

variety through instrumentation. A dialogue emerges between flute and violin, 

supported by harmonies in the horns, reaching a cadence, mid-measure (with help 

from the harp), on D-flat major (see one measure before Rehearsal D). What follows is 

an exchange between oboe and flute, passing back and forth a truncated version of the 

theme: two pick-up eighth notes followed by a half-measure of the dotted motive (see 

Rehearsal D). The violin has the final say, mimicking the woodwind pick-up notes and 

repeating them as a way of pivoting back to the original material. 

 When the first section returns, it unfolds almost exactly as originally stated in 

the opening, except all the pitches are raised by a half step. Instead of a solo violin 

interjection for the second part of the phrase, Lambert gives the melody to the entire 

section, though keeps the subsequent viola solo intact. This tutti iteration gives a sense 

of finality and conclusion to the counter-theme, as we hear it for the last time. The 

music sighs to its conclusion, resolving unexpectedly on C major for the final chord.  
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Bacchanale 

In this movement, the men and women of the corps de ballet dance together. This movement 
serves as a development section for the ballet's dramatic arc, as the musical and 

choreographic excitement increases and presumably the Young Man and the Young Woman 
are introduced.   

 
 Marked "Allegro barbaro" in the autograph score and "Allegro" in the piano 

reduction, Lambert's "Bacchanale" is the fastest movement of the ballet and comprises 

rhythmic motives from "Dance for the Followers of Leo" and "Variation for the Man." 

Indeed, in the piano-reduction score, this movement is tied thematically to the other 

two with the explicit subtitle: "For the Followers of Leo." Utilizing the full forces of 

the orchestra, this movement was apparently also the most vivid and colorful on stage. 

Describing the scenery and costumes, Arnold Haskell observed that the ballet's design 

was entirely in shades of grey, with the exception of the "Bacchanale." Here, 

"introduced by the brass, the hot coloured costumes mix like the devouring flames of a 

prairie fire with the pale, moonlit costumes already on the stage."176 It is hard to 

imagine these flamboyant costumes were worn exclusively by the men, but rather that 

this movement mixed the sexes. This is corroborated in the music, as Lambert also 

borrows from the women's sarabande motive, presented in diminution. 

 The undulating chromaticism of the rapid, opening sixteenth notes recalls the 

furious string transition in the finale of Stravinsky's Firebird; the notes are 

atmospheric and gestural as the orchestra builds to fortissimo by the sixth measure. 

This fast-note introductory passage marks the beginning of the first section (Part A), 

as well as its return (Part A'; see m. 101), and the drawn-out coda (see m. 158), which 

gradually recedes from fff to pianissimo over the course of thirty measures. At Part A', 

the return is fff from the beginning, and while it uses the same pitches and motivic 
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pattern as the opening, the meter has shifted from 4/4 to 6/4; therefore the tutti chords 

that fall on each down beat sound metrically displaced. The tempo also changes here 

so that the preceding eighth note now equals the quarter note; the aural affect is the 

same, but on paper the music looks strikingly transmuted. 

 
3.7a Opening measures of "Bacchanale" 

 
3.7b Part A' of "Bacchanale," m. 101-104 

 
 Part A, after the introduction (beginning in m. 6) combines two themes from 

"Dance for the followers of Leo." The first four measures (m. 6-9) comprise the same 

music, transposed, as the consequent phrase of the earlier movement's middle section: 

the heroic, syncopated theme following the horn and cello passage (see m. 78-91 in 

"Dance for the followers of Leo"). Immediately following, the "Bacchanale" switches 

to another syncopated motive, where the second eighth note of beat two is accented 

and tied over into beat three (see m. 10-11). This motive also derives from "Dance for 

the followers of Leo" and also constitutes the rhythmic make up of the movement's 

"Spanish theme" (see m. 6-7 and then m. 59 in "Dance for the followers of Leo"). The 

subsequent sequence of triplets, played by the trumpets, is a distillation of the brass 

triplet passage in "Dance for the followers of Leo," following the aforementioned 
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heroic, syncopated theme (see m. 15-17 in "Bacchanale" and m. 86-89 in "Dance for 

the Followers of Leo"). The "Bacchanale" rendition of the heroic, syncopated theme 

returns, as well as material that recalls the dotted rhythmic passages from earlier 

movements (see m. 23). Dotted rhythms, triplets, and syncopations emphasizing the 

second eighth note of beat two coalesce for the remainder of the section, until the 

introductory sixteenth notes return, the music modulates, switches to 3/4, and is taken 

over by an ostinato (see m. 40). Therefore, one can consider the entire Part A as a 

rearrangement of select themes from "Dance for the Followers of Leo."  

 Part B provides harmonic, metric, and thematic contrast. As "Dance for the 

Followers of Leo" had a "Spanish theme," here the combination of a dotted-rhythm 

ostinato, alternating meters, woodwinds solos, and the colorful timbral presence of 

tambourine, castanets, and maraca create an exotic alternative to the brassy, fanfare 

opening. Lambert's alternating between 3/4 and 4/4 meters (see m. 43-48) can be seen 

as an expanded and inverted version of the two-bar transition in "Dance for the 

Followers of Leo" which uses the same syncopated theme in the 4/4 bar, and a variant 

of the rhythmic make-up of the 3/4 bar (see m. 125-126 in "Dance for the Followers of 

Leo"). Indeed, as much as Part B contrasts with Part A, many of the same syncopated 

ideas recur. Thematically, however, what sticks out about this "exotic" passage in the 

"Bacchanale, " with its triplet theme in the 3/4 measures, is its resemblance to 

"Alborada del gracioso" from Ravel's Miroirs. While Foss describes Lambert's 

"Bacchanale" as "riotous but without any external reference – an orgy of plain 

rhythmic sound," I would argue that the references to other movements in the ballet, 
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and to other composers, repurpose rhythmic sound into topics of gender, sexuality, and 

exoticism.177 

 The return of the opening material, Part A' (see m. 101), restores the 

movement's opening pitches and harmony, but through a more unstable rhythmic 

frame. Here Lambert introduces for the first time in the movement the sarabande 

motive from "Dance for the Followers of Virgo" (prompting one to wonder whether 

women joined in the dance at this point). This motive, identified by an accented dotted 

quarter note on beat 2, followed by an eighth note, prevails throughout the remainder 

of Part A' (see m. 108, 110, 116-120, 122-124, 126, 128, 130, 134, 138-143), until the 

B section returns with the 3/4 ostinato (see m. 144). Interspersed among the iterations 

of the sarabande motive are brass triplets, now offset and displaced from the downbeat 

(see m. 112-115). 

 
3.8$Sarabande$motive$in$"Bacchanale,"$Part$A'$(m.$138<141)$

 
 The return of Part B is brief – fourteen measures – as the orchestra, arriving in 

E major, reverts to screaming sixteenth notes to begin the coda and the long descent 

into rhythmic and dynamic calm (see m. 158). Here, Lambert begins to deconstruct the 

sixteenth-note motive through accents that shift, each measure, by one eighth-beat. In 

m. 160, the accent falls on the final eighth note, in m. 161, the penultimate, in m. 162, 

the antepenultimate, etc (see m. 161-165). Finally, the "exotic" triplet figure, so 

reminiscent of Ravel, is submerged into the bass line and through repetition allows the 
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music to unwind, until we hear the syncopated melody from m. 6 one last time, spelled 

out in an augmentation by the double bass section, playing pizzicato (see m. 180-183). 

This thematic recollection provides a nostalgic (or exhausted) sense of symmetry, and 

finally the basses resolve to form the root of an A major chord.  

Valse for the Gemini 

This movement features the two male Gemini, who help bring the Young Man and the Young 
Woman together. Presumably this movement also features the Moon, who dances a pas de 

trois with the Gemini.  
 

 Lambert's "Valse for the Gemini" is musically the most straightforward 

movement of Horoscope, drawing on the long, danced tradition of the waltz. The 

movement stays in 3/4 throughout, the only metric disturbance being a thematic 

hemiola that at times creates a duple cross-rhythm. It is certainly the easiest music to 

listen to, conforming to a traditional dance topic and building from the "light music" 

traditions of dance halls and operetta (perhaps it is here that Lambert demonstrates his 

affection for the music of a composer like Kurt Weill). Foss notes the distinctiveness 

of Lambert's waltz from the rest of Horoscope, and its allegiance, not so much to the 

dramaturgical scope the ballet, but to an idealized integration of popular music into art 

music. In "Valse for the Gemini," he writes,  

"Another side of Lambert shows – the conductor who ... had a fine taste 
in, and a wide knowledge of, 'popular' music at its best, whether that 
best be Sousa or Strauss, Offenbach or Ellington ... Lambert loved 
music and wanted it to be likeable without diminishing its skill or 
lasting value. The Valse, so admirably wrought, is a melody that clings, 
but has a strong basis of imaginative construction; it is no catchpenny 
whistler's tune."178 

 
 The melody derives from the sarabande motive in "Dance for the Followers of 

Virgo": an accented dotted quarter note on beat two, followed by an eighth, in 
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sequence (see m. 9-10). The absence of a downbeat in the first two measures of the 

theme gives the music a breathy, excited feeling, and strengthens the pull of the 

downbeat, which we feel so strongly from the bar-by-bar harmonic rhythm of the bass. 

This motive has the same rhythmic profile as the opening theme of Ravel's La Valse, 

but with an inverted melodic ambitus. The two measures that follow form a hemiola; 

thus, in the most elemental presentation of the movement's thematic material, a duple 

meter cross-rhythm is in play, augmented by the dynamic crescendo to the melodic 

highpoint, falling down to complete the first part of the phrase  (see m. 11-12). A 

consequent phrase answers with the same repetition of the motive and hemiola, this 

time resolving on B major as opposed to a dominant seventh (see m. 17-24). The 

theme is introduced through this balanced, symmetrical, sixteen-bar phrasing. 

 The waltz begins and ends in C minor, with the opening bass line oscillating 

clearly between C and G. In this eight-bar introduction, the first half is bass line alone, 

while the second half introduces interjections on beats two and three by the upper 

strings (playing pizzicato) and legato woodwind eighth notes. This introductory 

material re-emerges throughout the movement in different keys, pivoting the harmonic 

changes (see m. 25-28, 41-44, 57-64, 145-148, 163-166, 179-183, 195-202), preparing 

the recapitulation in measure 203, and finally, as the movement winds down, an 

extended example from measures 231-246. There is a false recapitulation in m. 105; as 

a forte arrival of the theme, it seems like a climatic moment. However, it appears in 

the wrong key and is not prepared by the introductory accompaniment; when this 

introductory section recurs in full in m. 195-202, we finally return to C minor, the 

orchestra now playing the theme fortissimo. 
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 Two other themes recur throughout the movement. One is a sweeping, lyrical 

melody, usually introduced by a solo woodwind (first oboe, then clarinet), and 

answered by the dramatic sweep of the violins, propelled by a crescendo and 

accompanied by snare drum (see m. 20-40, for example). The other theme is a series 

of sustained brass chords over an extended six-bar hemiola (see m. 81-86), which also 

provides the thematic material for a brass climax at m. 97, as well as a culminating, 

Tchaikovsky-like sequence of escalating repetitions after the recapitulation, signaling 

that the movement is reaching its conclusion (see m. 213-230).  

 Snare drum and brass may seem out of place in what is otherwise a lyrical 

waltz. These timbral signifiers generally accompany tropes of masculinity, therefore 

anomalous in this musical topic and context. However, while the musical form of the 

waltz is straightforward, its choreographic counterpart and place in the balletic 

dramaturgy is not. This waltz is designed, not for a heterosexual couple, but rather for 

the two male Gemini, danced by Richard Ellis and Alan Carter. These timbral oddities 

may account for the waltz's unconventional use choreographically, in terms of 

gendered portrayals and relationships. Based on photographs and accounts, it seems 

this movement is also more than a duet: at some point Pamela May joins the Gemini 

for a pas de trois.179 The conventional couple's dance does not occur until the next 

movement, when Fonteyn and Somes finally dance together: the pas de deux.   

Pas de Deux 

This movement, in which Young Man and the Young Woman dance together in a romantic pas 
de deux, structured by an opening Adagio, a lighter variation section, and a culminating 

return of the main theme. While the pas de deux brings the principal dancers together, they 
exit separately. Its minor key suggests the continuation of conflict, to be resolved in the 

following movement.  
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 At the beginning of the pas de deux, Lambert marks the score "Adagio 

amoroso (non troppo lento)," as if to be absolutely clear about the romantic 

relationship between the male and female soloists. The movement's form, emotional 

trajectory, and instrumental build-up subscribe to a fairly standardized formula for a 

romantic-era pas de deux adagio. Lambert introduces a slow, first section in the strings 

and woodwinds, shifts to a breathier, more energetic middle section (see Rehearsal C), 

and then returns to the opening theme (see Rehearsal D), supported through climaxes 

by lower brass, harp flourishes, and percussion. We see the same schema in 

Tchaikovsky ballets; for example, The Nutcracker and Sleeping Beauty, when, after a 

middle interlude, the theme returns but is made emotionally grander by the fuller 

orchestration and expansive tempos, carried by the brass. Lambert gives an additional 

nod to Tchaikovsky through his use of solo instrumental voices. In the middle section 

(Rehearsal C), the oboe reprises its melody from the opening of "Variation for the 

Woman." The oboe is then answered by the tutti cello section and horns in a counter 

theme that, for the cellos, extends into their high register. Tchaikovsky uses solo oboe 

for the melody in his pas de deux for Sleeping Beauty, and famously features the cello 

section in its high tessitura for the pas de deux's theme in The Nutcracker. These 

timbres constitute the heart of romantic ballet. 

 Where Lambert diverges from our aural expectations for a pas de deux adagio 

is in modality. His pas de deux begins in C minor, with a dark, sinister texture of 

arpeggiated C minor and F minor chords in the cello section. Underneath, the bassoons 

and double basses hold a C pedal for the first eight measures of the movement. The 

muted horns also provide minimal harmonic accompaniment in the first four 
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measures. Lambert marks the 2/2 meter in his autograph score "Steady 2," in order to 

keep the music moving, not plodding, as it would be if it were conducted with four 

quarter notes per measure. When the melody enters in the fifth measure, played by 

violins and clarinets, the music is in C minor but quickly begins to modulate. This 

harmonic turbulence and mutability owes in part to the melody's lack of pulse; 

beginning with three-beat groupings in a quadruplet meter, the melody rises 

independently of pulse – as though improvised; legato and sostenuto throughout. 

Propelled by swells and crescendos, with instrument groups weaving in and out, this 

first section theme is one continuous phrase. Not until it resolves once more to C 

minor does the music take a breath (see eight measures before Rehearsal C, when the 

horns and violins resolve their suspension from D to C and the bass line returns to a C 

minor arpeggio in the following measure). The return of the opening, accompaniment 

figure – arpeggios with slow-moving harmonies – signals the conclusion of this first 

section as we transition to the contrasting middle theme. 

 The middle section introduces a completely different texture: breathy staccato 

sixteenth notes alternating between flutes and upper strings, continuous with rests 

interjected on the first sixteenth-beat of each measure. The missing downbeats propel 

the subsequent sixteenths and excite the pulse (now conducted in 4, as Lambert 

specifies). While the section starts from C minor, Lambert quickly introduces a new 

color and mood by using the original key as a pivot to E-flat major. The sound world 

he creates is the most comparable to the music of Sibelius in all of Horoscope. The 

harp's prominently strummed chords, along with the woodwind accompaniment, 

provide an ethereal instrumentation akin to those heard in romantic pas de deux. 
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Though this section feels, overall, more uplifting, Lambert shifts the material back and 

forth between major and minor. Because the oboe solo reprises the melody from the 

female variation, Fonteyn likely featured prominently in this section, which, with its 

faster moving notes, probably contained more footwork and fewer languid extensions, 

penchés and promenades. The cellos and horns respond to the oboe with a syncopated 

and chromatically rising countermelody. The conversation continues, alternating every 

two measures. This time the oboe melody is taken up by the clarinet, which is again 

answered by cellos and horns. The sixteenth notes wind down through harmonic 

progression and a diminuendo over the course of three measures, leading into the 

return of the first thematic material.  

 This reprisal of the first section is made clear by the return of the arpeggiated 

bass line and the return to C minor. The melody itself is now more regular than its 

original incarnation: a melodic sequence divided into four-bar phrases with clear two-

bar antecedents and consequents. This repetition of the phrase – stated four times – 

escalates with a dynamic increase to mezzo forte and finally a crescendo into poco 

forte (see the 3/2 bar, one measure before Rehearsal E). Arriving on the key change at 

Rehearsal E (a B minor chord resolving to C minor), the music remains sequential, but 

with a motive compressed to two measures instead of four. We hear the dotted rhythm 

from the sarabande, but here it is repurposed to firmly emphasize the downbeats and 

the buildup of bar-by-bar harmonic progress. As the sequence proceeds, the pitches 

increase until finally we arrive on a true climax: a fortissimo B-flat minor chord (see 

Rehearsal F), whose harbingers include the lower brass entrance and gradual 

crescendo four measures leading into it. At this arrival moment, the timpani rolls on 
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B-flat, and two measures later (now fff) we hear a dramatic, chromatic flourish from 

the harp. We can easily imagine a choreographic climax – probably a lift – to visually 

complement such an acoustical highpoint. What this highpoint sets us up for, however, 

comes later: Lambert's arrival on B-flat major, the key that concludes the movement 

(see Rehearsal G). Finally, at the very end of the pas de deux, we firmly arrive in a 

major key. The timpani plays a slow, dotted rhythm in its ostinato: a triumphant 

variant of the more frenetic ostinati heard earlier in the ballet. The orchestration, filled 

by percussion and brass, attains a climatic build-up and firm resolution, in keeping 

with the pas de deux's culminating tradition.   

 Usually, when the lead ballerina and danseur finally come together for a pas de 

deux – the climax of the ballet, drama is either resolved or suspended. This is reflected 

in the music, as famous nineteenth-century pas de deux – for example, The 

Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty, Swan Lake, and Giselle – are all presented in major 

keys. Lambert's music, however, does not arrive in a stable, major key until the end of 

the movement.180 This reinforces the dramatic conflict of star-crossed lovers, whose 

union is not assured until after they have danced together. Even after the pas de deux, 

we know the pair was meant to exit separately, based on Vaughan's description of its 

ending and an anecdote from when it went awry. Vaughan describes "a lovely pas de 

deux, with the lovers' interlocking attitudes; they ended in an embrace on the floor – at 

one performance Somes's shirt got hooked to Fonteyn's costume and they had to 

improvise an exit together; Ashton, thinking they had wilfully changed the 

choreography, was furious."181 The drama thus continues into the final movement, and 

still the music hints at melancholy and discord. Lloyd observes, "The ballet ends 
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quietly, with a hint of the passions being ultimately unresolved rather than fulfilled, 

despite the leading characters being 'finally united.'"182 By casting aside the formulaic 

triumph of the grand pas de deux the musical and choreographic elements of 

Horoscope dramatize modern love rather than enact caricatured convention. 

Invocation to the Moon and Final Tableau 

This movement features the Moon and her attendants. Men and women from the corps de 
ballet join, as well as the Young Man and the Young Woman. The movement culminates in a 

final tableau through which the lovers are finally united, literally supported by the community. 
 

 The final movement of Horoscope combines choreography for the Moon, her 

attendants, the corps de ballet, and the two lovers, culminating in the ballet's famous 

Nijinskian final tableau. Though diverse in terms of choreographic personnel, this 

movement is almost entirely monothematic: a single melodic idea, first introduced by 

solo violin (see five measures after Rehearsal B, marked "Andante tranquillo") and 

answered by solo cello (see Rehearsal C), carries the entire movement, which slowly 

builds in orchestral texture and dynamic and then recedes in conclusion, resolving on a 

series of quiet, E-flat major chords. Vaughan claims that it was Ashton who came up 

with this melody for the final movement and gave it to Lambert.183 Whoever its 

author, the theme is a simple, two-bar statement, rising and falling with step-wise 

motion, like an ornament of a single tone. Its incessant repetition, compounded by 

Lambert's use of flautando, tremolo strings, muted horns, and harp glissandi, creates a 

mystical atmosphere analogous to Fedorovitch's celestial sets, described by Vaughan 

as "motif of clouds in a monochrome sky, with the lighting suggesting the cool grey of 

moonlight."184 
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3.9 Violin solo in "Invocation to the Moon and Final Tableau," five measures 

after Rehearsal B (m. 24-25) 
 
 Marked "Andante misterioso," this movement begins with a rising four-note 

figure, repeated on the same pitches three times (the third version with sixteenth notes 

instead of eighth notes, leading to new material). This four-note motive is a transposed 

replica of the four notes that open the first violin solo in "Variation for the Woman" 

(see m. 7 of that movement). Instead of violin, here the motive is presented by 

woodwinds: first by oboe and English horn, then clarinets, and finally flute and 

bassoon. Each iteration has its own distinct timbral quality. The next instrument group 

entrance is in the strings, which move through quarter notes in contrary motion by 

step, playing ppp with tremolo bowing. Lambert emphasizes his desired atmospheric 

tone quality by hand-marking "flautando" in the score (see Rehearsal A). Next, horns 

hold an A minor chord, con sordino, while the timpani plays soft triplets underneath, 

oscillating between A and E. The woodwinds pick up the aimlessly chromatic quarter-

note figure previously heard in the strings, and finally the strings reenter, con sordino, 

with held half notes. Through a series of half steps and whole steps (the bass and 

soprano line moving as perfect mirror images to one another in contrary motion), the 

strings' sound subsides to pianissimo and bring us to the "Andante tranquillo," where a 

non-functional transition into E-flat major marks the beginning of the main thematic 

material.  
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 At "Andante tranquillo," the meter shifts to 12/8. In the piano score, the meter 

shifts every bar between 12/8 and 6/4, whereas in the autograph score Lambert simply 

adds 6/4 in parentheticals. The coexistence of 12/8 and 6/4 serves the melodic line, 

which moves in quarter notes. The accompaniment is clearly organized in triplet 

groupings of oscillating neighbor tones, though the 12/8 bars correspond to measures 

with four distinct slurs whereas the 6/4 bars only have two slurs per bar. Though 

Lambert does not distinguish these measures metrically in his autograph score, the 

slurs remain, and he makes a special note "to Conductor" that "the quavers [eighth 

notes] must be exactly equal but accented according to the phrase-marks: Beat the 1st 

beat of [Rehearsal] B in 4 then conduct in 2." After the first two measures of this 

introduction, the music feels like it is in two: the harmonic rhythm proceeds by dotted 

half note. The two-beat pulse becomes even clearer when the violin solo enters in the 

fifth measure with its two-bar theme. The solo cello answers, but the tutti cellos 

interject, tagging on an additional two bars, whose dotted-motive derives directly in its 

shape and rhythm (the intervals are slightly altered) from the siciliana middle section 

of "Variation for the Woman" (see 3-4 measures after Rehearsal C and 5-6 measures – 

now in bassoon and violas – after Rehearsal D in "Invocation to the Moon," as 

compared with Rehearsal B in "Variation for the Woman"). After the violin-cello 

dialogue, cello and bass sections, now in mezzo forte, take up the melody and are 

echoed by horns for the last four measures before Rehearsal E. Here, the 

accompaniment texture, which has gradually been increasing, becomes more complex, 

and we hit a major arrival point, marked "amoroso e legato." 
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 At "amoroso e legato," the violin section and flutes take over the melody, 

which has turned from dialogue into an escalating but asymmetric phrase, alternating a 

three-bar version of the theme with a four-bar one. Harp arpeggios, a dotted motive in 

the clarinet accompaniment, pizzicato eighth notes in the cellos, and oscillating 

sixteenth notes in the violas add to the emerging lush texture. Oboe, English horn, and 

clarinets join the violins for the melody as the passage begins to crescendo. The theme 

reverts to a four-bar sequence of its two-bar form, beginning at Rehearsal F, and then 

is taken over one last time by its asymmetrical variant, whose entrance is signaled by a 

subito piano (see Rehearsal G). Seven measures later, the music shifts to "Poco più 

mosso," where the motive's melodic ambitus is inverted (now beginning with a rising 

step instead of a lowered one), and moves sequentially upward via alternating 

augmented and whole steps every two measures. The second half of the second 

measure introduces a new, snappier rhythm – two descending eighth notes followed by 

a sixteenth-note rest and a staccato sixteenth note, adding to the music's sense of 

increased motion and urgency.    

 Making a crescendo to fortissimo, the music arrives on a C major chord 

(prepared by accented eighth notes which Lambert indicates as "Allargando" in the 

autograph score) at Rehearsal I. Here, Lambert unleashes the full force of his 

percussion – timpani roll, gong, compounded by a rising harp glissando – as the rest 

of the orchestra sustains trills and tremolo. Utilizing more brass and percussion, 

sempre fortissimo, the following interlude recalls the triplet figures and syncopated 

gestures from "Dance for the followers of Leo" (see six measures after Rehearsal I, 

when the second half of beat 2 is tied into beat three, in comparison to m. 6 in the 
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earlier movement). Cymbal crashes and lower brass interjections provoke the music to 

culminate toward its climax within the context of the movement, but also summon 

masculine topics from the ballet's preceding, more energetic and rhythmic segments.   

 When, eight measures later, the theme returns in its final and climatic form, 

carried by the horns, violas and cellos, the dynamic actually pulls back from fff to a 

single forte (see Rehearsal K). The harmonic rhythmic now moves more slowly – 

changing once each measure on the bar line – from B major to F# minor and onwards. 

After two measures, the horns yield to the violins and woodwinds, who echo the 

theme with a subito piano, making a crescendo to forte over the course of four 

measures. Now, at Rehearsal L, horns, woodwinds, and strings play the theme 

together, building in dynamic with an accented duple meter. Lambert inserts a 6/4 bar 

to stretch out this final moment of harmonic and orchestral tension (see one measure 

before Rehearsal M). To emphasize the music's sense of resistance and elasticity he 

writes "Rallentando" in the autograph score. Finally, the orchestra, playing fff, resolves 

to its final destination: E-flat major (see Rehearsal M). One presumes that in this 

moment, from which no further conflict ensues, the dancers form their iconic tableau. 

The music gradually fades through motivic fragments, all supported by the E-flat 

pedal, until all that remains is a muted horn chord, strings in ppp, and two final 

harmonics in the harp and two solo violins, all spelling the same harmonious E-flat 

conclusion.    

 Lambert's score for Horoscope may not engage tonality in a consistent manner, 

but functional harmonies appear locally through tonic-dominant relationships, 

particularly in cadences. Also, as suggested by the bass lines at the end of movements, 
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the underlying harmonic motion often falls, in classical fashion, from V to I after a 

held note. In terms of key-area, the ballet is governed broadly by E-flat major and C 

minor. It begins and ends in E-flat major, but mostly centers on the relative minor. 

Several movements conclude with a resolution to C major, which, as mentioned, when 

contextualized in this C minor schema functions as a Picardy third (see "Dance for the 

Followers of Leo," "Saraband for the Followers of Virgo," "Variation for the Young 

Man," and "Variation for the Young Woman"). Therefore, in terms of local harmonic 

function, much of Horoscope behaves classically and pre-classically. However, its 

large-scale trajectory and organization, both in terms of key area and thematic inter-

borrowing, betray the influence of the nineteenth century. This ballet is far from a 

collection of discrete dances, but rather a production of Romantic music's progression 

toward tonal and motivic unity and cohesion.  

Conclusion 

 Constant Lambert was a multifaceted, eclectic figure, whose work reflects the 

wide variety of influences that he absorbed as a conductor, composer, and writer. As 

the foregoing descriptive analysis has shown, the score of Horoscope reveals manifest 

inconsistencies between his musical proclamations via Music Ho! and his own 

compositional practice. Composers for whom Lambert the writer holds contempt – 

Ravel and Stravinsky – are alluded to throughout Horoscope, especially Ravel. His 

objection that neoclassical composers divorce melody from its tonal underpinnings is 

called into question by his own tendency to present balanced, tonally based melodies, 

but then to subvert them with non-functional harmony. The intertextuality and self-

referencing that occurs within Horoscope, as well as its large-scale, if superficial, 
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tonal schema, suggest neo-Romantic compositional priorities that are aided and 

abetted by the composer's use of full orchestration. Yet Lambert is equally, if not more, 

studied in classical and pre-classical tropes, using classical phrasing, ABA forms, 

antiquated dance forms (the sarabande and siciliana), Picardy thirds, and of course the 

humor of Flemish polyphonists in his opening palindrome. His neoclassicism is made 

manifest by his integration of popular dance forms and rhythms – syncopations 

deriving from jazz – into a large-scale artwork. And the many annotations in his 

autograph score reveal his insight as a conductor and music director: the invisible yet 

constant presence guiding the musical formation of modern British ballet.  

 Horoscope had a short life, but an important one. As Lambert's most successful 

original ballet score, it represents the intersection of his musical work as a conductor, 

composer, and thinker, and creates a window into understanding the ways in which he 

assimilated and integrated the many trends of interwar modernism. As a collaborative 

project between Lambert, Ashton and Fedorovitch, Horoscope was an 

interdisciplinary venture in the vein of interwar period Ballets Russes productions, but 

at the latest possible hour: the shadow of Hitler was looming, and of course it was the 

German invasion of Holland that put an end to Horoscope's staged history. As a lost 

piece of a greater puzzle, as repertoire of the Sadler's Wells Ballet, Horoscope 

represents an integral case study in understanding the relatively recent emergence of 

England's traditional and renowned company, The Royal Ballet.  

 In Horoscope, one encounters a struggle between dramaturgy and abstraction, 

a struggle faced by both the choreographer and the composer. Lambert uses motivic 

references and gendered timbral topics to propel a narrative that presents conflict 
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between the sexes and their opposing temperaments. Yet Lambert, as we see in Music 

Ho! and his own composition, was skeptical about music's representational abilities; 

what he presents in Horoscope are musical segments contained and governed by their 

own abstract form. Ashton, too, seems caught between story-telling, classical structure, 

and the influence of Nijinska. We see from critical reviews that the choreography's 

strength materializes through his architectural blocking and designs for the group 

dances. What remains of Horsocope's choreography are iconic signs and stills: the 

crescent moon shape of Pamela May's arabesque, Fonteyn and Somes with 

interlocking attitudes, and the final tableau. Distilled into the conceptual presentation 

of conflict and contrast, Horoscope's music, choreography and libretto reduce its 

characters – the Young Man and the Young Woman – to representational beings: 

humans as signs.  
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Conclusion 
  
 Each of the case studies presented here reflects particular facets of the wide-

ranging interwar culture commonly referred to as "neoclassical." Taken together, 

however, and despite the works in question all being ballet collaborations that share 

the same one-act, nine-part structure, they appear to yield more differences than 

similarities in terms of their aesthetic content and the biographical backgrounds of 

their collaborators, such as to challenge existing accounts of "neoclassicism." In 

particular, the comparative, intermedial approach taken by this dissertation calls for a 

more nuanced discussion of the role that irony plays in neoclassical works. 

Additionally, through its dialectical synthesis of Chapters 1 and 2 in Chapter 3, this 

dissertation offers a reconciliation – via structural processes of classicality outlined by 

Constant Lambert – between neoclassical repertoire and the modernist canon.  

 Neoclassicism in music has frequently been associated with irony. By coating 

twentieth-century material with a veneer of eighteenth-century stylization, neoclassical 

repertoire may present the facade of classical idiom while conveying an alternate 

meaning through its incongruously contemporary harmonic and timbral underpinnings. 

Arnold Whittall has elucidated this "defamiliarizing" practice, principally connected to 

Stravinsky, in his Grove Music subject entry on "neo-classicism." There he writes, 

'Since a neo-classicist is more likely to employ some kind of extended tonality, 

modality or even atonality than to reproduce the hierarchically structured tonal system 

of true (Viennese) Classicism, the prefix 'neo-' often carries the implication of parody, 

or distortion, of truly Classical traits."1 The distinction between the 'neo' and the 

'classical' in neoclassicism is thus commonly delineated through an ironizing temporal 
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distance: irony as twentieth-century gesture, primed for provocation. The intent of 

irony in this sense is subversive. As we may recall Lambert writing in Music Ho!: "A 

discordant harmonization of a familiar tune like 'God Save the King' ... would be much 

more of a shock to us than any given fourteen bars in an atonal work."2 

 This paradigm of irony in neoclassicism derives intramedially, within the 

music itself. Identifying modes of irony – a rhetorical device – within a non-semantic 

medium is problematic, of course. An understated presentation of meaning – saying 

one thing but conveying the opposite – can be obtained through the juxtaposition of 

incongruous and historically disparate musical elements, as Whittall notes. Whittall's 

argument, however, assumes a parodistic, subversive relationship between the 

neoclassicist and his classical sources. In each of the case studies examined here, 

incongruities and juxtapositions between classical ideas and contemporary ones can be 

observed, but the 'neo' to 'classic' relationship does not function uniformly, nor always 

ironically. Rather, I have identified within each media, broadly speaking, sympathetic, 

integrated relationships between new and old. If and when irony emerges in these 

neoclassical works, in its various guises, it does so more often through counterpoint 

developed between different media.  

 Intermedial relationships – between music, dance, text, and/or design – offer a 

compelling site for ironic gesture. In Les Biches, the masculine display of athletes 

flexing their muscles is first supported by military topics – brass and snare drum – but 

then subverted by Poulenc's deployment of strings and woodwinds: timbres associated 

with femininity. We are told by the music to accept a meaning contrary to that 

presented by choreographic gesture. Inversely, Poulenc's music in Adagietto – as we 
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recall a self-proclaimed allusion to Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty – aurally sets up 

conventional expectations for a classical ballerina, but instead in the production it 

accompanied Nemtchinova dressed as an androgynous pageboy ("The Woman in 

Blue"), sans tutu. While Christopher Moore argues that the Adagietto "... served the 

purpose of establishing the theme of heterosexual desire as an alibi for the work's 

queer subtext," to me it represents an ironic gesture.3 The unlikely pairing of modern-

day androgyny and classic romantic allusion undermines the meaning assumed by 

Poulenc's musical borrowing (already in itself extramusical gesture).  

 Yet Moore's framing of the Adagietto – an alibi for a self-consciously gay 

composer – raises an important question: in Les Biches, do interactions between media 

produce irony or do they allow scandalous ideas on social behavior to be introduced 

with plausible deniability? Here is where we must distinguish between irony and 

distance. Nijinska's explicit parody of balletic conventions – the exaggerated lift 

sequence in the pas de deux, the choreography's over determined projections and 

reversals of gender – generate, in counterpoint to the musical score, ironic social 

commentary. Meanwhile the distance supplied by the work's classical and pre-

classical material – Poulenc's rounded melodies and phrases, ternary forms, and 

French chansons settings, along with Nijinska's fundamental fidelity to classical dance 

– allow this ironic social commentary to be delivered in a pleasing, uncontroversial 

way. The authors' use of classicism is born from affection for history and aesthetics, 

not for the purposes of parodistic appropriation.  

 In Die sieben Todsünden, irony, as we saw, is more overt. It is likely not a 

coincidence that this ballet-chanté, unlike Les Biches, was ill-received in its own time; 
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not until 1958, when audiences could look back at its historical context with 

satisfactory distance, did they find the work's content pleasing. The biting social 

critique of Die sieben Todsünden derives largely from music-text relationships. The 

text itself contradicts its own literal meaning through biblical allusions deployed 

sardonically and out of context. The entire moral framework of Die sieben Todsünden 

is ironic: right and wrong are defined by a capitalist value system and their meanings 

rendered paradoxical. Meanwhile, Weill's music, by contradicting the meaning of the 

text with antithetical connotations ("Sloth" is one of the fastest movements of the 

ballet-chanté while "Gluttony" is set as a beautiful chorale), generates ironic 

commentary.  

 While music-text relationships predominately facilitate the work's ironic 

commentary, it was Constant Lambert who noted that the true meaning of the ballet-

chanté could only be elucidated by watching the action onstage. Recall from Chapter 2 

what Lambert wrote in his review of the ballet (at that point titled Anna-Anna): 

"It is possible that the music would lose much of its savour without the 
ironic counterpoint of the stage action. For example, the churchy four-
part chorus [in Gluttony] 'here is a wire from Philadelphia' with the 
unctuous solo 'but our Anna really is quite sensible; she will know a 
contract is a contract' would lose its point without the visual 
accompaniment of the wretched Anna doing slimming exercises and 
being kept away from the dish of fruit at the point of a revolver."4  
 

In effect, according to Lambert, one cannot discount the ways in which music-dance 

or music-text-and-dance relationships produce irony in Die sieben Todsünden. This is 

a provocative idea considering the work's success in concert halls throughout its 

production history. Although Die sieben Todsünden over the course of the twentieth 

century has surely led its double life as staged and unstaged, rather than ironic and not 
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ironic, I believe we can nonetheless accept the merit of Lambert's statement – that the 

stage action conveys critical meaning by subverting the material presented by music 

and text  – while recognizing that the role of the soprano in a concert setting carries 

more than the vocal line. The women who perform the role of Anna 1 in concert, in 

addition to speaking Anna 2's lines, do more than sing: they act, conveying irony 

through a range of facial expressions and gesticulations. The material of Die sieben 

Todsünden is imbued with irony, both because and in spite of its performance 

presentation.  

 Finally, in Horoscope, we are presented with an example of neoclassicism 

arguably devoid of irony. Horoscope certainly establishes distance, formed through 

the amalgamation of historically disparate references: Flemish polyphony, the 

sarabande and siciliana, and prevalent use of the Picardy third alongside the romantic 

conventions of Tchaikovsky ballet, tonal and motivic unity, as well as contemporary 

rhythms from jazz and other exotic influences. Distance in this case does not amount 

to irony; rather, it distills dramatic content into an essay in contrast. The aural contrast 

generated by such a wide temporal range of musical material and affect facilitates the 

ballet's exaggerated projections of the Woman and the Man, who eventually unite 

despite their incompatible temperaments. Neoclassical distance – where juxtaposition 

becomes a means of abstraction – was a useful strategy for Lambert, whose narrative 

for Horoscope closely resembled his real-life, secret love affair with the prima 

ballerina, Margo Fonteyn. Horoscope's neoclassicism functions as a different kind of 

plausible deniability: not an aesthetic realm for scandal or social satire, but a place for 

private, autobiographical expression. As for music-dance relationships, we know less 
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about how Ashton's choreography interacted with Lambert's score than we do in the 

case of Nijinska and Poulenc, but we can assume certain deviations from balletic 

convention – for example the minor mode in the pas de deux – as serving the topic of 

conflict, rather than representing an ironic distortion of historical precedent.  

 The intermedial counterpoint – ironic or not – that emerges through ballet 

collaboration, by producing extramusical juxtapositions, allows the 'neo' and the 

'classical' within media to fuse together more naturally and sincerely. Certainly, 

temporal distance exists within the musical compositions. In each case study, all three 

composers write with a personal style informed by their twentieth-century 

surroundings at the same time as they employ classical and pre-classical conventions. 

In my analysis sections from each chapter, I show how eighteenth-century gestures 

materialize in the music itself, through timbre, orchestration, form, phrasing, select 

tonal harmony, and topics. We may recall Weill's concertante style of orchestration for 

single woodwinds, harkening back to classical times, as well as Poulenc's ABA 

structure for nearly every musical number in Les Biches. Rounded, eight-measure 

phrases, authentic cadences, and baroque and classical dance forms – the sarabande 

and minuet – pervade all three ballets. All three composers use Picardy thirds to 

conclude select movements and dotted rhythms that harken to French Overture style or 

its continued resonance in the eighteenth century.5 Poulenc and Weill frequently 

employ the "short-short-short-long" anacrusis figure of eighth notes found so often in 

Haydn's instrumental music and later in Beethoven: a marker of classical 

accompaniment and development.6 If one demanded a checklist of classical forms and 
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topics, each case study would arguably fulfill the requirements of neoclassicism as 

conventionally defined.  

 It is not a dearth of classical or pre-classical idioms that distinguishes these 

ballets from paradigmatic examples of neoclassicism, but rather the emergence of an 

alternative, non-parodistic relationship between composer and classicism. As we saw 

in Les Biches, Poulenc's relationship with classicism distinguishes him from 

Stravinsky because of his genuine affection for the history of his source materials. As 

Jane Fulcher writes, “For Poulenc, as opposed to Stravinsky, the past was not a foreign 

object to appropriate, or a challenging technical construct, but rather part of his own 

identity ... Poulenc’s interest in French popular culture, of both the past and the 

present, was ... the embodiment of direct expression, or an honest, spontaneous, 

natural ‘voice’.”7 We saw in Chapter 2 how Weill's neoclassicism derives from his 

admiration and affection for Mozart. Lambert loved the music of Henry Purcell, 

orchestrating music for the "Fairy Queen" for the Sadler's Wells Ballet.8 Lambert's 

friends attest to his love of the occult and antiquated music; according to Gordon Crier, 

music that brought him particular pleasure was his own archaic-sounding palindrome 

in Horoscope.9   

 What unites the brand of neoclassicism demonstrated by these composers is the 

primacy of melodic expression. Recall Poulenc's "trump card" according to Barbara L. 

Kelly: "his melodic gift." Kelly writes, "Les Biches is more accessible than Mavra 

because of [Poulenc's] ability to write disarming melodies that are warm and 

moving."10 The link between Les Biches and Mavra is of course Tchaikovsky, who 

Lambert, as we saw in Chapter 3, identifies as "undoubtedly one of the world's 
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greatest melodists."11 Much of the context behind my theorization of melody in 

neoclassicism comes from Lambert. Recall that Lambert also describes the "melodic 

fertility" of Weill's Die sieben Todsünden as a means to distinguish Weill from 

Hindemith.12 Weill, for his part, identifies his music as the wellspring of the ballet-

chanté's expressive content. In a letter to Erika Neher in May, 1933, he described 

Brecht's text as containing "... formulations of great individual beauty and phrases of a 

simple human expressiveness, which you recognize only when you hear the music I 

have come up with for it."13 Regarding Lambert's own melodic writing, Stephen Lloyd 

via Alan Frank has suggested the influence of Puccini on the score of Horoscope.14 

We saw from reviews that Horoscope was praised for its vibrant melodic material; as 

Arnold Haskell wrote, "This is the music of a composer who is completely sure of 

himself and is not frightened of melody."15 In Music Ho!, Lambert also demonstrated 

the importance of good melodic writing, not just through his praise of Poulenc, Weill 

and Tchaikovsky, but also, as we saw, through more general discussion of the 

relationship between melody, harmony and rhythm: "Harmony without melody is only 

an aural tickling, and rhythm without melody is not even rhythm – it is only metre, 

and can have at the most a vaguely mumbo-jumbo appeal, with no true musical 

significance."16 

 This emphasis on melody dovetails with a compositional impulse shared across 

the three case studies: writing music that appeals to a wide-ranging, contemporaneous 

audience. The neoclassicism shared among the examples in this dissertation is 

reflected not so much in the appropriation of eighteenth-century source material, but in 

classical structural process: the emulation of eighteenth-century compositional 
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practice, when audience appeal was, in contrast to the avant-garde experimentations of 

twentieth-century modernists, paramount. At the heart of this dissertation's 

presentation of neoclassicism, perhaps best exemplified by Weill but also evident in 

Poulenc and Lambert, is what Weill calls gestus: musically derived, culturally bound, 

recognizable ideas that return art to social agreement.  Weill's emulation of Mozart 

and his efforts as a theater reformer originated from his anxiety over the split 

developing between audiences and composers as music in the twentieth century 

become increasingly inaccessible. This is where social dance becomes critical in each 

case study. Weill, along with Poulenc and Lambert, used not only eighteenth-century 

social dances, but also present-day dances – the waltz and foxtrot – and references to 

jazz band instrumentations to cultivate communal, accessible listening experiences for 

their audiences.  

 For these three composers, the integration of popular music into contemplative 

art is an essential component of their respective approaches to creating music I define 

as neoclassical.  All three demonstrate a lack of musical snobbery and a willingness to 

embrace music outwardly. After his death, Weill's widow Lotte Lenya succinctly 

summarized her husband's love of popular music. In a letter to Mary Daniel dated 

January 6, 1956, Lenya boasts how Weill's Die Dreigroschenoper has obtained 

widespread appeal in the United States: "You hear it [3 Penny Opera] coming out of 

bars, juke boxes, Taxis, where[]ever you go. Kurt would have loved that. A 

Taxi[]driver whist[]ling his tunes would have pleased him more than winning the 

Pulitzer pri[z]e."17 In this spirit, we recall from Chapter 1 Poulenc's admission that he 

was an "assiduous fan of the music hall," and from Chapter 3 the statement by Kip 
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Lambert that "... the last thing in the world [Constant Lambert] ever was was a musical 

snob of any kind ... [he] didn't differentiate music into types, heavy, classical, light, 

popular."18  

 There is a fundamental connection in neoclassical works between a composer's 

use of contemporary culture via popular dances and the integration of eighteenth- (and 

pre-eighteenth) century styles and forms. In one sense, both gestures represent 

departures from a teleological, Hegelian approach to writing new music: the derivation 

of outward and backward materials as a means to avoid looking forward. It is in this 

sense that Lambert defines neoclassicism as "time-traveling," and that neoclassicism 

has suffered from connotations of nostalgia, escapism (one can find correlations 

between neoclassicism and exoticism, as many of the same composers were tied to 

both) and regression. For this among other reasons, composers prolifically invested in 

neoclassical repertoire have been excluded from a hierarchical and "progressive" 

musical canon.  

 In another, more fundamental sense, the integration of popular and classical 

idioms relate through dance. By framing my discussion of neoclassicism through 

music-dance relationships and choreographed case studies, I have attempted to elevate 

an awareness of the importance of dance in music history, as social dance topics 

resonate obliquely with the gestures choreographed by Nijinska, Balanchine, and 

Ashton (the cohabitation of ballet, pantomime, and diegetic dance found in Les Biches 

and particularly in Die sieben Todsünden delineates this connection even further). The 

connection between classical and contemporary sublimation of social dance reinforces 

the impulse by Poulenc, Weill and Lambert to emulate the structural process of 
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classicism, rather than merely appropriate specific classical gestures. Through 

emulation, these composers demonstrate their investment in classicality, as Nijinska 

did with her fidelity to the fundamentals of classical ballet. We may recall the passage 

from Music Ho! where Lambert so clearly connects the sublimation of social dance – 

past and present – with musical advancement: 

"I can see no reason ... why a composer should not be able to rid 
himself as much from the nightclub element in jazz as Haydn did from 
the ballroom element in the minuet, and produce the modern equivalent 
of those dance suites of Bach which we treat with as much seriousness 
as the sonatas of Beethoven."19  
 

 It is thus through Lambert, who ostensibly despised "neoclassicism" in music 

(as he idiosyncratically defined it) that we can rescue the term from its own regressive, 

even reactionary history. What Lambert's prose betrays is a sensitivity to the canon – 

an awareness for one's place in music history – and a means of advancing new art 

while also writing music with audience appeal. Lambert aspires toward classicality. As 

we recall, in this passage he advocates for what he considers the music of the future: 

symphonic jazz. He validates his idealized integration of jazz – popular music – by 

equating his compositional process with that demonstrated by Bach and Haydn. He 

was not a lone voice in making this explicit connection. Erwin Schulhoff, a Czech 

contemporary, wrote, "If Bach and his contemporaries – not to mention Mozart, 

Brahms, and Schubert – wrote and loved the dances of their day, why shouldn't I love 

and write these dances of my own time?"20 

 Classicality, through which we frame neoclassicism as historical emulation and 

not necessarily historical appropriation, invites us to reconsider twentieth-century 

neoclassical repertoire in its relation to the historical paradigm of the Austro-German 
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canon: the latter a genealogy of abstract, formal music connecting Haydn, Beethoven, 

and Brahms to Zemlinsky and Schoenberg. Self-generating musical material would 

seem at odds with music formulated through pastiche or program. Certainly Poulenc, 

Weill and Lambert have more in common with the melodic writing of Mozart and 

Tchaikovsky than with Brahms' developing variation. Yet Brahms faced a dilemma 

comparable to the one faced by the twentieth-century neoclassicists discussed in this 

dissertation: how to cultivate classicality. His strategy for establishing himself as a 

symphonist after Beethoven's death was to subsume his music and lifestyle in 

historical return: back to Haydn. His Variations on a Theme by Haydn was one of 

many steps in a long compositional journey to create an instant classic: his first 

symphony. As with the neoclassicists, this self-conscious approach to inscribing one's 

place into the steps of music history backfired; his early reception history, before 

Schoenberg's revisionism, framed him as a regressive antipode to Wagner. Schoenberg 

of course betrays his own obsession with classicality through Brahms. By identifying 

advancements in Brahms' music and constructing a teleology via motivic development 

between Brahms' compositional approach and twelve-tone writing, Schoenberg 

validated his own classical lineage – his own neoclassical gesture.  

 Brahms looked back to Haydn. Haydn and Mozart, for their part, returned to 

the music of J.S. Bach and Handel. The "learned style" – a contrapuntal style of 

composition considered by many eighteenth-century composers to be antiquated and 

outdated – became the lynchpin of musical progress in the hands of Haydn, Mozart, 

and subsequently Beethoven. These composers enlivened their symphonies and string 

quartets with formerly obsolete fugal subjects to distinguish themselves from the 
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compositional herd of the galant. Consistently we see that to move forward is to 

return, that awareness for one's part in the future of music engenders a relationship 

with the past.  

 While my analyses of Les Biches, Die sieben Todsünden, and Horoscope 

demonstrate that each score contains, at various levels, thematic, motivic, and/or tonal 

unity – that in many ways the music itself is generated through the recurrence and 

development of thematic material – I am not suggesting these ballets are works of 

formalism. Rather, I suggest that they challenge a longstanding divide in music 

historiography between modernism and neoclassicism. Poulenc and particularly Weill 

and Lambert demonstrate the same awareness of their role in advancing the musical 

canon as other modernists. This brand of classicality materializes through the 

integration of popular dance in art music as a gesture of classical emulation. I further 

delineate a reconciliation among classicism, popular source material, and modernism 

with the three examples I discuss by analyzing intermedial relationships involving 

three major figures in the progressive history of modern ballet. Like their musical 

counterparts, Nijinska, Balanchine, and Ashton demonstrate a dual commitment to the 

history of their art and its advancement. The dialogues that emerge between music and 

dance call for a contextualization of twentieth-century neoclassicism, not as something 

reactionary and stagnant, but as a richly diverse locus for the expression of artistic 

possibility. 
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